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Consent order requiring a Memphis , Tenn. , association of pest controllers to
cea e inducing- and receiving discriminatory prices for pesticides and related products from suppliers of such products.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that
the parties respondent named in the caption hereof , and hereinafter more particularly designated and described , have violated

and are now violating the provisions of subsection (f) of Section 2
Act
(D. C. Title 15 , Section 13), hereby issues its complaint stating

of the Clayton Act , as amended by the Robinson- Patman

its charges with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Associated Pest Control Services

Inc. , hereinafter referred to as " Associated " is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of tbe State of Tennessee ,

with its principal offce and place

of business located at 1313 Poplar Avenue , Mempbis , Tennessee.

Respondent Associated is an association of pest control organizations which was ostcnsib1y organized to further the interests
and development of the members of the association , through tbe
interchange of ideas ,

the dissen1ination of scientific information

and other services and purposes incidental to the general welfare
of its members. Its membership is comprised of persons , partnerships and corporations engaged in the performance of pest control , industrial sanitation and exterminating services. Associated
also performs other services for its members , including the negotiation of discounts for its

members from distributors of pesti-

cides , application equipn1ent and other necessary suppJies.
Respondent Associated had approximately 37 members in October 1967 ,

which members were located in 17 States of the United
States , tbe Dominion of Canada , and the Bahamas. The membership of Associaied constitutes a class so nU111erous and changing
as to make it impracticable to specifically name and describe each
and all of sucb members as parties respondent herein.
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Respondent Kotler Exterminating Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing ann doing business under ano by virtue of the

laws of the State of Tennessee witb its principal offce and place
of business located at 1313 Poplar Avenue , Memphis , Tennessee.

1t is a member of respondent Associated and is fairly representative of the entire membership of Associated. It is named as a respondent herein in its individual capacity and as representative
of al1 members of respondent Associated. Al1 such members not
named specifically are therefore made parties respondent herein
as though the)' had been named individual1y.

Respondent Louis 1. Kotler ,

1313 Poplar Avenue , Memphis

Tennessee, is an offcer of respondent Associated and the presi-

dent of respondent Kotler Exterminating Co., Inc. He has been
responsible , in part ,

for the direction m1d control of Associated.

He is named as a respondent herein in his individual capacity, as
an offcer of respondent Associateo m1d as tbe chief executive officer of respondent Kotler Exterminating Co. , Inc.
PAR. 2. The members of respon,)ent Associated have purchased

and now purchase ill commerce from suppliers engaged in commerce numerous pesticides and ot.her sl1ppJies , such as application
for use , consumption 01' resaJe within the United
States. Said members ann saio suppliers cause the products and
suppJies so purchased to be shipped and transported among and
between the several States of the United States , the Dominion of

equipment ,

Canada , and the Bahamas from the respective State or States of
location of said suppliers to the respective locations of said members of Associated. The members of respondent Associated and
said suppliers are therefore engaged in commerce , as " commerce
is defined in the Clayton Act.
PAR. 3. In the purchase , use and resale of said pesticides and

supplies , the members of respondent Associated are in active
competition ,vith independent persons , partnershjps and corporations not affliated with reejJondent Associated; and the suppliers
selling to said members of Associated and their independent competitors are in active competition with other suppjiers of similar
products and supplies.
PAR. 4. Respondent Associated , since its formation in February
1959 , has been and is now , maintained , managed and operated by
its secretary- treasuer , respondeut Louis 1. Kotler , for its member-

ship and each member has participated in , approved , furthered
or cooperated with respondent Louie 1. Kotler and the other mem-
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bers of Associated in the carrying out of the procedures and

activities hereinafter described.
In practice and effect , respondent Associated has been , and is
now , serving as the medium or instrumentality by, through , or in
conjunction with , which the said members of Associated exert the
influence of their combined bargaining power on the competitive

suppliers hereinbefore described. As a part

of their operating

procedure , said members of respondent Associated direct the attention of said suppliers to their aggregate purchasing power as
a buying group and , by reason of such , have knowingly demanded
and received , upon tbeir individual purcbases , discriminatory
prices , discounts , allowances , rebates and terms and conditions of

sale. Suppliers not acceding to such demands are usually replaced
as sources of supply for the commodities concerned and such

market is closed to them , in whole or in substantial part , in favor
of such suppliers as can be , and are , induced to afford the discriminatory prices , discounts , allowances , rebates , and terms and
conditions of sale so demanded.
Tbis procedure effects a discrimination in price on goods of like

grade and quality between the members of respondent Associated
and competing independent persons , partnerships and corporations whose discounts , allowances or rebates from such suppliers
are based upon only their individual volumes.
PAR. 5. Respondents have induced or received from their sup-

pliers , in the the manner afore described , favorable prices , discounts , allowances , rebates, terms and conditions of sale which
they knew or should have known constituted discriminations in
price prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton

Act , as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.
PAR. 6. The effect of knowing inducement or receipt by re-

spondents of tbe discriminations in price ,
been , and may be ,

substantially to lessen ,

as above alleged ,

has

injure , destroy or pre-

vent competition between suppliers of pesticides and other supplies granting such discriminations and other suppliers of such
products and supplies who do not grant or allow such discrimina-

tions , and also between respondent members and competing inde-

pendent customers not receiving or securing such discriminations.
PAR. 7. The foregoing acts and practices of respondents in

knowingly inducing or receiving discriminations in price prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended by tbe Robinson- Patman Act ,
tion (f) of Section 2 of said Act.

are in violation of subsec-
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission baving heretofore determined to issue its com-

plaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with
violation of subsection (f) of Section 2 of thc Clayton Act , as
amended , and the respondents having been served with notice of
said determination and with a copy of the complaint the Commission intended to issue ,

together with a proposed form of order;

and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by tbe respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint to issue herein ,

a statement that the signing of

said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been vio-

lated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having considered the agreement and having

accepted same , and the agreement containing consent order hav-

ing thereupon been placed on tbe public record for a period of
thirty (30) days , now in further conformity with the procedure

prescribed in !) 2. 31

(b) of its Rules ,

the Commission hereby is-

sues its complaint in the form contemplated by said agreement
makes tbe following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Associated Pest Control Services , Inc. , is a corporation organized ,

existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Tennessee , witb its principal offce and
place of business located at 1313 Poplar Avenue , :'demphis , Tennessee.
Respondent Kotler Exterminating Co. ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Tennessee ,

with its principal offce and place

of business located at 1313 Poplar Avenue , Memphis , Tennessee.

It is a member of Associated and is fairly representative of the
entire membership of Associated.
Respondent Louis r. Kotler is an offcer of Associated and is
president of Kotler Exterminating Co. , Inc. He has been responsible in part , for the direction and control of Associated. His address is the same as that of said corporations.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.
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ORDER

It is oi' dered

Services ,

That respondents Associated Pest Control

Inc. , a eorporation ,

Kotler Exterminating Co. , Inc. , a

corporation , individualJy and as a mernber of and as representative of the entire membership of Associated Pest Control ,serv..
ices , Inc. , all other members of Associated Pest Control Services
Inc. , and Louis 1. Kotler , inclivic1ually and as an offcer of respondents Associated Pest Control Services , Inc. , and Kotler Exterminating Co. , Inc., their l'espE dive successors and assigns , officers , agents , representatives , em_ plo Tees :md Dlembers , directly
or through any corporate 01' other device , in eonnection with the
offering to purchase or pUl'chnse of Eny pesticides and other sup-

plies , such as application equijJ ent. in commerce, as " commerce
is defined in the Clayton Act , ;\S f\i;i'mded , do forthwith cease and

desist from:
Directly or indirectly induci

Ilg' and receiving, receiving or

8,f'-

cepting any discrimination in the price of such products by accepting from any seller a net price respondents kno\v 01' should

know is below the net price at w!lich said products of like grade
and quality are heing soJd by sudl seller to other purchasers

\vhere resporlrlents are conlpeting with the purchaser paying the
higher price or with a customer of the purchaser paying the

higber price.
For the purpose of determining the " net price " under the

terms of this order , there shall be taken into account all discounts
or other terms and conditions of sale by which net prices are affected.
It
is
fur/he' " oj' dcnd That the respondent corporation , Associ-

ated Pest Control Services , Inc. , shall fonvith distribute a copy of
this order to each of its members.
It
is
fu,.ther onlered That respondents notify the Commission
at least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondents such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation , which may
affect compljance oblig-ations arising out of the order.
It

is

furthe;- ordered Tbat t!le respondents berein shall , within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN 'lnJ MATTER OF

KEENEY BROTHERS FARlVS , ET AL.
CONSEN' !' ORDEJ\ , ETC. , IN REGARD TO '!'HE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C- lfi.'9. CDmplrtint , Nov. 20 , 196,9-- Dec' ision" Nov. 20, 1969
Consent order requiring a ),e\,,' Freedom ,

Pa.

, seller of chinchila breeding

stock to CRase making exaggel' ated earning claims , misrepresenting the
quality and fertiity of its stock , and misrelH' esenting its services to

purchasers.
COivIPLA IN'!

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fedel'al Trade Comn1ission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Keeney
Brothers Farnls , a partnership, and Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer
ol-s

H. Keeney, incUvic1ually and

coparLnel' s

trading and doing busi-

ness as Keeney Brothers Farms , anrl Larry Keeney, individually
and as an offce manager of said partnership, hereinafter referred
to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it
appearing to the Commission th IL a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its COll1plaint stating its charges in that respect as fol1ows:

PARAGJ\APH 1. Respondent

Keeney Brothers Fam1s is a partner-

ship comprised of Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer H. Keeney wbo
formulate , direct and control its acts , policies and practices , including those hereinafter set forth. The principal offce and place

of business of said partnership is located at Route 2 , New Freedom , Pennsylvania.

Respondents Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer H. Keeney are individuals and copartners trading and doing business as Keeney

Brothers Farms ,

with their principal offce and place of business

at the above- stated

address.

Respondent Larry Keeney is an individual and offce manager

of said partnership. He cooperated in and effectuated

the acts

policies and practices of tbe partnership. His address is the same
as tbat of the partnership.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, of -Ie ring- for

sale ,

bution of chinchilla hreeding slock to the public.

sa1e and distri-
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business,
respondents now cause , and for some time last past have caused
their said chinchilas , when sold , to be shipped from their place of
business in the State of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States ,

and maintain

and at aU times mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial
course of trade in said products in commerce , as (' commerce " is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4 . In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business,
and for the purpose of obtaining the names of prospective pur-

chasers and inducing the purchase of said chinchillas , respondents have n1ade , and are now making numerous statements and
representations in magazine publications , direct mail advertising
and through the oral statements and display of promotional mate-

rial to prospective purchasers by their salesmen , with respect to
the breeding of chincbillas in the home for profit without previous experience , the rate of reproduction of said animals and the
expected income from their sale.

Typical and mustrative of the statements and representations
contained in said advertising and promotional material , but not
all inclusive thereof , are the followjng:
"' -* -* Here is a ready made market! The demand for Chinchila breeding
stock is so great authorities estimate that 500, 000

animals wi1 be needed for
breeding stock alone , before pelting can be seriously considered.

* * * The space you will need to raise , breed and sell Chinchilas to start
basement , or even the kitchen or bed-

need be no more than your garage ,

room. * * -*

The return is quick and BIG. You can have Chinchilas ready for market

in just five or six months. A chinchila can have up to three litters a year,

averaging from 1 io as hjgh as 6 in a litter. The young can bring from
$200. 00 a pair on up.

YOU CAr\ MAKE UP TO $800. 00 IN ONE YEAR JUST FROM ONE
PAIR OF CHlKCHILLAS
Here s how. Supposing you get a real conservative average of 2 young per

litter. In a year s time you can have 3 pair from your original pair , plus at

least one pair f' rom the first offspring. If you sell your young at $200. 00 per

pair ,

you would then have S800. 00. By keeping at least one pair for future

breeding the next year , you could make from $600. 00

CAN YOU USE $1 000. 00

to $5, 000. 00- $10,000. 00

to $1800. 00. * * *

per year?

Of course you can. And by answering our advertisement you have taken a
step forward in that direction. * * '"
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Then consider carefully our program: A tremendous National Advertising
Campaign (to mi1ions every month all over the United States) specially designed to sell the Chinchillas YOU BREED AT HOME. Yes , you ll agree
after digesting this information that we want to work "rith you as a sort of
YOU BRBED ' E:v-- WE' LL HELP SELL ' EM" team.

Is Chincl1ila breeding diffi.ult? Absolutely not. Xature takes care of the
breeding, as paired animals are left together at all times. * '" '"

WHAT OTHER BUSINESS OFFERS YOU THESE THRILLTNG ADVANTAGES?

* * * YOU ARE IN PARTNERSHIP \\lITH NATURE and nature does
the work for you. * * *
YOUR HOME , GARAGE , BARN , BASEMENT IS YOUR FACTORY

YOU DOX' T HAVE TO FTND A MARKET FOR THE CHINCHILLAS
YOU BREED, BECA"CSE Our National Advertising was originated with
the idea of making people interested ill raising Chinchilas come to you * *
no matter where you live. YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS. That is
why we pay for this large nation-wide advertising campaign to help you. No
other type of home business offers you this extra assurance of profits.

They have hardy constitutions and with proper care , feed and housing, are
relatively free from ilness and disease.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of said statements and repre-

sentations made by respondents in tbeir advertising and promotional material , and others of sImilar import and meaning but not
expressly set out herein , and in oral statements and representa-

tions made by their salesmen , respondents represent , and have

represented , directly or by implication , tbat:
1. It is commerciany feasible to breed and raise chinchilas
from breeding stock purchased from respondents in homes , basements , garages , kitchens , bedrooms and that large profits can be
made
in
this manner.
2. Tbe breeding of ehlnchilas from breedIng stock purchased

from respondents as a commerciany profitable enterprise requires
no previous experience in the breeding, raising and caring for

such animals.
3. Chinchilas are bardy animals and are free from ilness and

disease.

4. Eacb female chlnchiJla purchased from respondents and
each female offspring wjJ produce at least three live offspring
per year.
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5. Each female chinchilla pUl'ehased fl' Ol1

respondents and

each female offspring wil produce several successive litters of
from one to six live offspring each year.

6. The offspring referred to in Paragraph Five subparagraph
(5) above will sell for at least $200 a pair ,

a pair being one fe-

male and one male.
7. A

purchaser starting with one female and one male of re-

spondents ' chinchila breeding stock will have a gross income of
at least $600 from the sale-of animals in the second year.
8. There is a great demand for the offspring and for the pelts

of the offspring of chinchilla breeding stock purcbased from respondents.
9. The purpose of respondents ' national advertising is to help

purchasers of their chinchilla breeding stock market the chinchillas they raise.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. It is not commercially feasible to breed or raise chinchillas

from breeding stock purchased from respondents in homes ,

ments ,

garages , kitchens ,

base-

bedrooms and large profits cannot be

made in this manner. Such quarters or buildings ,
have adequate space and the requisite

unless they
,
temperature humidity,

ventilation and other necessary environmental conditions are not
adaptable to OJ' suitable for the breeding or raising of chinchillas
on a commercial basis.

2. The breeding of chinchillas from breeding stock purchased
from respondents as a commercially profitable enterprise requires
specialized knowledge in the breeding, raising and cm' e of s;:dd
anin1als 111uch of which must be acquired through actual experi-

ence.

3. Chinchillas are not hanly animals and are not free from illness and disease.

4. Each female chinchila purchased from respondents

and

each female offspring will not produce at least three Jive offspl'ing

per year , hut general1y less thml that number.
5. Each female chinchilln. purchased from respondents and
each female offsp1'ing \"jll not pror1uce several successive litters
from one to six each year , hut generally less than that number,

6. The offspring referred to in subparagraph (5) Paragraph
Five above will not sell for at least $200 a pair but substantially
less than that amount.
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A purchaser starting with one female and one male of re-

spondents ' breeding stock wil not have a gross income of at least
3600 from the sale of animals in the second year but substantially
less tban that amount.
8. There is not a great demand for the offspring nor for the

pelts of the offspring of chinchila breeding stock purchased from
respondents.
9. The purpose of respondents ' national advertising is not to
help purchasers of their chinchilla breeding stock market the

chinchilas tbey raise but to sell respondents ' own breeding stock.
Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs Four and Five bereof were aud are false , misleading
and deceptive.
In
the course and condnct of their business , and at all
PAR. 7.
times mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial
competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms and individu-

als in the sale of chinchilla breeding stock.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and deceptive statements , representations and practices has

had , and now has , the tendency and capacity to mislead members

of the purcbasing public into the erroneOllS and mistaken belief
that said statements and representations IV€l'€ and are true and
into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' chinchillas by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents ,

as

herein alleged ,

were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
competitors and constituted and now
constitute , unfair methods of competition in eomn1erce and unfair
and deceptive acts and pl'Rctices in commerce , in violation of Secpublic and of respondents '

tion 5 of the Federal Tn,de Commission Act.
DECISIOX A1\D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof , and the rcspondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

Bureau of

Deceptive Practices proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
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The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to Deli eve that the respondents have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue

stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
public record for a period of thirty (30) days ,

now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in S 2. 34 (b) of its
Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Keeney Brothers Farms is a partnership comprised of Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer H. Keeney who formulate
direct and control its acts , policies and practices. The principal
offce and place of business of said partnership is located at Route
ew

Freedom , Pennsylvania.

Respondents Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer H. Keeney are individuals trading and doing business as a copartnersbip under the
aforesaid name and style. Tbeir address is the same as that of the
partnership.
Respondent Larry Keeney is an individual and offce manager
of said partnership. He cooperated in and effectuated the acts
policies and practices of the partnership. His address is the same
as that of the partnership.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

and the

proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is oTdered

That respondents Keency Brothers Farms ,

a

partnership, and Alvin L. Keeney and Elmer H. Keeney, individually and as copartners trading and doing business as Keeney

Brothers Farms , or trading and doing business under any other
and Larry Keeney, individual1y and as an offce

name or names ,

manager of said partnership, and respondents ' representatives
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agents and employees ,

directly or through any corporate or other

device , hl connection with the advertising, offeyjng for sale ,

sale

or distribution of chinchiJa breeding stock or any other products
in commerce , as H con1merce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Representing, directly or by implication , that:
1. It is commercially feasible to breed or raise chinchilas in homes , basements , garages , kitchens or bed-

rooms , or other quarters or buildings unless in immediate conjunction therewith it is clearly and conspicuously
disclosed tbat the represented quarters or buildings can

only be adaptable to and suitable for tbe breeding and
raising of chinchilas on a commercial basis if they have
the requisite space , temperature , humidity, ventilation

and other environmental conditions.

2. Breeding chinchiJas as a commercially profitable
enterprise can be achieved without previous knowledge

or experience in the breeding, raising and care of such
animals.

3. ChinchiJas are hardy animals or are free from illness or disease.

4. Each female chinchila purchased from respondents

and each female of Is pring produce at least three live

young per year.
5. The number of live offspring produced

per female

chinchila is any number or range of numbers; or repre,senting, in any manner , the past number or range of
numbers of live offspring produced per female cbinchila
of purchasers of respondents ' breeding stock unless , in
fact , the past number or range of numbers represented
are those of a substantial number of purchasers and accurately reflect the number or range of numbers of live
offspring produced per female cbinchila of these pur-

chasers under circumstances similar to tbose of the purchaser to whom the representation is made.
6. Each female chinchiJa purchased from respondents

and each female offspring wil produce several

succes-

sive litters of one to six live offspring each year.
7. The number of litters or sizes thereof produced per
female chinchila is any number or range thereof; or

representing, in any manner , the past number or range
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of numbers of litters or sizes produced per female chinchila of purchasers of respondents ' breeding stock unless , in fact , the past number or range of numbers represented are those of a substantial number of purchasers
and accurately reflect the number or range of numbers
of litters or sizes thereof produced per female chinchila
of these purcbasers under circumstances similar to those
of the purchaser to whom the representation is made.
8. The offspirng of respondents ' chinchilla breeding
stock sell for at least $200 per pair.
9. Chinchila offspring from respondents ' breeding

stock yvi11 sell for any price, average price , or range of
prices; or representing, in any lnanner , the past price

average price or range of prices of purchasers of respondents ' breeding stock unless , in fad. the past price
average price or range of prices represented are those of

a substantial number of purcbasers and accurately reflect the price ,

average price or range of prices reaUzed

circumstances similar to
those of the purchaser to whom the representation is
by these purchasers under

made.

10. A purcbaser starting with one female and one
male wi1l have , from the sale of animals , a gross income

earnings or profits of $600 in the second year after purchase.
11. Purchasers of ,' espondents ' breeding stock wil re-

alize earnings , profits or income in any amount or range
of amounts; or

representing, in any manner ,

the past

earnings , profits or income of purchasers of respondents

in fact , the past earnings , profits
or income represented are those of a substantial number
of purchasers and accurately reflect the average earnings , profits or income of these purchasers under cir-

breeding stock unless ,

cumstances similar to tbose of the purcbaser to

whom

the representation is made.
12. Purchasers of respondents '

breeding stock can ex-

pect to be able to sell the offspring or tbe pelts of the
offspring of respondents ' chincbilas because said chin-

chilas or pelts are in great demand.
13. The purpose of respondents ' national advertising
is t.o belp purchasers of their d1incbilla breeding stock
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market the chinchilas they raise; or misrepresenting, in
any manner , the advertising, promotional or sales assistance engaged in by respondents or furnished to purchasers of respondents ' products.
B. Misrepresenting, in any manner , the earnings or profits
to purchasers or the quality or reproduction capacity of any

chinchila breeding stock.
C. Failing to deli vel' a copy of this order to cease and de-

sist to all present and future salesmen

or other persons engaged in the sale of respondents ' products or services , and

failing to secure from each such salesman or other person a
signed statement acknowledging receipt of said order.
It is JUTther Q1'dered

That the respondents herein shall within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

the

IN THE MATTER OF
KA

YE BROTHERS , ET AI.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIOJ\
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO AND THE WOOL PRODUCTS
LABELING ACTS

Docket C- 1640. Complaint , Nov.
Consent order requiring a Chicago ,

1.9GB-Decision,
Il1. ,

Nov.

1969

manufacturer of men s and boys

sport jackets to cease misbranding its woo1 products.

COMPI, AINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
and by virtue
of the authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , baving reason to believe that Kaye Brothers , a partnership, and Ben Kaye and Edward Kaye , individually and as coAct and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

partners trading as Kaye Brotbers , hereinafter referred to as

respondents , have violated the provisions of said Acts and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public inter-
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est , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Kaye Brothers is a partnership with
its offce and principal place of business located at 1750 Korth

Wolcott , Chicago , Ilinois.

Individual respondents Ben Kaye and Edward Kaye are copartners trading as Kaye Brothers. They formulate ,

direct and con-

trol the policies , acts and practices of said respondent partner-

ship and their address is the same as that of said partnership.
Respondents are manufacturers of men s and boys ' sport

jackets.

PAR. 2. Respondents , now and for some time last past , have in-

troduced into commerce , manufactured for introduction into commerce , sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipment
shipped , and offered for sale , in commerce , as H commerce " is defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , wool products
as " wool product" is defined therein.
PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded by the

respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4(a) (1) of
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , in that they were falsely and deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified with
respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto

were men

s and boys '

sport jackets , stamped , tagged ,

labeted ,

otherwise identified as containing a shell fiber content of

reprocessed wool ,

or

100%

a lining fiber content of all rayon and a knit
wool , whereas in truth and in fact

content of 5D % cotton

500/0

such jackets contained substantially different fibers and amounts
of fibers than represented.
PAR . 4. Certain of said wool products were further misbranded
by respondents in that they were not stamped , tagged , labeled , or
otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section

4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and in the
manner and form as prescribed by the Rules and Regulations

promulgated under said Act.
Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto

were wool products with labels on or afxed thereto which failed
to disclose the percentage of total fiber weight of the wool product , exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five per centum of
said total fiber weight ,

of (1) wool; (2) reprocessed wool; (3)
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reused wool; (4) each fiber other than wool when said percentage
by weight of such fiber was five per centum or more; and (5) the
aggregate of al1 other fibers.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents as set forth
above , were , and are , in violation of the Wool Products Labeling

thereunder , and constituted and now constitute , unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated

within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereBureau of
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939; and
after with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

of said agreement is for

a statement that the signing

settlement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as al1eged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered

the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have violated the said Acts , and that Complaint should issue
stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
public record for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with the procedure

prescribed in

34 (b) of its

Rules , the Commission bereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the fol1owing order:
1. Respondent Kaye Brothers is a partnership with its offce

and principal place of business located at 1750 Nortb Wolcott
Chicago , Ilinois.
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Respondents Ben Kaye and Edward Kaye are copartners trading as Kaye Brotbers. They formulate , direct and control the policies , acts and practices of the said respondent partnership and

their address is the same as that of said partnership.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding an of the respondents , and the

proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

ordered That respondents Kaye Brotbers , partnership,
and Ben Kaye and Edward Kaye , individually and as c01Jartners
It

is

trading as Kaye Brothers , or under any other name or names
and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly
or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the

introduction or manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or
the offering for sale , sale , transportation , distribution , delivery
for shipment or shipment , in commerce , of \vool products , as

commerce "

and d wool

product" are defined in the \V 001 Products

Labeling Act of 1939 , do forthwitb cease and desist from mis-

branding such products by:
1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or other-

wise identifying such products as to the character or amount of
the constituent fibers contained therein.
2. Failing to securely affx to or place on ,

each such product a

stamp, tag, label or other means of identification sho\ving

in a

c1ear and conspicuous manner , each element of information required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of the
Labeling Act of 1939.

Wool Products

i8
It
fu"ther ordered That the respondents herein shan , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing settng forth in detail the

manner and form in which tbey have complied witb this order.

S. SCHNEIDERMAN & SONS ,
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IN THE MATTER OF

S. SCH;\EIDERMAN & SONS , INC. , ET AL.
COKSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS
LABELING ACTS
1.969
1969- Decision , Nov.
Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturing furrier to cease

Docket C- 1641. Compla' int ,

Nov.

falsely invoicing and deceptively guaranteeing its fur products.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act ,

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission,
having reason to believe that S. Schneiderman & Sons , Inc. , a corporation , and Joseph Schneiderman and Harry Schneiderman , individually and as offcers of said corporation , hereinafter referred
to as respondents ,

have violated the provisions of said Acts and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Fur Products
Labeling Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in tbat respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent S. Schneiderman & Sons ,
corporation organized ,

Inc. , is a

existing and doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of N ew York.
Respondents Joseph Schneiderman and Harry Schneiderman
are offcers of the corporate respondent. They formulate , direct

and control the policies , acts and practices of the said corporate

respondent including those hereinafter set forth.
Respondents are manufacturers of fur products with their
offce and principal place of business located at 150 West 30th

Street , Kew York , New York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and for some time last past have
been engaged in the introduction into commerce , and in tbe manufacture for introduction into commerce , and in the sale , advertising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the transporta-

tion and distribution in commerce , of fur products; and have

manufactured for sale ,

sold , advertised , offered for sale , trans-
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ported and distributed fur products which have been made in
whole or in part of furs which have been shipped and received in
commerce , as the terms " commerce
iuy
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act.

and H fuy

product" are

PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced by the respondents in that they were not invoiced
as required by Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.

Among such falsely and deceptively invoiced fur products , but
not limited thereto , were fur products covered by invoices which

failed to disclose that fur products were bleached , dyed or otherwise artificially colored , when such was the fact.
PAR. 4. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced in that certain of said fur products were invoiced
to show that the fur contained therein was " color altered" when

in fact such fur was " dyed " in violation of Section 5 (b) (2)

of

the Fur Products Labeling Act.

PAR. 5. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced in that said fur products were invoiced to show
that the fur contained therein was natural , when in fact such f\lr
was pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed , or otherwise artificially colored ,

in violation of Section 5 (b) (2) of the Fur Products Label-

ing Act.

PAR. 6. Respondents furnished false guaranties under Section

10 (b) of the Fur Products Labeling Act with respect to certain
of their fur products by falsely representing in writing that re-

spondents had a continuing guaranty on fie with the Federal

Trade Commission when respondents in furnishing such guaranties had reason to believe tbat the fur products so falsely guarantied would be introduced , sold , transported and distributed in
commerce , in violation of Rule 48 (c) of said Rules and Regulations under the Fur Products Labeling Act and Section 10 (b) of
said Act.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as
herein alleged

, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act

and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and con-

stitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce under the Fcderal Trade Commission Act.

S. SCHNEIDERMAN & SONS ,
715

INC. , ET AL.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereBureau of
Commission
for its
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the
after with a copy of a draft of complaint whieh the

consideration and which, if issued by the Commission , would

charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act; and
The respondents and counseJ for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in tbe aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been vio-

lated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined tbat it has reason to believe that the respondents have violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue

stating its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted
the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the
public records for a period of thirty (30) days , now in further
conformity with the procedure

prescribed in

34 (b) of its

Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent S. Schneiderman & Sons , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of '" ew York with its offce and principal place
of business located at 150 West 30th Street , i\ew York , New

York.
Respondents Joseph Schneiderman and Harry Schneiderman

are offcers of the said corporation. They formulate , direct and
control the policies , acts and practices of said corporation and

their address is the same of that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the
proceeding is in the public interest.
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It is ordered That respondents S. Schneiderman & Sons , Inc. , a
corporation , and its offcers , and Joseph Schneiderman and Harry
Schneiderman , individual1y and as offcers of said corporation
and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly
or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
introduction , or manufacture for introduction , intO' commerce , or
the sale , advertising or offering for sale in commerce , or the
transportation or distribution in commerce , of any fur product;

or in connection with the manufacture for sale , sale , advertising,
offering for sale , transportation or distribution of any fur product which is made in whole or in part of fur which has been
shipped and received in commerce , as the terms H commerce

fur "

and " fur

product" are defined in the Fur Products Labeling

Act , do forthwith cease and desist from falsely or deceptively invoicing any fur product by:

1. Failing to' furnish an invoice , as the term " invoice " is
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , showing in words
and figures plainly legible al1 the information required to be
disclosed by each of the subsections of Section 5 (b) (1) of the

Fur Products Labeling Act.
2. Representing directly or by implication on an invoice
that the fur contained in such fur product is " color altered

when such fur is dyed.
3. Representing directly or by implication on an invoice
that the fur contained in such fur product is natural when
such fur is pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed , or otherwise artificial1y colored.
It
i3
fU1'ther ordeTed That respondents S. Schneiderman &
Sons , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and Joseph Schneiderman and Harry Schneiderman , individual1y and as offcers of said
corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate 01' other device , do forth-

with cease and desist from furnishing a false guaranty that any
fur product is not misbranded , falsely invoiced or falsely advertised when the respondents have reason to believe that such fur
product may be introduced ,
commerce.

sold , transported , or distributed in

It is further oTdered That respondents notify the Commission
at least 30 days prior to any proposed cbange in the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the

S. SCHN,;mEEIWAN & SONS ,
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emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may
affect complianr.e obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordend That respondent corporation shall forthwith distribute a copy of tbis order to each of its operating divisions.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall , within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

the

IN THE MATTER OF

BEATRICE FOODS CO. AND THE KROGER CO. , INC.
ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF

SECS. 2 (a) AND 2 (f) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

8663.

Complaint , July 30 , 1965- Decision ,

Dec.

, 1969

Order requiring a major food chain store with headquarters in Cincinnati
Ohio , to cease knowingly inducing or receiving discriminatory prices

from competing suppliers of fluid milk and other dairy products , and
dismissing price discrimination charges against a major dairy products
distributor.
COMPLAINT

Tbe Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe

that

respondent Beatrice Foods Co. , has violated and is now violating
the provision of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act

(U.
, Title 15 , Section 13) as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act , approved June 19 , 1936 , and that respondent The Kroger Co. , Inc. , has violated and is now violating subsection (f) of
Section 2 of the Clayton Act (U.

, Title 15 , Section 13) as

amended by the Robinson- Patman Act , approved June 19 ,

1936

hereby issues its complaint charging as follows:
COUNT I

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Beatrice Foods Co. ,

ferred to as " Beatrice

hereinafter re-

" is a corporation organized ,

existing, and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of
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Delaware with its principaJ offce and place of business located at
120 South LaSalle Street , Chicago , IIinois.
PAR. 2. Respondent Beatrice is a holding and operating company having on February 28 , 1963 , a 100% voting power in ap-

proximately 15 subsidiary corporations. In addition to these corporations , Beatrice conducts a diversified dairy business including
virtually all branches thereof through its operating divisions. Its
principal operations are milk , creamery butter , ice cream , produce , cold storage and frozen foods. Beatrice s chief trade name is
Meadow Gold.

Respondent Beatrice has 134 plants for the manufacturing and
processing of milk , butter , ice cream , ice cream mixes , dried buttermilk and powdered milk. These plants are located in 33 States.

Sales branches are maintained by Beatrice at its manufacturing
plants and , in addition , Beatrice has 242 selling branches in 42
States.
Beatrice

s gross sales

February 28 ,

, less returns ,

for the fiscal year

ending

1964 , were $606 157, 642.

PAR. 3. Respondent The Kroger Co. ,

Inc.

, hereinafter referred

to as H Kroger " is a corporation organized ,

existing, and doing

business under and by virtue of tbe laws of the State of Ohio

with its principal offce and place of business located at 1014 Vine
Street , Cincinnati , Ohio.
PAR. 4. Respondent Kroger is now , and for many years has

been engaged in the operation of a large chain of retail grocery
stores. In the course and conduct of said business , Kroger maintains a highly integrated operation which includes the

manufac-

turing, processing, distributing and retailing of a broad line of
merchandise , including fluid milk and other dairy and food products and a variety of nonedibJe household products. On

December

, 1963 , Kroger operated approximately 1,424 retail grocery

stores in 24 States of the United States. Kroger s net sales
amounted to $2 102 106 248 in 1963 , $1 947, 570 909 in 1962 and
842 342 667 in 1961.
Included among Kroger s retail grocery chain stores are ap-

proximately 44 stores located in portions of the States of West
Virginia , Ohio and Kentucky comprising the Charleston Division
of The Kroger Co. , Inc. , an operating division of the said respondent Kroger.

PAR. 5. Respondent Beatrice sells fluid milk and other dairy
products of like grade and quality to a large number of purchasers
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located throughout 42 States of the United States , including the
States of West Virginia , Ohio and Kentucky for use , consumption
or resale therein.

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent
Beatrice is now , and for many years past has been , transporting
fluid milk and other dairy products , or causing the same to be
transported , from dairy farms and other points of origin to said
respondent' s receiving stations , processing and manufacturing
plants and distribution depots located in States other than the
State of origin.
Beatrice is now , and for many years past has been transport-

ing fluid milk and other dairy products , or causing the same to be
transported , from the State or States where such products are
processed , manufactured or stored in anticipation of sale or shipment , to purchasers located in other States of the United States.
Beatrice also sells and distributes its said fluid milk and other
dairy products to purchasers

located in the same States and

places where such products are processed , manufactured or otored
in anticipation of sale.
All of the matters and things , including the acts , practices,

sales and distribution by Beatrice of its said fluid milk and other
dairy products , as hereinbefore alleged , were and
and done in a constant current of commerce , as

are performed
" commerce " is

defined in the Clayton Act.
PAR. 7. Respondent Beatrice sells its fluid milk and other dairy
products to retailers and consumers. Beatrice s retailer- purchasers resell to consumers. Many of said respondent' s retailer- purchasers are in competition with other retailer- purcbasers of Beatrice.
Respondent Beatrice , in the sale of its fluid milk and other
dairy products to retailers and consumers , is in substantial competition with other manufacturers ,

distributors and sellers

of

such products.

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce

respondent Beatrice has discriminated and is now discriminating
in price in the sale of fluid milk and other dairy products by selling such products of like grade and quality at different prices to
different purchasers at the same level of trade.
Included in , but not limited to , the discriminations in price , as

Beatrice has
discriminated in price in the sale of said products by charging
many retailer- purcbasers , who were and are in competition with
above al1eged ,

beginning on or about June 4 ,

1962 ,
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the retail stores of Kroger

s Charleston Division , higher prices
than it charged Kroger s said retail stores. Such differences in

price have ranged as high as 32 percent for fluid milk in gallon
containers.
PAR. 9. The effect of such discriminations in price by respond-

ent Beatrice in the sale of fluid milk and other dairy products has
been or may be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in the

purchasing, processing or sale of said

products and to injure , destroy or prevent competition:
1. Between Beatrice and its competitors in the manufacture
processing, distribution and sale of such products.
2. Between retailers paying higher prices and competing retail-

ers paying lower prices for Beatrice s said products.
PAR. 10. The discriminations in price , as herein alleged , are in
violation of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended.
COU;\T II
PAR. 11. Paragraphs One through Ten of Count I hereof are

hereby set forth by reference and made a part of this count as
fully and with the same effect as if quoted herein verbatim.
PAR. 12. Respondent Kroger , in the course and conduct of its
business , is now , and for many years has been purchasing in commerce from sellers engaged in commerce , as n commerce " is defined in the amended Clayton Act , numerous food and household
products , including fluid milk and other dairy products , for use
consumption and resale within the United States.
In connection with such transactions , respondents are nmv , and
have been , in active competition with other corporations , partnersbips , firms and individuals also engaged in the purchase for use
consumption and resale of such food and household products, in-

cluding fluid milk and other dairy products , of Jike grade and
quaJity from the same or competitive sellers. Tbe aforesaid sellers
and respondent Kroger and such sellers cause tbe products when purchased by said respondent , to be transported from the place of
manufacture , processing or purchase , to Kroger s warehouses and
retail stores located in the same State or the various other States
are located in the various States of the United States ,

of the United States. Further ,

in many instances tbe aforesaid
sellers must purchase or obtain raw materials , suppJies and fin-

ished products from States other than the State in which such
food and household products , including fluid milk and other dairy
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products , are manufactured , processed or purchased as aforesaid
in order to fulfill the obligations of said sellers in their commit-

ments to supply the said respondent.
PAR. 13. Respondent Kroger is , and was at all times mentioned
herein a knowledgeable processor ,

manufacturer and buyer of
fluid milk and other dairy products. Kroger owns and operates at
least three plants for the processing and manufacture of fluid
milk , and other dairy products.
PAR. 14. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce
Kroger has knowingly induced or

received discriminations in

price which are prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act , as amended.
For example , respondent Kroger ,

in its negotiations with re-

1962 , for the supply
of fluid milk and other dairy products under private label to the

spondent Beatrice , before and after June 4 ,

stores of Kroger s Charleston Division , knowingly induced prices
which were and are discriminatory under the provisions of Section 2 of the amended Clayton Act , as set forth in Count I of this
complaint. Further , respondent Kroger had and has , since June 4
1962 , knowingly induced or received prices from respondent Beatrice in tbe purchase of such products for the stores of said

Charleston Division which said prices were and are discriminatory under the provisions of Section 2 of the

amended Clayton

Act , as set forth in Count I hereof.

By the term private label , it is meant that such products were
packaged under labels bearing brand names owned by Kroger or
peculiar to the retail operations of Kroger , its divisions and subsidiaries , instead of under labels displaying tbe brand names
owned by Beatrice or peculiar to the operations of Beatrice.
PAR. 15. When respondent Kroger knowingly induced or re-

ceived the discriminatory prices from its supplier , as alleged
Kroger knew or should have known that such prices constituted
discriminations in price prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2

of the Clayton Act ,

as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.

PAR. 16. The aforegoing acts and practices of Kroger are in violation of subsection (f) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended.

Mr. Fwdie P. Favarella , Mr. John J. Mathias
Cloe

and

Mr. Ro.fe H.

supporting the complaint.

Patterson
Winston , Strawn , Smith
38 South Dearborn St. , Chicago , Ill. , and lvlT. John P. Fox , Jr.
Mr. Edward

L.

Foote

of
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Mr. Pete?' J. Marcus 120 South LaSal1e St. , Suite 2200 , Chi-

cago , Il. , for respondent Beatrice Foods Co.

. Max H.
and
Mr. Norman Diamond , Mr. Murray H. Bring,
Porter 1229 19th St. , NW. , Washington
of
Amold

Crohn , Jr.

, for respondent The Kroger Co. , Inc.
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1. THE COMPLAINT AND THE STATCTE

The complaint in this proceeding, consisting of two counts , was
issued on July 30 ,

1965.

Count I of the complaint , as modified by tbe lVlore Definite
Statement made by complaint counsel , alleges that the respondent
Beatrice Foods Co. , beginning in June 1962 , violated Section 2 (a)
of the Clayton Act , as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act , by

discriminating in prices in the sale of fluid milk and other dairy
products and by selling those products to The Kroger Co. ,

the Great Atlantic &

Pacific Tea Co. , Inc. ,

Inc.,

and Garden Fresh

Markets , Inc. , at lower prices than Beatrice Foods Co. sells those

products of like grade and quality to other retail customers in
competition with the companies named above. The provisions of
the Clayton Act upon which Count I of the complaint is based

provide as follows:
Sec. 2. (a)

That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged

in commerce

in the course of such commerce , either directly or indirectly, to discriminate
in price between different purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality, where either or any of the purchases involved in such discrimination are
in commerce , where such commodities are sold for use , consumption , or re-

sale within the l)nited States or any Territory thereof or the District of
Columbia or any insular possession or other place under the jurisdiction of
the United States , and where the effect of such discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of
commerce , or to injure , destroy, or prevent competition with any person who
either grants or knowingly receives the benefit of such discrimination , or
Pro' uided That nothing herein contained
with customers of either of them:

shall prevent differentials which make only due allowance for differences in
the cost of manufacture , sale , or delivery resulting from the differing methods or quantities in which such commodities are to such purchasers sold or
delivered: * '"
(b) Upon proof being made , at any hearing on a complaint under this

section, that there has been discrimination in price or services or facilities
furnished , the burden of rebutting the prima facie case thus made by showing justification shall be upon the person charged with a violation of this
section , and unless justiflcation shall be affrmatively shown , the Commission
Pro' vided
is authorized to issue an order terminating the discrimination:
however That nothing herein contained shall prevent a seller rebutting the

prima facie case thus made by showing that his lower price or the furnish-

ing of services or facilities to any purchaser or purchasers was made in
good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor , or the services or

facilities furnished by a competitor.

". * *

* *
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Count II of the complaint

alleges that respondent The Kroger

Co. , Inc. , in its negotiations with respondent Beatrice Foods Co.,

"* * * for the supply of fluid milk and other dairy products under
private label brands to the stores of Kroger s Charleston Division
" before and after June 4 , 1962 , knowingly induced or rewhich were and are discriminatory under the
ceived prices H*
provisions * * *" of subsection (f) of Section 2 of the Clayton

Act , as amended. The portion of the Clayton Act upon which
Count II of the complaint is based provides as follows:
(f) That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce , in the
course of such commerce , knowingly to induce or receive a discrimination in

price which is prohibited by this section.
II. THE RESPONDEKTS ' ANSWERS

On September 15 , 1965 , respondent Beatrice Foods Co. filed its

answer in which it made certain factual admissions ,
the principal charges a11eged in the complaint ,

but denied

and pled a number

of affrmative defenses , as fo11ows:

1. The prices charged were not unlawfu11y discriminatory;

2. Competitors of Beatrice Foods Co. were not inj ured within
the meaning of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act;
3. Competitors of the a11eged favored customers were not injured within the meaning of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act;
4. Certain of the a11eged discriminatory sales were not sales in

commerce as defined in Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act;
5. A11 price differentials , if any, were instituted in good faith
to meet competitors ' prices; and

, if any, represented permissible differentials because they made due a110wances for differences in the
cost of manufacture , sale , or delivery that resulted from differing
methods of distribution or differing quantities sold to the alleged
6. A11 price differentials

favored customers.

Respondent The Kroger Co. , Inc. ,

filed its answer on September
, 1965 , in which it made certain factual admissions , but specifi-

differentials in price as to sales to
, violated Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act;

ca11y denied that the a11eged

Tbe Kroger Co. ,

Inc.

and further , it denied that it knowingly induced or received any
unlawful price discriminations from Beatrice Foods Co. or that it
knew or should have known that the prices of Beatrice Foods Co.

constituted discriminations violative of Section 2 (a).
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III. HEARINGS , PROPOSED FINDINGS , AND ABBREVIATIONS

Hearings for the reception of evidence in support of the casein-chief , in defense , in rebuttal , and in surrebuttal were concluded on March 21 , 1967. Consideration has been given to the entire record herein , including proposed findings as to the facts

proposed conclusions ,

and written arguments in support thereof.
Each of those proposals that has been accepted has been , in substance , incorporated into this initial decision. All proposals not so
incorporated are hereby rejected as not supported by the evidence
of record or as not deemed necessary to a fair determination of
the issues herein.

Citations in this initial decision have

been abbreviated as fol-

lows:

Tr.

RBX RKX ARA -

Commission Exhibit.
Page in Transcript.
Respondent Beatrice s Exhibit.
Respondent Kroger s Exhibit.
Respondent Beatrice s Answer to Request to Admit , filed September 23 , 1966.

Hereafter, respondent Beatrice Foods Co. wil be referred to as
Beatrice ; respondent The Kroger Co. , Inc. , as '( Kroger ; and
the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. , Inc. , as " A & P.
IV. THE ISSUES
The principal issues arising from tbe pleadings , the evidence

and the relevant provisions of the Clayton Act are as follows:
A.

B.

Commodity

What are the products involved in this proceeding?
Time Involved

During what period of time did the alleged

discriminations

occur?
C.

Sales in Commerce

Were the sales by Beatrice to its favored customers made in
commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act?
D.

Disc1"imirnLt'ion

Did the discriminations in price , if any, which Beatrice granted
to Kroger , to A & P , and to Garden Fresh Markets , Inc. , or to
any of them , have the effect of substantially lessening competition
or tending to create a monopoly in any line of commerce , or in-
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juring, destroying, or preventing competition with any person
who either granted or knowingly received the benefit of such discriminations , or with the customers of any of them , or did such
discriminations create a reasonable probabilty of such an effect?
E.

Meeting Competition

Were the prices for milk and cottage

cheese that had been

agreed to by Beatrice and Kroger , by Beatrice and A & P , and by
Beatrice and Garden Fresh Markets , Inc. , agreed to by Beatrice
in good faith to meet the equal1y low prices of a competitor?
F.
Beatrice s Burden as to Cost Justification and Meetin q Compe-

tition
Assuming that complaint counsel have
facie case of price discrimination ,

estabJished a prima

has Beatrice met its burden of

proof by showing either a good- faith meeting of competition or

have the price differences favoring Kroger , A & P , and Garden
Fresh Markets , Inc. , been justified by differences of volume of
sale or methods of deJivery?
G.

Complaint Counsel' s

Burden Under Section 2(f) of the Clay-

ton Act
Assuming that

complaint counsel have established a prima

facie case of price discrimination by Beatrice that favored Kroger , have complaint counsel proved that Kroger induced or received such prices knowingly or that under such circumstances

that Kroger should , in reason , have known that the
granted to it were not cost justified or tbat Beatrice was not

prices
of-

fering such prices in good faith to meet the equal1y low price of a

competitor?
V. IDENTITY AND BUSINESS OF BEATRICE

Beatrice Foods Co. is a Delaware corporation , with its principal offce and place of business located at 120 South LaSal1e St.
Chicago , Ilinois (Complaint and Answer , Count I , Par. 1).
It is also a holding and operating company, and on February
, 1963 , had a 100 percent voting power in approximately 15
subsidiary corporations. In addition to these subsidiary corpora-

tions , Beatrice conducts a diversified dairy business.

Beatrice

chief trade name is " Meadow Gold. " It sens milk and other dairy

products, grocery products, and agricultural by- products (Complaint and Answer , Count
Par. 2; Grantham , Tr. 213- 14; CXs
50H- , 5IJ- , 523 , K , N , 0, 533- 0).

-------- ------------ -----------_-----__-- ----------
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Beatrice has 134 plants for the manufacturing and processing
of milk , butter , ice cream , ice cream mixes , dried buttermilk and

powdered milk. These plants are located in 33 States. Also , Beatrice has 242 selling branches in 42 States (Complaint and Answer , Count I , Par. 2).
Beatrice s net sales for the following fiscal years were (CX
53C):

Year ending:

February 28 , 1962 -February 28 , 1963 ----

February 29, 1964 -

Net 8ales
- $539 192 494

--n_--

------ 569 487, 854
- 606 157 642
_n 681 385, 124

February 28, 1965 ----- __n--_ __n

Beatrice possibly ranks third among the large interstate dairy
companies in annual gross sales (Tr. 217).
The parts of the Beatrice organization with which we are principally concerned consist of three plants-one

located at Clarks-

burg, West Virginia , one located at Beckley, West Virginia , and a
third , which is a manufacturing facility, located at Sandy Lake
Pennsylvania , where Beatrice manufactures the cottage cheese

sold by it in West Virginia (CX 16 , 54B , 54U). Each of these

plants is operated autonomously and makes basic management decisions in response to local conditions (Tr. 254). The Beckley and

Clarksburg divisions manufactured the fluid milk products that
were sold principally to wholesale grocers (Tr. 453 , 1428).
The Sandy Lake , Pennsylvania , plant prior to 1962 purchased

substantial amounts of fluid milk in raw form from farmers located in Western Pennsylvania through a se11ng agency

DCSA (Dairymen s

called

Co- Operative

Sales Association). The Sandy
Lake manufacturing facility of Beatrice separated the butterfat
content of raw milk for use in the ice cream that was manufactured in Pittsburgh. Tbe by-

product-nonfat

solids-was reduced

to powder and was disposed of as a distress item under government- supported parity (CX 54U;
RBX 121B , D; Tr. 404- 06,
435- 2468-69) .
VI. IDENTITY AND BUSINESS OF KROGER

Respondent Kroger is now , and for many years has been , engaged in the operation of a large chain of retail grocery stores
(Complaint and Answer , Count I , Par. 4; CXs 155D- , J156D- , J- , 158D- E). In terms of sales , Kroger ranks third
nationally among the large retail grocery chains (Tr . 932). It is
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estimated that on December 28 , 1 %0 , lC operated 1 424 retail groTb- C)I;; ret2. il grocery stores
cery stores in more than 24 State2.

sell fluid milk and other (biry products , other food products , and
a variety of non

edible household products. Kroger

s operations

are highly integrated and include manufacturing, processing, distributing, and retailing (Complaint and Answer , Count I , Par. 4;
CXs 155E , 156D- , 157E , 158D- E). Kroger s net sales
amounted to:
842 342 667 in 1961
947 570 909 in 1962
102 106 248 in 1963.

(Complaint and Answer, Count I , Par. 4.

Kroger s retail grocery stores are operated through a number

of division headquarters. Eacb of tbese division

headquarters
serves from approximately 30 to 100 stores (Tr. 932- 33). The

commodities sold by the individual stores of the Charleston division are all purchased centrally through the division s purchasing

offces. 0:0 products are purchased at the store level by the store
manager. Some products are , at times , purchased by the division
through central purchasing facilities operated by Kroger at a
level above the Charleston division. The Charleston division operates central warehousing facilities in Charleston , Vi/est Virginia
from wbich it disperses most of the products sold by the individual stores (Tr. 755- 57). In the case of fluid milk and other dairy
products , however , during the period covered by the BeatriceKroger agreement , delivery was made directly to tbe individual
Kroger stores by the suppliers (Tr. 7(;6- 67).

The Kroger stores involved in this proceeding 'Ivere located in
the company s Charleston division (CX 88). During the relevant
period , that division included 35 stores in West Virginia , f(ve in
eastern Kentucky, and four in eastern Ohio (CX 60; Complaint
and Answer , Count I , Par. 4). Proof of tbe alleged unlawful price
discriminations \vas limited , however , to customers of Beatrice located entirely within the State of West Virginia.
VII. THE PRODUCTS INVOLVED AND THE METHODS OF SALE AKD
DELIVERY

Although the complaint charges Beatrice with discriminations
in tbe sale of " Fluid milk and otber dairy products " tbe evidence

in this proceeding is limited principally to the products of milk
and cottage cheese. And the principal charge is concerned with

the sale of those products by Beatrice to Kroger under an agree-
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whereby Beatrice furnished those

products to Kroger marked witb Kroger s private label under a
limited" or if stripped" service agreement as distinguished from
a fun-service agreement (CXs 36 , 37, 39, 43 , 63). By agreement
between counsel , the period of discrimination was limited to June
1962 through October 1963 (Tr. 159).
There is a substantial difference between limited service and
fun service. Under a fun- service agreement , a deliveryman visits

n particular store at least once every workday (Tr. 490- , 715).
Upon arriving at a store , the deliveryman goes to the dairy case
and rotates the milk in the case so that the older milk is placed in
the front. After he decides how much milk and other dairy products are needed ,

he writes out the order tberefor and returns to
bis truck to procure the particular items on the order. He then
goes back into the store and fins the dairy case. He may wait
while the store personnel cbecks the delivery and totals the sales
ticket. After that , he waits either for payment or for his sales
ticket to be signed (Tr. 716 , 847--8 , 876 , 1428- , 1607- 08). He
accepts merchandise returned to him " for any reason " loads it on
his truck , and transports it back to his plant (Tr. 716 , 876)

where be totals his receipts and monies before be turns them in
to his office (Tr. 1478).
In contrast , the limited- service

agrecment between Beatrice

and Kroger provided for Kroger to order its needed milk and cottage cheese 2 days in advance of delivery. It also restricted deliveries to once a day for five days a week. The delivered products
were placed at the individual Kroger store s dock but no indoor
service of any kind was rendered by the deliveryman. In addition

invoices were received at Kroger s central offce (CX 90; Tr. 716
1429- , 1488 , 1490- 91). Tbe terms of the agreement placed the
responsibility for advertising the Kroger- labeled product upon
Kroger. Moreover , Kroger s privilege of returning merchandise
that was damaged by the supplying dairy during delivery was restricted; and the loss on any unsold products delivered in accordance witb applicable shelf- life conditions was suffered by Kroger
(Tr. 509- , 727, 1430; CX 90).
Under tbe terms of tbe contract , Kroger also purchased merchandise from Beatrice bearing Beatrice s own brand names
Meadow Gold" and " Greenbrier " but Kroger paid the full list
price for such merchandise (Tr. 718- , 729).
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VIII. REASONS GIVE=' BY KROGER FOR WANTING PRIVATE-LABEL
MILK
In November 1961 , Mr. Dickinson (now deceased), the grocery
merchandiser of Kroger s Charleston division , contacted Mr.

Francis X. Casserly, then manager of Kroger s Dayton dairy
plant and grocery merchandiser for the Columbus

division and

since then responsible for Kroger s private- label dairy operations
to inquire about the private- label- milk program that the Columbus division was then operating (Tr. 587- 88). As a result of that
discussion , a plan was initiated for a private- label- milk program
in Kroger s Charleston division.
The interest of Kroger s Charleston division in a private- label-

milk program ,

late in 1961

, was prompted by a variety of rea-

sons. The dairy cases in tbe Kroger stores were described as looking like " a jungle. " Each displayed the products of at least four,
and sometimes five , different suppliers , including VaHey BeH

Dairy, Broughton Farm Dairy, The Borden Company, Fairmont
Foods Company, and Beatrice (Tr. 685- , 589). Because each of
the various brands had so little space in Kroger s cases , the drivers for the various companies might return several times a day to
make sure their products were in supply. Such a practice was de"'
scribed as a " nuisance " to Kroger and " an expense to the compaagreement was intended to
16).
eliminate these conditions (Tr. 715-

nies "

(Tr. 715). The private- label

As an additional problem ,

some Kroger stores carried brands

that were not sold in the majority of the stores in the division
(Tr. 784). The large number of suppliers to the stores , together
with the absence of a division- wide brand , discouraged Kreger

from divisional advertising of dairy products (Tr.

685-

778- , 784- 85). Another consideration stated by Kroger

s rep-

resentatives was the fact that the various brands of milk being
sold by Kroger were too costly to permit Kroger to compete profitably with tbe numerous local price cutters who were then active
throughout the Charleston division (Tr. 777- 78;
100- 130D , 131- , 181- , 185- 86, 188-93, 195 , 197-

RBXs
, 202

206 , 209) .

In late Kovember 1961 , 1\1' Casserly met with ;vr. Dickinson
and Mr . Arnold Scherz , the Kroger vice president in charge of

the Charleston division (Tr. 590). Those offcials decided tbat
tbere should be only the Kroger label and one other brand of milk
in each store , with the high-volume item , homogenized milk in
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gallon jugs , available solely under the Kroger label (Tr. 629685- , 715). It was also decided that the private- label merchandise should receive preferential space in the dairy cases of each
store (Tr. 687).

When Mr. Casserly undertook to develop such a program , the
publisbed price lists of the dairy processors who served the geographic area encompassed by Kroger

s Charleston division ap-

plied only to those brand products that were delivered under the
regular- or full-service agreements (CXs 377G , 377L , 377R; RBXs
123A , 1231 , 123J). None of those 1ists contained any references to

price

of private- J"hel

merchandise or to merchandise furnished

under a limited or stnpped service; all retailers of milk in the
market area of the Charleston division were buying brand-name

products and were receiving either full or regular service (CXs
377G , 377L , :!77R; RBXs 123A , 1231 , 123J; Tr. 782- , 812
847- , 876- , 896, 913- 14). Tbe idea of private- label milk was

novel in the territory (Tr. 591-92).
IX. SEQUENCE OF EVE:\TS LEADING TO THE REA TRICE- KROGER AGREEMENT
A.

The Selection PToce"" and Initit,Z Meeting

After meeting with the personnel of Kroger s Charleston division in December of 1961 , Mr. Casserly, who was the Kroger
offcial responsible for private-label operations , notified Valley

Bell Dairy, Broughton Farm Dairy, The Borden Company, and
Fairmont Foods Company, all of whom operated in West Virginia

that Kroger was interested in receiving proposals

for a private-

label-milk program on a stripped-service basis (Tr. 589-

, 715).

Mr. Casserly first contacted Broughton Farm Dairy through its
president , Mr. Carl Brougbton , and on i\ovember 30 , 1961 , he
had a preliminary discussion with Mr . Broughton about supplying private- label milk to Kroger (Tr. 590 , 943; CX 100). At that
time Brougbton was selling its dairy products to 12- 14 Kroger
stores in the Cbarleston division and was selling private- label
milk to seven Kroger stores in Kroger s Columbus division at 20
percent off list prices under a full-service agreement (Tr. 946-47
594 596 717- 18) .
i\ear the same date as stated above , Mr. Casserly or Mr. Dickinson , telepboned Mr . J. William Martin , general manager of the

Valley Bell Dairy, and arranged an appointment with him to discuss a private- label proposal (Tr. 590 , 889). At that time , Valley
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Bell was serving 23 Kroger stores in the Charleston division (CX
135C- D). The following day, Mr. Casserly, along with his plant

accountant , Mr. Jack Nicely, met with Mr. C'artin and his
brother at the Valley BeB plant (Tr . 590 , 889; CX 132). At that

meeting, Mr. Martin informed Mr. Casserly that he had several
reservations regarding the submission of a private- label quotation , although be said that he would like to consider the matter
further (Tr .

891; CX 132). Mr. Casserly told Mr. Martin that he

would be happy to answer any of Valley BeB' s

questions (Tr.
891). It is doubtful that Valley Bell was ever seriously interested
in the program; but if it was , its interest applied to only 27 of
the 44 Kroger stores in the Charleston division (CXs 134- 137).
In early December 1961 ,

Mr. Casserly telephoned Mr. Paul R.

Dew , tbe central division manager of Fairmont Foods Company
(Tr. 590- , 801 , 803). At that time Fairmont was sellng dairy
products to some 28- 30 Kroger stores (Tr. 817). On December 4,
the two men met in Dayton , Ohio , and discussed the possibilty of
Fairmont' s submission of a private- label proposal (CX 116). Mr.

Casserly and C'r. Dew met again in Dayton in early January
1%2 (Tr. 803).
It was either in Decembel' 1961 or early
Casserly invited

a proposr.'

frOlH rrllE

January 1962 that Mr.

BOr' den

Company, which

was tben a supplier OJ seven Kroger stores (Tr. 591

, 600 , 857-

865).
Although BE,atrice was serving 26 Kroger stores in West Virginia at that time , Beatrice was not invited to submit a proposal.

Beatrice was not considered by Mr. Casserly as prepared to furnish milk in tbe type of containers that Kroger desired (CX 29C;
Tr. 365- , 369- , 487 , 591). When Beatrice heard rumors of
Kroger s interest in a private- label- milk arrangement , it took the
initiative and contacted Kroger (Tr. 365- , 485- 86).
It was late in December 1961 that Mr. Hugh Hutchinson , Bea-

trice s Appalachian district manager ,

and Mr. George Stollngs

the manager of Beatrice s Beckley plant , contacted Mr. Scherz
vice president of Kroger s Charleston division; and on January 2
1962 , they met with Mr. Scherz in Charleston (Tr . 365- , 486).
Mr. Scherz advised the Beatrice representatives to communicate

with Mr. Casserly because Mr. Casserly was in charge of the private- label program (Tr. 486). Mr . Stollings immediately telephoned .:fr. Casserly and they agreed to meet on January 12,
1962 (Tr. 368- , 486; CXs 26 , 87). Beatrice , however , was not
invited to submit a proposal until after Beatrice s offcials had
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persuaded Mr. Casserly that Beatrice was able to meet Kroger
container requirements ITr . 371- , 486- 87).
B.

Communications Between Kroger and the Prospective Sup-

pliers During Jnnunry-Februa1' y 1962

After Mr. Casserly had invited proposals

for a private- label

stripped-service agreement , the various dairies so invited continued to promote their companies '

interests by telephone communi-

cations and personal meetings with Mr . Casserly. In the course of
the discussions , continuous " fencing " went on among the parties
(Tr. 595 , 601 , 668- 70). The dairies were trying to learn more
about the limited service which Mr. Casserly wanted , about the
volume he required , and about the elimination of promotional ac-

tivity on their part. They were particularly interested in the identies of competing dairies and the prices they were proposing
(1'1 . 595 , 668- 70). Mr . Casserly informed the interested dairies
of the names of the other dairies that he was considering, and he
also gave them some general information concerning the propos-

als that he had already received (Tr. 370- , 487, 595, 702 , 715).
On January 6 , 1962 , Mr. Robert Hurst , vice president and production manager of Brougbton Farm Dairy, sent a letter to Mr.
Casserly in which he offered discounts approximating 20 percent
from its list prices for Kroger s private
label
pToducts-with regular service to Kroger but witbout promotional allowances (Tr.
694 , 945; CXs 103- 104).

Mr. Casserly informed all other dairies of Broughton s proposal

of abol1t 20 percent off list price

(Tr. 375 , 487-

, 595-

, 716- 17). Tbis was the same discount at which Broughton Farm Dairy was supplying a private- label product on a fullservice non promotional
basis to Kroger in a nearby area (Tr.
591 , 596 , 717- 18). Tbe other dairies were likewise informed that
702-

Kroger expected a lower price than 20 percent off list because of
the larger volume of milk Kroger would require , because Kroger
would require only a limited service , and because of the deteriora-

tion of milk prices

in the Charleston market (Tr . 596-97,

Mr. Casserly t.estified , however , that. Kroger
had no definite " fignre in mind" (Tr. 596) because he did not
know the costs of these particular people who were competing
* '" *" (Tr. 597). Apart from the initial Broughton offer , Kroger
602-.

, 716- 18).

never informed the bidding dairies " what

bid on the contract * * *" ITr.
716- 17) .

their competitors had
,
487, 595- , 702- 03,
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, when the

Beatrice representativesOn January 12 , 1962
Messrs. Hutchinson and Stollings- held their first meeting with
Mr. Casserly (Tr. 368- , 486- 87), they informed him that they
had a Pure- Pak machine at their plant in Paintsville , Kentucky,

which was not in use ,
Beckley to pack

and that it could easily be transferred to
, 487).
Kroger s private-

label milk (Tr. 371-

Mr. Casserly tben indicated that he would be wiling to receive a
proposal from Beatrice (Tr. 487).
In the course of the meeting, the Beatrice representatives

learned that Fairmont Foods Company and Broughton Farm
Dairy had previously met with Mr. Casserly; that Broughton was
furnishing private- label milk to Kroger s Columbus division at 20
percent off list; and that Broughton had already made a similar
proposal for the Charleston division (Tr. 375 , 495 , 595-

702- , 716- 17). The Beatrice representatives had come to the
meeting prepared to offer Kroger 15 percent off list , but when
they learned of Brougbton s proposal , they did not make the offer

(Tr. 488). However they did obtain an indication of the sales vol-

ume that could be expected under a private- label agreement for
the Charleston division (Tr. 489), and this led them to begin

evaluating their contemplated proposal in terms of limited service
(Tr. 489-90).
The deteriorating wholesale prices of milk in Charleston dis-

turbed Messrs. Hutchinson and Stollings (Tr. 490-91) so that

following the January 12 , 1962 , meeting with :vr . Casserly, they
began thinking in terms of a formula proposal based upon manu-

facturing and distributing costs ,

plus profit (Tr. 379 ,

490- 91).

Because of the large volume of milk that Kroger would require

they wanted to make sure tbat this anticipated increased business
could be handled at a profit "* " * regardless of what happened in
the market place * * *" (Tr. 488-91). Having conceived this idea,
they then decided to schedule another meeting with Mr. Casserly
in the near future to discuss it with him (Tr. 379 , 490).
On January 18 , 1962 , Mr. Casserly formally invited proposals
on private " Kroger label fluid milk and cottage cheese " from Valley Bell , Borden , Broughton , Fairmont , and Beatrice and simultaneously furnished them with a written estimate of the volume of
business involved , stating that Kroger s sales of those products

had exceeded $2

000 000 during the preceding year (CXs 88 , 105

117). The dairies were reminded that Kroger itself would perform the servicing functions for their merchandise (CXs 88 , 105
107) .
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On January 25 , 1962 , Messrs. Hutchinson and Stollngs of Beatrice again conferred with Mr. Casserly (Tr. 379 , 490). The discussion covered the limited service that Kroger desired; the pre-

ordering procedure Kroger would follow; Kroger s curtailment of

the customary number of delivery days; and a plan for
centralized billing procedure (Tr. 491). In the course of that

meeting the Beatrice representatives proposed a $0. 21 per pound
price on cottage cheese , to which Mr. Casserly responded that

they were not " in

the ballpark" on that basis (Tr. 380- 81,

491- 92). No other prices were mentioned at the meeting (Tr.
380- , 491- 92). They did discuss , however , Beatrice s preference
for quotations based upon a cost- plus formula buil up from rawmilk prices (Tr . 490- 91). To the surprise of the Beatrice representatives , this suggestion was attractive to lVr. Casserly (Tr.
490- 91). Mr. Casserly preferred a cost- plus formula because he
stated that an " off

list" basis placed too much control in the

hands of the suppliers , who could set their list prices to serve
their own purposes (Tr. 606 ,

628).

A third meeting between Mr. Casserly and Mr. Dew , the representative for Fairmont Foods Company, was held in early February 1962 (Tr .

803). During the course of that meeting, lVr. Dew

made no proposal (Tr. 803). Instead , he reviewed the types of
bids that migbt be acceptable to Kroger and emphasized the costjustification procedures that would have to be utilized to arrive at
a lawful bid (Tr. 803).

Shortly thereafter , Mr. Dew sent lVr. Casserly two memorandums prepared by Fairmont' s counsel (CX 118). Those documents discussed the necessity for cost justification , and other
features of the contemplated bid to Kroger , from the standpoint
of insuring Fairmont' s compliance with the Robinson- Patman Act
(CX 118). One of the memorandum also discussed various types
of savings that might be realized by including in a private- label
agreement provisions that would relieve Fairmont of expenses for

advertising, billing, servicing, and delivering. Because of these

savings , Fairmont stated that its prices could be cost justified
(CX 1181- K).

The Beatrice executives next met with Mr. Casserly on Febru1962 (Tr. 386- , 494). On that occasion , they gave him a
promotional brochure that contained all the elements of a proposal to supply private- label products to the Charleston division
except that no prices were filled in on the attached price sheet
ary 9 ,

(CXs 89 ,

386- 389;

Tr. 386 ,

494 , 663-

, 669). The brochure in-
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formed Mr. Casserly that Beatrice had successful1y supplied private- label milk in other areas; that the merchandising and advertising of the Kroger label was to be entirely in Kroger s hands
and at its cost; tbat the Beatrice quality-control laboratory, which
checked both the raw- milk supply and the finished products , was
the only dairy- plant laboratory to be certified as a government

approved laboratory in the State of West Virginia; that only one
additional route would have to be added to serve the entire division; that there would be only five delivery days each week; and

that there would be central billing through Kroger headquarters
(CX 89A- D). In addition to the brocbure , they suggested a price
replied
they " might as well go

of $0. 71 for a gallon jug of milk. Mr. Casserly at once

that if they could not do better than that ,

back home

(Tr. 388-

, 495 , 668-

, 702-

, 716-17). He

again referred to his previous advice that he had already received

a quotation from Broughton Farm Dairy in the neighborbood of
20 pcrcent off list (Tr. 495 , 668- , 702- , 716-17). No other
prices were quoted by Mr. Casserly (Tr. 389 ,

495- 96).

The Bea-

trice offcials indicated tbat they wanted to reevaluate their proposal and would return at a latter date (Tr. 495- 96).
Proposals in FebrWLry 1962
C.
On February 12 , 1962 , Broughton Farm Dairy submitted another offer to Mr. Casserly (Tr. 602- 04: CX 106). Unlike the

which reflected a discount from list prices , this
offer was based upon the fluctuating cost of raw milk , plus a fixed
differential for processing, packaging, delivery, and profit (CX
106A- B). It was the first formula quotation received by Mr. Casserly.
On February 22 or 23 , 1962 , Fairmont Foods Company submitprevious proposal ,

ted its first formal proposal to Kroger (Tr . 803- , 620- 22; CXs
119- 122 , 125 , 126). This proposal consisted of various parts , including the following:

(1) A document entitled " Why Fairmont " which set forth
some 15 reasons why Fairmont should be awarded the contract,

including " Quality Control , Standard Cost System & LB. M. Accounting, " experience in supplying private- label-milk products,

the availability of " full time merchandising and advertising assistance " and the like.

(2) The Annual Report of Fairmont for tbe fiscal year ended
February 28 ,

(3) A map

1961.

locating the processing plants and sales and distri-
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bution branches of Fairmont and the Kroger stores

in the

Charleston division.

(4) A price list for each of 15 Kroger stores , embodying listprice discounts ranging up to 22. 5

percent for fluid milk and 26.

percent for cottage cheese.

(5) A summary and

analysis based upon the assumption that

Fairmont could serve 75 percent of Kroger s milk needs.
This proposal advised Kroger tbat if a responsible supplier of-

fered lower prices , Fairmont would meet such an offer on the
same terms , provided it could make at least a 5 percent profit
(CX 125B).
On February 22 , 1962 , Valley Bell Dairy purportedly offered to
serve 29 stores in the Charleston division (CXs 136 , 137). The

Valley Bell offer was not responsive to Mr. Casserly s

invitation

for proposals based upon limited service (Tr. 659). It was

offer to furnish its products to Kroger on the same basis and at
tbe same prices tben prevailing with respect to the same products
sold under the Valley Bell label (Tr. 893; CX 137). Among the
five dairies invited to submit proposals for Kroger s private- label
program , only Valley Bell- in declining to do so-asserted that
there was no cost justification for any reduction from the prices
for its branded products (CX 137 A-B). Mr . Casserly, according
to his testimony, was advised that Valley Bell' s actual diffculty

was that its accounting system did not permit either cost allocation or the ascertainment of unit costs (Tr. 659 , 914-15).
D.

ProposlLls in MILrch 1962

At its meeting with Mr. Casserly in late February, Fairmont
Foods Company indicated that it was considering the submission
of cost- plus quotations related to raw-milk costs; and on or about
March 5 , 1962 , it submitted such a proposal (Tr. 622- , 626-28
650 , 804; CXs 123 , 124 , 127 , 128). This repeated its earlier off- list
offer and , in addition , offered an alternative cost- plus proposal
labeled " Custom Processing and Delivery, " under which Fairmont' s prices would vary with fluctuations in raw-milk costs (Tr.
650 , 804- , 845-47; CXs 123 , 124). This alternative specified

six different milk and cottage cheese prices spread among different market areas; a seventh price , applicable only to the Huntington area , was subsequently inserted apparently because a mistake
had been made in computing the Huntington price (Tr .

634-5;

CXs 123 , 177).
These cost- plus

prices were substantially lower than the pre-
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vious discount-off- list proposal submitted by Fairmont (CX 123,

columns 4 and 5). On the basis of this offer , which included a
guaranteed profit , Fairmont expected to be selected as the private- label supplier of the Charleston division (Tr. 805, 846 , 849).
Mr. Casserly s understanding of Fairmont' s " Custom Processing and Delivery " proposal was expressed , as follows:
* * * it is built up upon the anticipated volume and the anticipated volume
and the anticipated savings in delivery and merchandising expenses and advertising which the Fairmont Food Company would experience and this was
then reflected in what they call the custom net cost for Kroger IRbcl product.s
(Tr. 654).

Mr. Casserly testified also that besides its previous cost- justification assurances (Tr. 628- , 630-31), Fairmont at that time had
given him a comprehensive cost study "* * * in order to justify
the price they were offering " (Tr. 634 , 641- , 654).
On or about March 9 , 1962 , Broughton Farm Dairy tendered
another proposal (CXs 112 , 113; Tr . 602 , 604- 05). This was

based upon lower raw- milk costs and reflected substantially lower
prices than Broughton s February offer (Tr. 602 , 604- 05; CXs
106 , 112 , 113).

The Borden Company submitted a three- part bid on March 9
1962 (CX 97). Pricing Plan NO.

1 offered prices well below list

for both the Kroger and Borden brands , provided the products
were picked up at Borden s Huntington , West Virginia , plant and
delivered to Kroger stores by Kroger s own trucks (CX 97C).
Pricing Plan No. 2 prescribed somewhat higher prices t.han Plan
No. , with Borden assuming full delivery responsibility, but providing limited service (Tr. 876-77; CX 97D-- M). Pricing Plan
No. 3 provided for complete store delivery service of Kroger
private- label dairy products and Borden s dairy products with
discounts.
:llr . Casserly was advised that the prices in Borden

s Plan No.
2 reflected savings attributable to the limited service involve.d

(Tr. 877). The Borden witness , My. Robert F. Moore , was able to
estimate the savings that could be passed on to Kroger by virtue
of his extensive experience in the dairy industry (Tr. 880).

testified as follows (Tr. 880) :
Q. Mr. IVIoore , in your capacity as District 1\Ianager for the Mid'\vestern

District , you have had some experience with limited or stripppd servir:e
sales , have you not?
A. Yes. I have had experience with most phases of our bnsiness.
Q. Was it based upon that experience that you \vere able to estimate what
cost savings could be passed along to Kroger?
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A. Correct.
Q. Under Plan 2?

A. Correct.
Messrs. Hutchinson and Stollngs of Beatrice again met with

:vIr. Casserly on March 14 , 1962 , and submitted another proposal
to him (Tr. 411- , 496). By this date , Mr. Casserly had already
received the revised proposals of the other dairies (Tr. 700706). At the outset of the meeting, one of the Beatrice represent-

atives mentioned a $0. 68 gallon- jug

price- equivalent

to a 20 per-

cent discount off prevailing list (Tr. 411-

, 496- 97). In the
course of the succeeding discussion , :vr. Casserly reminded the

Beatrice executives tbat he knew the milk market was collapsing

in Charleston (Tr. 497). He also referred specifically to the interim submission of two quotations from Fairmont Foods Com-

pany-one proposed

a series of discounts and the otber based

prices upon a build-up of raw milk costs-but

he did not specify

the prices actually bid (Tr. 496- 97).
Realizing that the award of the contract might hinge on the

gallon- jug

price-since

the " gallon

jug was the big volume item

the Beatrice offcials " fenced" with Mr. Casserly about the
price Beatrice would have to meet if its bid for the Kroger contract was to be successful. At this point in the record of tbe con-

ference there is a conflict in the testimony as to who suggested a
for a gallon jug of milk. On the one hand
Mr. Hutchinson testified tbat Mr. Casserly, independent of any

lower price of $0. 66

statement either by himself or by Mr. Stollings , wrote that price

on the blank price sheet attached to the brochure that had been
given to Mr. Casserly on Feburary 9 , 1962 (Tr. 411- 3). On the
other hand , Mr. Stollings testified that he (Stollings) ".. *
quoted the $0. 66 price ' '" *" (Tr . 498). Since Mr. Casserly s testimony on tbis point accords with Mr. Stollings , we conclude that
. Hutchinson was simply mistaken as to how the final price

was first introduced (Tr. 720). As they quoted their prices to Mr.
Casserly, he copied tbem down on the blank price list (Tr.
496- , 719- 20; CX 89N). Based on these prices , Mr. Casserly
advised the Beatrice representatives that Beatrice was competi-

tive with other bidders , and he perhaps mentioned Fairmont (Tr.
497- , 740). During the same meeting, :vr . Casserly and Mr.
Stollings , with the aid of a calculator , worked out a formula

for computing the fixed differential to be added to the raw- milk
cost for milk in gallon jugs and for the other milk products in the
line based on the prices that Beatrice had quoted (Tr. 498- 99).
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The formula arrived at was a cost build- up price , as was Fairmont' , with the prices agreed upon fluctuating with the cost of
raw milk (Tr . 497- 99; CX 89N).

The cottage cheese prices quoted by the Beatrice representatives were $0. 35 for a 2- pound package ,

$0. 175

for a I- pound

con-

tainer , and $0. 14 for a 12-ounce carton (CX 89111; Tr. 496). Before proposing those prices , Beatrice had acquired information
about the terms of Fairmont' s milk procurement arrangements.
In addition , it had ascertained from public records tbat Fairmont
had sold cottage cheese to institutional accounts for 80. 1615 to
$0. 18 for the I- pound size , and $0. 1211 and $0. 135 for the 12-

392- , 493). To meet Fairmont's price , Beatrice arranged for the procurement of skim milk in Pennsylvania
on purchase terms which would enable it to sell cottage cheese at
a price between $0. 16 and 30. 17 per pound (Tr . 403- , 2468
ounce size (Tr. 381 ,

2472- 77) .
Beatrice s bid , based on " stripped"

trice representatives with Mr .

service ,

was left by the Bea-

Casserly with the distinct under-

standing that it was not a binding proposal , but was subject to
review and approval by Beatrice s legal department (Tr. 502).
Following the March 14 meeting, Mr. Stollings went to Chicago
and spent two days reviewing the proposal with Beatrice s coun-

sel and an accounting specialist to determine whether the prices
quoted could be cost- justified (Tr. 251- , 504- , 2255- 56). At
the conclusion of this review , Beatrice s counsel decided that the
prices quoted to Kroger on March 14 , 1962 , would be profitable

for Beatrice and would be justified in view of the related costsavings. The submission of the proposal was accordingly approved by Beatrice s counsel (Tr. 2256- , 2278; RBX 135F). A
draft of the proposal and various cost analyses were then pre-

pared by Beatrice s experts in Chicago (RBX 135A- G; Tr.
2256- 2265) but none of those documents were ever exhibited to
anyone at Kroger (Tr. 2265). On April 9 , 1962 , Kroger accepted
Beatrice s bid (Tr. 511).
Berrtrice s Bid Comprrred to Frr;,' mont'
E.

After receiving a proposal from each of the dairies contacted
except Valley Bell , Mr. Casserly believed that of all the proposals

made in March 1962 the proposals by Fairmont and Beatrice
were the most desirable (Tr . 720-22). It was diffcult to compare
those two proposals (Tr . 635- , 720-22). Fairmont' s proposal
contained seven different prices that were based on the March
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1961 milk costs in three areas under a Federal Milk Marketing
Order , plus milk costs in Charleston , which were not tben under a
Federal Milk Marketing Order (CXs 123 , 124 , 128; Tr. 639-40).

The Beatrice proposal was based upon average raw milk prices
during 1961 in a single Federal Milk Marketing Order and contained uniform prices for all Kroger stores in West Virginia (CX
89M- N). Mr . Casserly turned the proposals over to his accountant for a comparative evaluation (Tr. 635- , 647 , 720- 22).
Based upon projected volumes and upon the then prevailing rawmilk costs , tbe accountant reported that the proposals were equivalent in price on fluid-milk items , which were by far the most important products (Tr. 721- , 843). The only price difference
that he could discern between the proposals of the two dairies

was in the cottage-cheese item (Tr. 721- , 843). In contrast to
the Fairmont proposal , the Beatrice cottage-cheese proposal was

constant and did not fluctuate with milk costs (CX 89N; Tr. 647
650 , 805- 06). Mr. Casserly believed that Beatrice s cottage- cheese
proposal was lower: and primarily because of that belief , he decided to award the contract to Beatrice (Tr. 721- , 843). Mr.
Casserly was also impressed by the fact that Beatrice had the

only certified laboratory in West Virginia , and he felt that Beatrice could give the Kroger stores in Kentucky better service than
Fairmont (CXs 90A ,

96A; Tr. 707- 08).

Mr. Casserly s assump-

tion tbat Beatrice s bid on cottage cheese was lower than Fair-

mont' s

appears to have becn in error because of the decline in

milk prices (RBX 132A). Actually, Fairmont' s
cbeese ,

price for cottage

during tbe period covered by the alleged discriminations

would have been substantially under Beatrice s price (RBX

132H) .

On April 9 , 1962 , after Mr. Stollings had obtained assurances
from his company s legal and accounting experts that the prices
quoted Kroger in March were cost-justified , he met with Mr. Casserly and formally submitted his Marcb offer in the form of a
written agreement (CXs 28 , 90; Tr. 504- , 512 , 671). And it
was at that meeting tbat Mr. Casserly informed Mr. Stollngs

that Beatrice was the successful bidder (Tr . 511).
On April 24 , 1962 , Mr. Casserly inspected the Beatrice facility
at Beckley, and this reinforced his conclusion that Beatrice would

be able to produce the quality and quantity of products desired by
Kroger s Charleston division (CXs 93B , 96A).
On I\Iay 14 , 1962 , Fairmont amended its March 1962 proposal
by an offer to reduce its quotations , upon satisfactory proof that
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such reduction was necessary to meet a pricing formula proposed
by another competing supplier (CX 130; Tr. 632 , 855). Kroger

however , did not accept the offer (CX 131).
On May 21 , 1962 , Mr. Casserly informed Fairmont Foods Com-

pany, The Borden Company, and Broughton Farm Dairy that
their proposals had not been accepted (CX 131).

Service under the agreement with Beatrice began tbe first or
with deliveries to stores located in the
Charleston city area (Tr. 674). By the end of that month , Krosecond week in June 1962 ,

ger- label products had been distributed throughout the division
(Tr. 674).
F.

The Formula for Pricin g Milk
The formula for pricing milk was based upon the average an-

nual Class I price under the Federal Milk Marketing- Order for
the year 1961. Federal Milk Marketing Orders , which are promulgated by the United States Department. of Agricultm' , establish
tbe minimum prices that dairy processors pay to dairy farmers in
a specified geographic area (Tr. 377). The prices that the processors pay depend on the tWe they make of the milk. A Ciass I price

is paid by the processors to tbe dairy farmers for all milk that
the processors use as fluid milk (Tr . 2465; CXs 27L-M , 90MTr. 671- , 418- , 422- , 428 , 503 , 512- 14).
The quoted prices were:
Homogenized V. . Milk
Homogenized V. D. Milk
Homogenized V. D. Milk
G.

66 plus
378

Gal. jug
/2 ga1s.

25 jug dep.

Qts.

Cottage Cheese Prices

Cottage- cheese

prices were not determined by the formula.

These prices under the Beatrice- Kroger agreement were constant.
They were (CXs 27L , 90M) :
Cottage cheese
Cottage cheese
Cottage cheese

12 oz.

1 lb

175

2 lb. --

X. DISCOUNT PRICES TO A & P
In September 1962 ,

Mr. Russell Pace , a store supervisor for the

CoJumbus , Ohio , unit of A & P , who lived in Beckley, West Vir-

ginia ,

called on lVr. Stollings at his Beatrice offce in Beckley

(Tr. 1618). Mr. Pace advised Mr. Stollings that he had just returned from a company meeting in Columbus wbere he and other

offcials of A & P had discussed a new pricing method that ir:.
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volved three things- a formula , a limited service , and a reduce

price that was being offered to A & P by the Borden

Company

(Tr. 1618- 19). My. Pace informed Mr. Stollings that A & P was
going to accept Borden s offer for Ohio and that he believed The

Borden Company would quote the same prices for Huntington
West Virginia , and probably the other parts of southern West

Virginia (Tr. 1619). " He

(Mr. PaceJ

indicated that 1 (Mr.

Stol1ngsJ should contact their buyer * * '" if I was interested in
coming up with this type of a pricing arrangement and at the
same time I was interested in protecting my business " (Tr.

1623- 24). Beatrice at that time was selling milk to A & P in
West Virginia.
In response to the above suggestion , Mr. Sto1lings ca1led upon
Mr. H2,
, an A & P buyer , and diseussed prices with him (Tr.

1624). Mr. Sto1ling-s received a copy of Borden s pricing offer to
A & P that one of his salesmen had acquired in the field. Thereafter , before submitting a formal bid to A & P , Mr . Sto1lings,
using Borden s competitive price list as a guide , prepared his own
formal offer , which he then tendered to A & P (RBX 130F; CX
7). A comparison of the Borden offer , as represented by the price
list considered by Mr. Sto1lings , with Beatrice s price list , as prepared by Mr. Sto1lings , shows Borden s prices and Beatrice
prices as fo1lows:

Gallons -112
Gallons __

_n_

Quarts --

1b. cottage cheese u
cottage cheese -

12- oz.

"B?rden

Beatrice

6844
3774
2312
.4980
2324

6827
3942
2312
4150

n.

(REX 130F)

1900 (CX 7)

It is apparent from the above- quoted prices that the bid of Beatrice to A & P was substantia1ly the same as that of Borden. We
conclude that the reliable ,

substantial , and probative evidence

shows that the prices offered by Beatrice to A & P in the fa1l of
1962 were made in good faith to meet an equa1ly low price of a
competitor; namely, The Borden Company.
XI. DISCOUNT PRICES TO GARDEI' FRESH MARKETS

Complaint counsel asked for no findings of fact relating to Beatrice s sales to Garden Fresh Markets; furthermore , the uncontradicted evidence shows that the offcials of Garden Fresh Markets
represented to Beatrice on several occasions that Garden Fresh
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Markets had been offered milk and dairy products at lower prices
than Beatrice bad been charging. In view of these facts, we find

no unlawful price discdrnination by Beatrice in its sales to Garden Fresb :l1arkets (Tr. 1581- , 1585- 86; RBX 134B , E- F).
XII. LIKE GRADE AND QUALITY

The uncontradicted evidence shows that there was no difference
between the milk and other dairy products packaged under Bea-

trice s " Greenbrier " and " Meadow Gold" labels and that packaged
under Kroger s private label (Tr. 394-

, 446- 48). Moreover

counsel for all parties stipulated that the milk and dairy products
packaged by Beatrice and sold to Kroger under Kroger s private
label and the milk and dairy products packaged by Beatrice and
sold to other customers under its own brand names were from the
same plants and were of like grade and quality (Stipulation , Tr.
451) .

XIII. COMMERCE IN SALES TO KROGER AND A & P
A.
Price to Each K,' ger Store Dependent Upon Cost of SeniTIq
Entire Division in a Th' ee- State A Tea
As previously stated , Kroger s Cbarleston division consisted of
approximately 44 stores located in a three- State area , which included portions of the States of West Virginia , Ohio , and Ken-

tucky. Nine out of the 44 stores were located in tbe States of
Ohio and Kentucky (CXs 60A- , 141). Tbe agreement between
respondents Beatrice and Kroger provided tbat the pricing was to
be based" * * '" upon a unit cost at our (Beatrice sJ dock at our
Clarksburg and Beckley plants , plus an average cost per unit to
deliver these products on our trucks to the store door of each of
the forty- four

stores * '" '" " in Kroger s Charleston division (CXs

28C , 90C; Tr. 507-

, 673- 74). Thus , every sale that was made by

Beatrice to a Kroger store under this agreement

was made in

interstate commerce because the price to each store ,vas dependent
upon the average cost of serving all of the stores of the Charleston
division , some of which were located outside the State of West
Virginia where the Beatrice plants serving them were located.
B.
All Cotta ge Cheese Was T'mnsported Across State Lines
All of the cottage cheese Beatrice sold to Kroger under its private label , as well as all other cottage cheese sold by Beatrice
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Beckley and Clarksburg, West Virginia ,

plants , was manufac-

tured at Beatrice s plant at Sandy Lake ,

Pennsylvania (ARA

Fact No. 10 ,

p. 21). Thus , all of the cottage cheese was trans-

ported from Pennsylvania into West Virginia

delivery
throughout the area of Kroger s Charleston division. The amount

of such sales to Kroger was substantial (ARA , Fact

for

No.

, p. 21;

CX 48A-W; RBXs 132A- , 121A- , 122A- B; CXs 361A362A- , 364- , with subparts).
A Substantial Portion of Beatrice s Raw-milk Supplies Wa.
C.

Tmnspo?' ted Across State Lines

Beatrice s Greenbrier plant in Beckley, West Virginia , supplied
the majority of Kroger stores involved in this proceeding (ARA
Fact No
, p. 2; ' CXs 90B , :v , 29A- E; Tr . 432, 522). In the

5 percent of the raw-milk supply for this plant
came from out-of- State sources (CXs 49A , 47B (A, 10); Tr.
443-44). In the year 1963 , 24 percent of its raw- milk supply
came from out-of- State sources (CXs 49B , 47B (A. 10); Tr.
year 1962 ,

37.

443- 44) .
Tbe Clarksburg plant of Beatrice , which supplied the five Kroger stores (Tr. 522), purchased some raw milk from out- of- State
sources after the Beatrice- Kroger agreement on a private- label
program. This "vas a temporary emergency supply required

be-

program with Kroger (Tr. 527- 28),
Negotiations for and Execution of the Beatrice- K?' oger Agree-

cause of the private- label
D.

ment Occurred at an Interstate Level

The fluid milk and cottage cheese sold by Beatrice to A & P
were from tbe same general sources as the milk and cottage

cheese supplied to Kroger; and , as previously shown , a substantial part of that supply crossed State lines. Furthermore , as previously shown , the negotiations between Beatrice and A & P were
at an interstate level.
E.

Sales Under the Beatrice- Kroger' Agreement Involved the Interstate Operations of Both Patties
Finally, the Beatrice-

Kroger agreement involved the

integration of activities and the combined operations of responds processing, manufacturing, and distributing sys-

ent Beatrice

tems over a four- state area , including parts of \Vest Virginia
Kentucky, Ohio , and Pennsylvania. Cottage cheese was manufac-
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tured in Pennsylvania and transported to Clarksburg and Beck-

ley, West Virginia. The combined operations of the Clarksburg
and Beckley plants , as well as the manufacturing facilities of the
Sandy Lake , Pennsylvania , plant , were necessary to supply all the

Kroger stores in the Charleston division with cottage cbeese. This
combined operation resulted in a distribution system covering the
entire tri- State area of Kroger s Cbarleston division (ARA , Fact
No. 10 , p. 21).
For Kroger s part , one of the principal reasons for its entering
into this private- label agreement was to enable it to set up a division-wide , promotional- sales program for milk and cottage cheese
throughout tbe tri- State area of its Cbarleston division (Tr. 779).
For this reason , Krog-er considered it important to have a single
supplier who could serve it on a division- wide basis (Tr. 780).
XIV. DURATION OF AGREEMENT AND AREAS INVOLVED
A.

Dumtion of Agreement
Under the formula in the agreement , the prices for milk ap-

plied to all Kroger stores of tbe Charleston division , with the exception of five stores in the State of Kentucky. The prices to the

Kentucky stores differed from the prices to the West Virginia
stores because milk in Kentucky was sold under a local pricing
Tr. 5(8).
law (CX
90N;
The same pricing formula remained in effeet throughout the
term of the agreement , tbat is , from June 4 , 1962 , until approximately January 1966 , when the agreement terminated (Tr . 438
512). (As previously observed , however , the discriminations were
limited to the period from June 1962 througb October 1963. ) The
prices of cottage cheese were increased at a later date , but not
until after October 1963 (CXs 27L-M 90N- 0; Tr. 513- , Stipulation Tr. 73 , 117- 18; RBX 132A- F).
B.
Market Are"" Affected
The major dairies- Beatrice , Fairmont Foods Company, Valley
Bell Dairy, Broughton Farm Dairy, The Borden Company, and
National Dairy Products Corporation- offered
prices to their customers

identical list
from 1961 through 1965 within tbe

Ohio , West Virginia , and Kentucky area covered by Kroger

Charleston division (Stipulation Tr. 1395). There were, however
variations in tbese identical list prices among the various market
areas. There are at least seven identifiable market areas

within
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Kroger s " Charleston division " but we are concerned with only
five of them , as follows:
1. Beckley

4. Lcwisburg

2. Charleston

5. Logan (Tr. 508; ex 90N).

3. Clarksburg
C.

Cu,stomers

of Rentrice in, C01npetitio-n ' with Krouwr

:vany customers of respondent Beatrice ,

otber than Kroger

were located in the same market areas as the stores of Kroger

Charleston division (RBX 107A- 43; CX 37A- I; ARA , Facts
No. 4- 5, pp. 7- 13; ARA , Facts No. 7- , pp. 16-20; Tr . 439).
The evidence shows tbat a substantial number of these other customers competed witb Kroger in the resale of fluid milk and

other dairy products to consumers (Tr.
974-

, 1021--

, 1041 , 1067 , 1100-

1142 , 1144 , 1181- , 1194- 96,
1363 1392 1394; CX 234G).
D.

1233 ,

235- , 751 , 757, 1105- , 1109- , 1119,

1255 , 1288 , 1307 , 1335 , 1341

Competing Customers ChaTged the List PTice 0" List Pdce
Less Discounts

Beatrice s

customers , other tban Kroger , in the five mal'ket

areas in West Virginia were either charged the list prices for fluid

milk and other dairy products or the list prices less discounts that
ranged from 5 to 15 percent (CX 37A- I; ARA , Facts No. , 8pp. 7- , 19-20). As an exception to this rule the A & P stOl'es
in the Clarksbul'g market area , beginning in October 1962 , were
granted special prices geared to raw- milk prices.
XV. INJURY TO COMPETL\TG DAIRIES-- I'RIMARY LINE

Following Kroger s award to Beatrice of its private- label business , the four dairies that had bid unsuccessfully continued to supply their brands to Kroger , but their sales were substantially
lower (Tr. 840 , 865- , 902 , 947). Thel'e is no evidence of record

however , that any of tbem were fmancially crippled as a result of
losing the bid for Krogel"s pri vate- Iabel milk , nor is there any

showing that their market shaye or the market share of any competitor was reduced or that the total volume of milk and dairy
products that they sold was lessened or that their profit or the
profit of any competitor was lessened. In 1966 , Krogel' opened its

own dairy plant at Springdale,

Ohio , and thereafter Beatrice

ceased to supply Kroger with private- label milk (Tr. 566-67).
The record shows that Beatrice does not now sell to any of the
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principal grocery chains in West Virginia . The important market
factor is that now Beatrice s competitors supply the milk and

dairy products to the major chain grocery stores that Beatrice formerly served: Fairmont now sells to A & P (Tr. 3091); Broughton now sells a private- label milk to Evans , a chain of grocery

stores operating throughout Cbarleston and tbe Point Pleasant
area (Tr. 2331); and the Seal test Division of National Dairy
Products Corporation has acquired the business of Garden Fresh
Markets from Beatrice (Tr. 2332). Of the five competing dairies
that bid for Kroger s private- label business in 1962 , Beatrice

business in West Virginia seems to have decreased the most in
the past few years.
There is no evidence of record of primary- line injury by reason
of Beatrice s sales to A & P.
In view of the state of the record , we must conclude tbat tbere
is no substantial , reliable , and probative evidence that the Beacompetition or injured a

trice- Kroger agreement either lessened

competitor. In addition , there is no evidence that such agreement
tended either to injure competition or to create a monopoly in the
primary line of commerce herein involved. And finally, there does

not seem to be a reasonable

probability that such injury may

occur in the future.

XVI. INJCRY TO RETAILERS- SECONDARY LINE
In an attempt to show injury to competition in the secondary

line of commerce resulting from the Beatrice- Kroger

agreement

complaint counsel presented a number of witnesses , principally
the proprietors of small stores ,

wbose testimony concerning the
crucial question of injury may be summarized as fol1mvs:
1. Mr. Lonnie R. Norvell ,

president of Nitro Supermarket of

Xitro , West Virginia , testified that , after the introduction of the
Kroger brand of milk in tbe West Virginia market , he tbought
that his sales of milk increased ('11'. 972 1008- 10).
2. Mr. Michael M. Collias of Charleston , West Virginia , the
co-owner of Swan Superette , a grocery store , testified that he did
not believe he competed with Kroger during the period of the alleged discrimination (Tr. 1020- , 1031).
3. Mr. Maurice Stokeley of Logan , West Virginia , testified that

he operated a small grocery store in Logan , West Virginia (Tr.

1039). Commission Exhibit No. 36 shows tbat the sales of Green-

brier milk to :'.11'. Stokeley (he only used Greenbrier milk) increased substantially after June 1962.
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4. Mr. Samuel W. Taylor , who operated a small grocery store
in Charleston , West Virginia in 1962 and 1963 , testified that after
the Kroger private- label milk came on the market he " * * * enjoyed some of the biggest volume I have ever had in the milk

business " (Tr. 1066-

, 1078).

5. Mr. Frank Annie of St. Albans , West Virginia ,

testified

that he was part owner of Annie s Food Market in St. Albans and

that the Kroger store nearest his store " * * * helped me out"
(Tr. 1112).
6. Mr. Thomas Lee Cuni of Man , West Virginia , testified that
he operated a Piggly Wiggly store in Man , and that after the introduction of the Kroger private- label milk into the market , he
saw no change in his milk business (Tr. 1124).
7. Mr. Raymond M. Kohl , who was manager of the Evans Supermarket chain in 1962 and 1963 , testified that after the Kroger
private- label milk came upon the market , he became much more
if * * * I
would agree our
conscious of milk; and he stated that
milk sales did increase " (Tr. 1170).
8. Mr. Frank McGinley testified that he was affliated with
Star Supermarket in Bell , West Virginia , and that subsequent to
the introduction of Kroger s private- label milk in West Virginia,
his sales of milk increased (Tr. 1187- 88).
9. Mr. Veon C. Cox testified that he was in the retail grocery
and meat business in East Rainell , West Virginia , and that after
the introduction of the Kroger private- label milk in his community, his sales of milk remained tbe same , (Tr. 1216 , 1228).
10. Mr. H. B. Atkinson , Jr. , of Beckley, West Virginia , testified
that he was a grocery store manager and that subsequent to the
introduction of the Kroger private- label milk in his eommunity,

his sales of milk had steadily increased in volume (Tr .

1232

1246).
The testimony of the above witnesses shows the opposite of secondary line injury in the sale of milk in the West Virginia market. Furthermore , the attorneys herein entered into a stipulation
that the prospective witnesses complaint counsel had expected to

call from Clarksburg, West Virginia , would testify that " the fluid
milk and dairy products sales of the retail grocery business with
whicb they are associated were not affected by the introduction of
Kroger private label milk and dairy products " (Tr. 3081). From
the above testimony, we must conclude that tbere is no reliable
substantial , and probative evidence of injury to competition in the
secondary line and that the alleged discrimination has not lessened

* * *
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competition and has not tended to create a monopoly in the
secondary line of commerce in West Virginia; and the evidence
shows no reasonable probability that such injury wil occur in

the future.
XVII. DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF DISCRIMINATIONS
All parties to this proceeding agree that the Beatrice- Kroger
resulted in discriminations in prices

agreement of April 9 , 1962 ,

between Kroger and Kroger s competitors. Both of the respondents contend ,

however , that the discriminations were justified by
delivery, and service. Determination of the ex-

differences in cost ,

tent of the discriminations , therefore , presents a diffcult and important problem. In resolving this problem , we must consider the

charges set forth in the complaint , the type and scope of the

agreement between Beatrice and Kroger , the products in question , the effect or potential effect of the agreement upon commerce , and tbe views of opposing counsel that are irreconcilable.
Paragraph Eight of Count I of the complaint charges that:
In the course and conduct of its business in commerce , respondent Beatrice has discriminated and is now discriminating in price in the sale of

fluid milk and other dairy products by selling such products of like grade
and quality at different prices to different purchasers at the same level of
trade.

In the subparagraph of Paragraph Eight, it is alleged that:
Beatrice has discriminated in price in the sale of said products by

charging many retailer- purchasers , who were and are in competition with
the retail stores of Kroger s Charleston Division , higher prices than it
charged Kroger s said retail stores. Such differences in price have ranged as
high as 32 percent for fluid milk in gallon containers.
1t appears from the above- quoted language that the discrImination complained of was not Beatrice s selling a private- label milk

to Kroger ,

but Beatrice

s selling milk to Kroger at prices lower

than the prices at which it was sellng milk of like grade and

quality to other retail purcbasers wbo were, and are , in competition with Kroger.
As we have previously observed , tbe agreement between Beatrice and Kroger provided not only for the sale by Beatrice to
Kroger of a private- label milk at a formula price , but also for the

sale of Beatrice to Kroger of its Greenbrier and Meadow Gold
brands of milk at regular list prices (Tr. 719). As we have previously observed , the various brands of milk sold by Beatrice

were of " like grade and quality. " Under the contract with Beatrice , Kroger was simply paying a lower price for one quantity of
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milk purchased from Beatrice and a higher price for

another

quantity so purchased.

Although complaint counsel

did concede that a

substantial

quantity of Beatrice s branded milk was sold to Kroger at list
prices during the alleged discriminatory period , they did not include in either their tabulations or their proposed findings the

amount of milk sold by Beatrice to Kroger under the GreenbrierMeadow Gold brands.

Complaint counsel , on one hand , contend tbat only Kroger
private- label brand of milk purchased by the formula price can
properly be considered when calculating the discriminations favoring Kroger. But , on the other hand , Beatrice s counsel contend that
the amount of the discriminations favoring Kroger is the differ-

ence in tbe amount Kroger paid to Beatrice for all milk , as compared to tbe amount Kroger s competitors paid to Beatrice for the
same quautity of milk of the same grade and quality.
If the amount of Kroger s purcbases from Beatrice of its private- label milk was large and its purchases of Beatrice s branded
milk was small , then the effect of including the smaller amount of
the purchases with larger amount to determine the extent of the
favored prices to Kroger might be of little consequence. If , however , a large amount of Kroger s purchases from Beatrice had
been Beatrice s branded milk , then tbe inclusion of this amount in
figuring the extent of tbe favored prices to Kroger would , of
course , be substantial.

After we consider: first , that the complaint charged discrimination in the sale of milk , not private- branded milk; second , that all

of the milk purchased by Kroger from Beatrice was of like grade
and quality; third , that tbe most important factor in our inquiry
was the determination of the total advantage to be gained by

Kroger by its agreement witb Beatrice; and fourth , that such advantage was substantially lessened or reduced because Kroger

was required to pay the list price
branded

to Beatrice for Beatrice

milk , we are compelled to conclude that realism , fairness

and simple justice require the discriminations in this proceeding

to be determined by comparing the average unit price with Kroger paid to Beatrice with the average unit price Beatrice charged
Kroger s competitors for an equal amount of milk of like grade
and quality.
William R. Lemberg, complaint counsel's only expert witness, is
an accountant and an employee of the Commission . He used basic
material supplied by Beatrice

s accountants in preparing Commis-
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sian Exhibit i\o. 390. This exhibit shows in some detail the percentage of discrimination granted to 27 Kroger stores in three
different areas. This tabulation , which includes the prices paid by
Kroger for Beatrice s branded milk as wen as Kroger s privatelabel milk , was adopted by Beatrice during surrebuttal. It is a
much more conservative estimate of the discriminations granted
to Kroger than complaint counsel's discount tabulation that in-

cludes only Kroger s private- label

milk. This discount tabulation

shows that the discriminations in tbe tbree geographic areas

varied from 9. 7 to 30. 8 percent and that the average discount
granted the 27 stores in three areas , listed by numbers , was 16.
percent. We believe that this factual conclusion approximates the
actual discrimination favoring Kroger and , accordingly, we adopt
it as a factual finding.
XVIII. KNOWLEDGE CHARGEABLE TO KROGER
The record shows that Mr.

Casserly, who represented Kroger

in the negotiations witb offcials of the five dairies bidding for
Kroger s private- label business , had extensive experience in , and
knowledge of , the dairy industry (Tr. 705). He admitted that , in
general , he was familiar with the trade discounts and pricing

practices prevailing in the area involved in this proceeding (Tr.
694). Mr. Casserly knew he was seeking a price below the price
that prevailed in the West Virginia market (Tr. 489). He knew
that he had re.i ected a bid from Broughton Farm Dairy that was
based upon a discount of approximately 20 percent below list
price (Tr . 595 , 567 , 602- 03). He knew tbat Kroger probably had
the greatest purchasing power of any of the chain grocery stores
in West Virginia and that its purchases since 1959 had exceeded
$2 milion a year (Tr. 760). He also knew that the offcials of two
of the bidding dairies had expressed concern about their bids in
relationship with the requirements of the Robinson- Patman

Act

(Tr. 658; ex 118A- R as to Kroger only: CXs 132A- , 135).
What Mr . Casserly did not know , and he so testified , were the

various costs of the different dairies bidding for the contract. We
accept his assertion as true. Mr. Casserly knew that Kroger , in
seeking a price advantage for milk to be sold under its own private label ,

was willng to accept a limited service by tbe supply-

ing dairy, as distinguished from the fulI service that had hereto-

fore prevailed in West Virginia; that Kroger was willng to

assume any expense involving advertising: and that Kroger was
wiling to provide for a central bil1ing service. Thus , to get the

* * *
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price advantage it sought , Kroger was wi1ing to relieve the successfuny bidding dairy of an these expenses. Beatrice gave Mr.
Casserly practical assurance that its lawyers and accountants

regarded Beatrice s bid as a lawful one. Previously, Mr . Casserly

had been advised by Fairmont Foods Company that it regarded
its bid with the limited service provisions as cost justified. These
facts and otbers similar thereto must be considered in the light of

contro11ng legal principles.
In

Automatic Canteen Co

v.

346 U. S. 61 , 71 (1953),

the Supreme Court expressly recognized that the sener s " meeting
competition " defense is within the compass of the buyer s protection under the " knowledge " specification of Section 2 (f) :
2 (f), which speaks of prohibited discriminations , cannot be read as
declaring Qut of bounds price differentials within one or more of the " defenses " available to sellers , such as that the price differentials reflect cost differences , fluctuating market conditions , or bona fide attempts to meet compe.
titian , as those defenses are set out in the provisos of *s2(a) and 2(b).
(TJhe inquiry must be into the buyer s knowledge of the ilegality.

(AJ buyer is not liable under S2 (f) if the lower prices he induces are either
within one of the seller s defenses such as the cost justification or not known
by him not to be within one of those defenses. (346 U. S. at 71, 73 , 74.

The Supreme Court has declared and bas restated that Section

2 (f) does not preclude a buyer from engaging " in price bargaining. " In Automatic Cnnteen , supra the Court stated:
WJe are unable ,

in the light of the cong-ressional policy as expressed in

, to read this ambiguous language as putting the
buyer at his peril whenever he engages in price bargaining. Such a reading
must be rejected in view of the effect it might have on that sturdy bargaining between buyer and seller for which scope was presumably left in the
other antitrust legislation

areas of our economy not otherwise regulated. (346 U. S. at 73- 74.
In

C.

v.

Standard Oil Company,

355 U. S.

396 (1958), the

Court expressly ruled that the " meeting competition "

defense val-

idated the lower prices granted to a buyer after protracted price

haggling, " by stating:
The findings as to Ned' , the only one of the " jobbers " initially to receive
price
post
Robinson- Patman , are highly significant. After a
prolonged period of haggling, during which ).ed' s pressured Standard with

the tank- car

information as to numerous more attractive price offers made by other suppliers , Standard responded to an ultimatum from Ned' s in 1936 with a halfcent- per- gallon reduction from the tank- wagon price. The Commission concedes that this first reduction occurred at a time when Ned' s did not meet

the criteria normally insisted upon by Standard before giving any reduction.
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Two years later ,

after a stil further period of haggling and another Ned'

ultimatum , Standard gave a second reduction of stil another cent.
In determining that Standard' s prices to these four " jobbers " were re-

duced as a response to individual competitive situations rather than pursuant to a pricing system , the Court of Appeals considered the factors just
mentioned ,

all of which weigh heavily against the Commission s position.

(355 U. S. at 403- 04.

In the light of the above facts and principles of law applicable

thereto , we must conclude that there is no substantial , reliable , or
probative evidence that Kroger knew that the prices offered to it
by Beatrice were not , in fact , cost justified; and complaint counsel

have also failed to prove by substantial , reliable , and probative
evidence that Kroger had any reasonable basis to believe that the
prices offered to it by Beatrice were not , in fact , cost justified.
Accordingly, regardless of the decision concerning the legality of
the bid tendered to Kroger by Beatrice , the acceptance of that bid
by Kroger has not been shown to be in violation of the RobinsonPatman Act; and the complaint as to Kroger must be dismissed.
XIX. GOOD FAITH IN MEETING COMPETI1' ION
In order to reach a just conclusion , the findings as to the facts
set forth in this initial decision that relate to meeting competition

in good faith must be viewed in the light of court and

Commis-

sion decisions.

Two specific standards for evaluating tbe legality of lower prices
have been definitively
deci, tbe
StrLndard Oil
sion supra al10ws that defense if the lower prices are " reduced

under the " meeting competition " defense
established by the Supreme Court. First

competitive situations rather than
pursuant to a pricing system * * *" (355 U. S. at 404). This was a
reaffrmation of the view expressed earlier by the Supreme Court
as a response to individual

A. E. StrLley MrLnufrLctuTing Co. 324 U. S. 746 , 753
C.
v.
(1945). In that decision tbe Court stated , in rejecting an at-

in

tempted defense of a discriminatory pricing system:
2 (b) does not concern itself with pricing systems or even v.th all the

But

seller s discriminatory prices to buyers. It speaks only of the seller s " lower

price and of that only to the extent that it is made " in good faith to meet
an equally low price of a competitor. " The Act thus places emphasis on indirather than upon a general system of competi-

vidual competitive situations ,
tion.

Second , in tbe

StrLley

case , the Supreme Court emphasized that

Section 2 (b) does not establish an arithmetical requirement that
the competing prices be equal; rather , the Court was careful to

, "
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point out that Section 2 (b) authorizes the lower prices that the

seller extends in the reasonable and

prudent belief he would

thereby meet " the equally Jow price of a competitor, " As stated in
the

decision (324 U. S.

Sta,ley

at 759- 60):

(TJhe statute does not place an impossible burden on sellers * * *
Section 2 (b) does not require the seller to justify price discriminations by

showing that in fact they met a competitive price. * * * We agree with the
Commission that the statute at least requires the seller , who has knowingly
discriminated in price , to show the existence of facts which would lead a
reasonable and prudent person to believe that the granting of a lower price

would in fact meet the equally low price of a competitor.
The courts and the Commission have ,
view. In

of course , respected this

362 F. 2d 435 ,

v.

Callaway Mills Co.

443- 44 (5th

Cir. 1966), the court held:
in fact

* * * CC need not show its prices were

equal to those of competitors

but must only show facts which would lead a " reasonable and prudent person " to believe that the granting of lower prices would in fact meet the
C. v. A. E. Staley Mfg. Co. , supra.

equally low price of a competitor.

(The Commission did not seek review of this decision.
The Commission has repeatedly reiterated the foregoing teaching of the

Staley

case. In the Federal Trade Commission s opinion

Docket No. 7018 (July
1966) at page 20 (70 F. C. 79 , 200), it recognizes that "* * *
it is true that a seller claiming the meeting competition defense is
not required to prove that its prices were in fact equal to those of
in

National Dairy Products Corporation

its competitors. *
Docket

8549 (August 2 ,

No.

Knoll Associates , Inc.

* *" In its opinion in

1966) at pages 9 and 10 (70 F.

311 414), the Commission declared:
In

C.

v.

that " Section

A. E. Staley Mfg. Co. 324 U. S. 746 ,

the Supreme Court held

2 (b) does not require the seller to justify price discriminations

by showing that in fact they met a competitive price. But it does place on

the seller the burden of showing that the price was made in good faith to
meet a competitor " And we have

defined the standard of good faith as

simply the standard of the prudent businessman responding fairly to what
he reasonably believes is a situation of competitive necessity. In the Matter
Docket 7630 (December 31 , 1963) (63

of Continental Baking Company,

C. 2071).

The Commission

(Remand Decision

in

Fm' ster Mfg. Co. .

July 23 ,

Inc.

Docket No. 7207

1965), at page 14 (68 F.

C. 191

202), stated that:

The ultimate legal issue ,

ho\',,ever

, is not \vhether respondents \vere in fact

meeting- competition , but whether they have shown, under the standard laid
do\vn in
Staley, supra 324 L. S. at 759- 760 the existence of facts which
would lead a reasonable and prudent person to

believe

the granting of that

,"

* *
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discriminatory price " would
tor, " (Emphasis added.
In other opinions ,

in fact meet the equally low price of a competi-

the Commission has expressed its views of

the standard of conduct comprehended " by the reasonable and

prudent" standard of conduct for purposes of Section 2 (b).
TTi- Valley

its opinion on remand in

No. 7225 (July 28 ,

In

Packing Association Docket

1966) at page 16 (70 F.

C. 223 ,

285), the

Commission stated that this standard contemplated the seller
use of " reasonable diligence in verifying the existence of a lower
price of a competitor and that the discrimination was

made in

good faith for the purpose of meeting such lower price.
The " flexible and pragmatic " characteristics of the Section

2(b) standards were acknowledged by the Commission in its
Continental Baking Co. Docket No. 7630 (December
1963) at page 2 (63 F. C. 2071 , 2163J :
At the heart of Section 2 (b) is the concept of " good faith. " This is
a flexi

opinion in

ble and pragmatic , not technical or doctrinaire , concept. The standard of
good faith is simply the standard of the prudent businessman responding
fairly to what he reasonably believes is a situation of competitive necessity.
C. v. A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
324 U. S. 746 , 759- 60; see Standard Oil Co.
v.
340 U. S. 231 , 249- 50. Such a standard , whether it be considered " subjective " or " objective " is inherently
ad hoc.
Rigid ru1es and inflex-

ible absolutes are especially inappropriate in dealing with the 2(b) defense;

the facts and circumstances of the particular case , not abstract theories or

remote conjectures , should govern its interpretation and application.

Tbe record shows that the five dairies interested in procuring
the contract to supply Kroger with its private- label milk , endeavored by various means , during tbe Jatter part of 1961 and the
early part of 1962 , to ascertain who their competitors were and
what prices they were offering to Kroger. Each of tbe five dairies
was , during that period , a supplier of milk to some of the Kroger
stores , and the offcials of each dairy knew that their dairies
would lose some of their business if they failed to procure the important Kroger contract.

The evidence shows that in the final stages of that

competitive

race the offcials of Beatrice realized that they were in a "*
situation of competitive necessity.

ertheless ,

that Beatrice

*" The evidence shows , nev-

s offcials proceeded with caution and

business acumen and that they made their winning bid in the be-

lief that they were bidding in good faitb to meet a competitive
bid of Fairmont Foods Company. The precedent decisions cited
above sanction the competitive conduct of Beatrice

(aJnd (the

' "
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Commissioners) have defined the standard of good faith as ' simply the standard of the prudent businessman responding fairly
to what he reasonably believes is a situation of competitive

necessity.

Knoll Associates , Inc. , supra.

The facts show that Beatrice

s offcials conformed to that

standard. Consequently, we are compelled to conclude that Bea-

trice did not violate Section 2 (a) of the Robinson- Patman Act by
securing the Beatrice- Kroger contract of April 9 , 1962. Accordingly, the complaint herein must be dismissed both as to Beatrice
and as to Kroger.
XX. THE COST- JUSTIFICATION DEFENSE
A.

RelLon for Evaluating Cost- justification

Defense

The prior conclusions of the hearing examiner were that the
complaint herein must be dismissed; an evaluation of the cost-justification defense is , therefore , unnecessary to this decision except

for the desirability of presenting to the Commission the hearing
examiner s views on all important evidentiary problems of record.
B.
Cost Study Not Admissible IL to Kroger
The cost study that was presented by Beatrice was received in
evidence as to Beatrice and the Commission , but was not received
as to Kroger . Tbis ruling was based upon the fact that the documents in the cost study came entirely from the records of Bea-

trice, none of which were shown to the offcials of Kroger or were
made available to them at the time of the negotiations for the

Beatrice- Kroger agreement in 1962. We must remember that the

issue as to Kroger and cost justification is not whether Beatrice
prices were , in fact , cost justified , but whether Kroger at the
time of the agreement in 1962 knew , or in reason should have

known , that the prices were not cost justified . Accordingly, the

motion made by complaint

counsel to receive the cost study

against Kroger is denied.
Identity and Qualifications of Authors of Cost Study
C.
The cost study was prepared by Mr. James E. Clayton , president of the Edward B. McClain Co. , Inc. , of Memphis , Tennessee.
Mr. Clayton has been associated with that firm for 11 years (Tr.
1800). In the past ,

Mr. Clayton s

firm has served 75 to 100 dair-

ies as a cost-accounting consultant. These dairies have had from

10 to 500 dairy routes with the average size dairy having about
40 routes (Tr. 1801 ,

1861). Mr. Clayton s firm has also conducted
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cost studies for milk commissions of various States to aid them in
establishing dairy prices (Tr. 1807 , 1862). In addition , Mr. Clayton s firm has been under contract with the U. S. Department of
Agriculture to furnish that Department with cost information
that it has collected from its customers. The Department of Agriculture has used this collected data to compile a booklet , published
quarterly, about distributors ' milk costs and margins (Tr . 1813).
It appears , however , that neither Mr. Clayton nor his firm has

ever prepared a cost study that involved the same problems as
those that are involved in the present case (Tr. 1874). The record
is silent as to Mr. Clayton s formal education , either in general or
as an accountant.

Mr. Clayton was assisted in the planning of the cost study by
Dr. Charles E. French , an agricultural economist of Purdue University (Tr. 2194 ,

2221). Dr. French evaluated Mr. Clayton s pro-

cedures , but he did not participate in the detailed preparation of
the cost study (Tr. 2211 , 2225).
The Theory of the Cost-justijicrLtion Defense
D.
The cost study was designed to show that the discount that
Beatrice allowed to Kroger , as distinguished from the discount it
allowed to Kroger s competitors , was justified because of differ-

ences in the quantity of the product sold to Kroger and also
because of the differences in the metbods of sales and delivery.

All of the allocations of cost in the cost study were based upon
a concept of so-called platform or dock costs. Under this concept
Beatrice determined the dock costs of milk by eliminating from
the total sales receipts all distribution expenses (Tr. 1809 , 1819).
After Mr. Clayton had described tbe above method of arriving
a t the dock costs of milk , he was asked:
Q. And , in addition to that , did you perform any other platform costs on
a product basis?

A. Yes , we did. We actually took all units from the gallon all the way
down to the half pint , including all products , and actually arrived at a plat-

form cost based upon cost only. We did not include any administrative expense or profit. (Tr. 1819).

After determining the platform costs , the distribution costs of
servicing the three classes of customers infm were added thereto
(RBXs 108- 111). The dock costs in terms of percentage for
the quarter ending May 31 , 1962 (the base period Beatrice deter-
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s computation of dock and distribution ex-

penses) were about 69 or 70 percent of tbe total receipts at Beatrice s Beckley plant (er. 1902). In his cost exhibits , however , Mr.

Clayton varied that factor between 70 and 75 percent of the regu-

lar price of milk and he explained

that be used 74 percent to be

a little conservative " (Tr. 1902).
Thne Classes of Customers
E.
For the purposes of the cost study, Beatrice s customers other

than Kroger were divided into three classes based upon their similarity or sameness , as follows:
1. Class I included all customers who purcbased milk or milk

and other dairy products in amounts between zero and $16 per
day. These stores were small stores purchasing on a cash basis
(Tr. 1822 , 1885 , 1887-

, 1897-

, 1914- 15).

2. CJass II included all customers who purchased milk or milk

and other dairy products in amounts between $16 and $28 per
day (Tr. 1832; RBX 117).

3. Class HI included those customers who purchased milk or
milk and other dairy products in amounts between 828 and $54
per day (Tr. 1828 ,

2181- 82).

In addition to the three classes of customers , there were a number of customers wbose purchases of milk or milk and other dair,'
products exceeded $54 per day, but these customers were not included in the tbree cJassifications (CXs 396- 399). Dr. French in

his testimony stated that this small group of customers whose
purchases of milk or milk and other dairy products exceeded $54

a day would not materially affect tbe computation of the much
larger group of Class III customers (Tr. 2215). In our opinion
this omission of the Jarger stores is a defect or deficiency to the

discredit of the cost study.
Determining Dish' ibution Cost
F.
Beatrice s distribution expenses were determined solely from
the records of its Beckley, West Virginia , plant (Tr. 1852; RBX

106A). After the records for this plant were studied

for the

three-month period ending .May 31 , 1962 , certain expenditures

were selected as representing wbolesale delivery and selling costs
(RBX 106A). These expenditures were then included in the delivery expenses allocated to customers (Tr. 1851- 52). Tbe delivery

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------___ -----------

------ -----
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costs for the quarter ending May 31 , 1962 , are enumerated as follows (REX 106A) :
$103 122
_n__
Commissions , salaries and wages
411
116
641
480
437
136
999
492
552
668

Operating supplies
Repairs
Taxes
Insurance
Depreciation

--nu

Services purchased
Advertising
General expenses

_--n--

Truck costs
Transport to branches

Total --

- 200, 054

The distribution expenses were allocated to Kroger and to Kroger s competitors by five methods (REXs 108A- , 106F 110A-E). These methods included a flat charge , a volume charge
and a stop- time charge. A flat charge is one applied equally to all
customers on a daily or per-stop basis , regardless of the volume
provided; a volume cbarge is a charge applied equally to each gallon or unit delivered to each store; and the stop- time

charge is
one based upon the time the driver spends at each store (Tr.
1942- 46). The allocations were as follows:
1. Stop-

time was designated

at SO. 1832

per minute (REX

108A-E).

2. An allocation of a fiat charge was made at $24. 05 per delivand stop- time charge-

ery day; volume charge- 3 percent;
$0. 1283 per minute (REX 106F).

3. Al1ocation of a flat charge- $28.45 per delivery day; volume

charge-3.41 percent; and stop- time charge- $0. 1195

per minute

(REX 106G).
4. Al1ocation of flat charge of $0. 15

per day; volume charge-

per minute (REX 106H).
5. Al1ocation of flat charge of $0. 13 per day; volume charge1.12 percent; and stop- time cbarge- $0. 1557 per minute (REX
110A- E).
Of the five methods of allocation listed above , only three applied to botb the Kroger stores and the competing retail stores.
The fourth method of al1ocation listed , including a flat charge of
percent; and stop- time

charge- $0. 1308

$0. 15 per day; a volume charge of 3 percent; and a stop- time
charge of $0. 1308

per minute , applied only to competing purchas-

ers in Class I and Class III (REXs 116A ,

113E). The fifth
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method Jisted , including a flat cbarge of $0. 13 per day; a volume
charge of 1.12 percent; and a stop- time charge of $0. 1557 per
minute , appJied only to Kroger stores (RBX 110A- B). Since the

latter two methods of allocation were not used for both Kroger
and its competitors , the results found in the exhibits based upon

these methods of allocation have no comparable counterparts by
which we can compare costs to Kroger with those of its competitors.
In computing the stop- time under the first four methods of allocation Jisted above , Beatrice divided the total service time required by its drivers for January 1965 into the sum total of
expenditures under the first four methods being allocated (RBXs
108A- , 106F - 8; Tr. 1906- , 1945). The expenses were then
allocated to tbe quarter ending May 31 1962 (Tr. 1947-48).
G.

Delivery Times

Delivery times for individual customers were developed from:
(1) stop cards , (2) account cards ,

and (3) a time- motion study.

Stop cards , as used and defined by Beatrice , were questionnaires filled out by Beatrice s de1iverymen of the Beckley plant
and its Charleston ,

Logan , and Lewisburg branches (Tr. 2112

1431). These cards were filled out by the driver without assistance or supervision , except for written instructions (Tr. 2111).

Each of these stop cards described the number of services per-

formed by the driver , including estimates of the time required to

service each store he visited during the month of October

1962

(Tr. 2110- 12). These cards were prepared in September or October 1964 , approximately two years following the period described
by tbe drivers (Tr. 2113 , 2118- 19). It appears from a comparison of Beatrice s lists of routes (REX 107) with the stop cards

(RBXs 3 , 5- 29) tbat not all of the routes served by the Beckley
plant and its branches were included in this part of the study.
Account cards , as used and defined by Beatrice , were questionnaires filled out by Beatrice s deJiverymen on all routes out of the
Beckley and Clarksburg plants and their branches (Tr. 2113- 14).
On each of these cards were recorded the answers to various
questions , including an estimate of the time required to service
each customer during tbe month of January 1965 . A separate
card for each customer was filled out in July 1965 (RBXs 4

30- 103). In the preparation of these cards , the deliverymen were
given general instructions and were assisted by Mr. Clayton and

Dr. French (Tr. 2113). Each driver was told that the cards were
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to be filled out because of a federal investigation and for general
accounting purposes (1'1' 2120). The cards referred to privatelabel miJk.

The time- motion study consisted of a I- day study in which each

deliveryman was checked as to his time of arrival at a store , the
time he spent in the store , and the time of his departure from the
store (Tr. 1973). The time. motion study was conducted in October 1966 on one- third of the routes served by the Beckley plant

and its Charleston , Logan , and Lewisburg

branches (Tr.

1975- 76). Mr. Clayton admitted that there had been "* * * quite
a change of the operation of the Greenbrier dairy by October

1966" (Tr. 1976). The report of tbis study (identified as RBX 19)

was not offered in evidence. In vie\v of its limitations ,

we con-

clude that the time-motion study does not materially aid the costjustification defense.
H.

Computation of Earned Discon",ts

As previously observed , after Beatrice had determined the total

, that sum was

compared with the regular list
cost of a product
price for that product and the difference represented the discount
Beatrice ascustomers
were
cbarged
the
full list or
sumed that all of these
discount
(RBXs
113Aregular price , Jess their earned

that each customer other than Kroger had earned.

In the case of Kroger stores , however , Beatrice (with the exception of one Kroger store) computed an estimated price based upon the theory that the total sales of each

115A- , 120A- B).

Kroger store represent sales at a discount ranging between 20

and 26 percent off list price

(RBXs 108A- , 110A- B;

Tr.

2083- 84) .
1.

Platform Costs

Beatrice made no study of the possible differences of platfonn
costs but considered that such costs were the same for all custom-

ers-Kroger and competing retail purcbasers alike (Tr. 2163-

2166- 70). Consequently, the only possible difference between the

costs of serving the individual Kroger store as compared to the
costs of serving one of Kroger s competitors was the difference in
distribution costs.
J.

Errors in Estimates
Beatrice s cost computations v.rere ,

of course ,

dependent upon

the accuracy of its component parts. Except for the sales figures
used , the basic factors of the cost study were generally estimated
figures.
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The platform costs referred to above were estimates based
upon Beatrice s experience in its Beckley plant during the period

of March through lVay 1962. Beatrice in its calculations had not
limited itself to determining the differences between tbe distribution costs to the individual Kroger store and the distribution
costs to competing individual retail purcbasers; instead , it added
the distribution costs to the platform costs for each product and
compared the total cost figures to the so-called list or regular
prices in order to determine the earned discounts of each of its
customers other than Kroger (REXs 108A- , 109A- , 110A-

ll1A , 113A- , 116A- , 117 , 120A-- B). If the platform costs
and the list prices were uniform throughout all of respondent'

calculations then this would allow for a comparison between the
discounts earned by individual Kroger stores and those earned by
individual competing retail purchasers (Tr. 2964- 65). Beatrice
has , however , varied both the platform costs and the regular
prices in its computations of Kroger s earned discounts so that a
comparison between Kroger s earned discounts and those discounts earned by competitors becomes
become doubtful (Tr. 2964- 65).

c.onfusing and the results

In only one of the Kroger computations did Beatrice apply

platform costs of 74 percent to a Kroger store (RBX 108A). In
all other cost exhibits referring to Kroger stores , where common
methods of allocation were used , Beatrice applied either 70 or 71
percent platform costs (RBXs 108A- , 109A- , 111).

The result of these variations in platform costs was that any
possible savings in sales to individual Kroger stores were distorted. For example , if the distribution costs to a particular Kroger store were 10 percent of regular price , and if the distribution

costs to a competing retail purchaser were 20 percent of the

same regular price , there would be a 10 percent difference in
costs in serving the two stores. But under Beatrice s method of
comparison , one would add tbe 10 percent Kroger distribution

costs to the 70 or 71 percent platform costs and compare these totals with the regular or list prices to obtain Kroger s earned discount. Then , add the 20 percent costs of servicing the competing
purchaser to tbe 74 or 75 percent platform costs for Kroger and
compare these totals with the regular prices to obtain the earned
discount of the competing purchaser. The obvious result is that
one total has been inflated because the 10 percent difference in

costs in servicing Kroger s stores has been increased to a 13 or 15
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percent differential on Kroger s

so- called

earned discount (RBXs

108B , 109A- , 110A- , 113A- , 116A- B).
The stop-card estimates for October 1962 were not considered
(Tr. 1111- 12). He explained tbat

very reliable by Mr. Clayton

when one has a driver fill out a form , tbe driver is likely to overstate his time " because he wants his boss to know tbat he is putting in a full day s work" (Tr. 1811- 12). Also , :l1r. Clayton ad-

mitted tbat the farther away in time the driver got from the
period he was describing, the less reliable were his answers (Tr.
2117). The stop- card questionnaires were fllled out two years
after the events recorded (Tr. 2132 , 2118- 19). In the I- day time
study, Mr. Clayton was of tbe opinion that if one time a particular driver , the driver would tend to be more effcient and the time
he reported would be shorter (Tr. 1811). This opinion was cor-

roborated by the testimony of a Beatrice driver , Bil Darby (Tr.
1486- 87). Further , in connection witb the I- day time- motion
study of October 1966 ,

Mr. Clayton admitted that conditions had

changed substantially on the routes studied since the 1962- 1963
period of discrimination involved herein (Tr. 1976).

Complaint counsel's expert witness , Mr. Lemberg, pointed out
that many drivers reported estimated service times on their stop
cards that he considered to be unbelievable (Tr. 2708- 09).

Refer-

ring to the IB:l1 cards that summarized the information from the
stop cards ,

:111'.

Lemberg picked out three samples to ilustrate

his

point. In two instances the daily sales average was $2. , and the
driver required 25 minutes per day for both deliveries; in the
third instance , tbe daily sale was $1.60 and the driver estimated
20 minutes for delivery (Tr. 2713). Mr. Lemberg observed that

Commission Exhibit 396A- T revealed other instances of exaggerated estimates that were similar to these (Tr. 2713).
The account cards , which are similar to the stop cards , are of
doubtful reliability. The qL1estionnaires for the account cards
were filled out a considerable time after the period described (Tr.

2116). Mr. Lemberg testified that tbe account cards contained estimated service times tbat were unbelievable (Tr. 2116). As examples , he cited several instances from just one page of Commis-

sion Exhibit 397 in which the estimated service times appeared to
be exaggerated. Among the samples cited were estimated service
times for two stores in which the drivers ' reports claimed delivery times of 30 and 35 minutes for average sales of only $6.

and $7. 24

respectively.
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Conclusions on Cost- justification
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Defense

Because of the various inaccuracies and estimates in the cost
justification documents and the doubtful validity of Beatrice
cost study, we conclude that the cost study is not of suffcient reliability to be accepted as a cost defense. In making this conclusion
we do not find that Beatrice s prices to Kroger during the period
of alleged discriminations herein were not cost justified , rather
we find that the cost study in evidence fails to furnish satisfactory proof of cost justiication.

XXI. CO;'CLGSIONS

In summation ,

the facts herein found and the law applicable

thereto require the following ultimate conclusions in this pro-

ceeding:
1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the
Beatrice Foods Co. , a corporation , The Kroger Co. , a corpora-

tion , and the subject matter of this proceeding.
2. Although the commodities involved are milk and other dairy
products , the evidence is limited primarily to milk and cottage
cheese.
3. The time of the alleged discriminations

is limited by agree-

ment between counsel to the period from June 1962 tbrough October 1963.

4. The sales by Beatrice t" its favored customers involved in

this proceeding were made in commerce within the meaning of
commerce " as defined
Robinson- Patman Act.

by the Clayton Act ,

as amended by the

5. The discriminations in price that Beatnce granted to Kroger , to A & P , and to Garden Fresh Markets have not substantially lessened competition , tended to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce , or injured , destroyed , or prevented competition
with any person who either granted or knowingly received the

benefit of such discriminations , or with the customers of any of
them , nor have such discrimiflations created a reasonable probabil-

ity of such an effect. Accordingly, Beatrice has not violated Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act and the complaint berein against
Beatrice and Kroger must be dismissed.
6. The prices that Beatrice granted to Kroger , to A & P , and
to Garden Fresh Markets were granted by Beatrice in good faith
to meet an equally lo\v price of' a competitor. Accordingly, Bea-

trice has not violated Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act as alleged
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and the complaint herein against both Beatrice and Kroger must
be dismissed.

7. The evidence of cost justification is not of suffcient accuracy
and reliability to constitute a defense to a finding of unlawful discriminations in price within the meaning of Section 2 (a) of the
Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.

8. Regardless of findings and conclusions herein as to Beatrice
there is no reliable , probative , or substantial evidence that Kro-

ger knowingly induced or received unlawful discriminatory prices
from Beatrice; there is no reliable , probative , or substantial evidence that Kroger knew , or should bave known , that the prices
granted to it by Beatrice under tbe terms of the agreement were
not , in fact , cost justified; and there is no reliable , probative , or
substantial evidence that Beatrice was not offering such prices in
good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor. Accord-

ingly, Kroger has not violated Section 2 (f) of the Clayton Act , as
alleged , and the complaint as to Kroger must be dismissed.
XXII. THE ORDER

For the reasons herein stated
It is ordered That the complaint herein against Beatice Foods

Co. , a corporation , and against The Kroger
tion , be , and the same hereby is , dismissed.

Co. Inc. , a corpora-

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
DECEMBER 1 , 1969
BY JONES Commissioner:

This case is before the Commission on appeal by complaint
counsel from the hearing examiner s initial decision disITlissing
the complaint. Count I of the complaint alleges that Beatrice
2(a) of the RobinFoods Co. , beginning in June 1962 , violated
son- Patman Act by discriminating in prices in the sale of fluid

milk and other dairy products to the Kroger Company, Inc. , the
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. and certain other customers at
lower prices than it sold products of like grade and quality to
other retail customers . Count 2 of the complaint alleges that Kroger violated S 2 (f) of the Robinson- Patman Act in negotiating
with Beatrice for a supply of fluid milk and other dairy products
under private label brand to stores of Kroger s Charleston , West

Virginia , Division by knowingly inducing and receiving ilegal
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discriminatory prices. By stipuJation the parties agreed that the

time period within which the discriminations to Kroger are
claimed to have occurred is limited to June 1962 through October
1963. The discriminations to A & P are claimed to have occurred
between October 1962 and October 1963.
After a lengthly trial and compilation of a

voluminous record
the hearing examiner dismissed all charges. As against Beatrice
he found no proof of injury at cither the primary or secondary
levels of competition. He found further that Beatrice had establisbed a good faith meeting of competition defense under
2 (b)
of the Robinson- Patman Act. While stating that it was unneces-

, the hearing examiner went on to find that an
elaborate cost study introduced in evidence by Beatrice was not
sary to his decision

suffciently reliable to be accepted as a cost defense.
As against Kroger the hearing examiner dismissed the complaint because of tbe asserted failure of proof of the charges
against Beatrice , and on the further ground that there was no ev-

idence that Kroger knew or had any reasonable basis to believe
that the prices offered to it by Beatrice were not in fact cost justified or were not offered in good faith to meet an equally low
price of a competitor.
On the appeal complaint counsel challenges all of the hearing
examiner s findings in support of dismissal. In addition complaint
counsel urges that the examiner should have made further findings as to the unreliabijity of Beatrice s cost study. Beatrice affirmatively raises the latter issue by urging that its cost study was

valid and suffcient to support a cost justification defense
The charges in tbis complaint are bottomed on an agreement
between Beatrice and Kroger under which Beatrice supplied Kroger with private brand fluid milk and other dairy products in certain areas of West Virginia , Ohio and Kentucky, serviced by Kroger If Charleston
Division. " This contract , which was negotiated
in the early months of 1962 and which went into effect in June of
that year ,

provi ded for sales of private label dairy products

prices determined by application of a formula to raw milk costs
reflected by a Federal :vilk Marketing Order covering Huntington , West Virginia. The prices finally arrived at in the course of
the negotiations were stated in terms of specific dollar amounts
but , unlike prices charged by Beatrice to other customers , wbicb
were based on a list price 1ess a percent discount , the prices to
Kroger were intended by the parties to vary from

month to

month in aceordance with the Federal Milk Marketing Order.
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Also , unlike Beatrice s sales to others , sales to Kroger were to be

made on a " stripped service " basis whereby Kroger personnel
performed all of the functions in the nature of in-store services
that Beatrice

s route salesmen otherwise performed. The claimed

saving to Beatrice of the expense of these services lies at the base
of the attempted cost justification defense.
Tbe case presents important Robinson- Patman

questions ,

par-

ticularly with respect to the meeting competition defense and cost
justification , in the context of a negotiatcd private label agreement
between a major interstate supplier of dairy products and a large
grocery store chain.

The specific issues to be decided

here are: (1) whether the

prices resulting from the application of the terms of the Beatrice- Kroger agreement were suffciently different from prices
paid by other customers of Beatrice to amount to unlawful discriminations; (2) whether tbe evidence shows the requisite degree of primary or secondary line injury; (3) whether lower

prices to Kroger were offered by Beatrice in good

faith to meet

competition; (4) wbether any price differential which did exist
has been successfully cost justified and (5) whether Kroger knowingly induced or received unlawful discriminations. Certain additional questions , including whether Beatrice granted unlawful
discriminations to A & P , are also to be decided.
1. The Respondents
Beatrice is the third largest dairy company in the country in
terms of gross annual sales. Beatrice s sales were $539, 192,494 in
fiscal 1962 and $569,487 854 in fiscal 1963. Tbe headquarters of

tbe company is in Chicago. Through its operating dairy divisions

it operates 134 plants in 33 States which manufacture and process fluid milk , products processed from fluid milk (such as whipping cream and half and half) and products manufactured from
milk (including cottage cbeese ,

whicb plays some part in this

case). The basic ingredient in all of these products is raw milk
which is procured at the plant level by Beatrice from the producers and purchased in cans or tank truck lots. After processing
and manufacturing, tbe dairy products are either distributed by
route trucks operating directly out of the Beatrice plants or

moved by trailer truck to distribution branches and then loaded
on route trucks and delivered to customers.
Beatrice sells directly to a diversity of customers inc1uding res-
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taurants , institutions , the Government , and the consumer by home
delivery. But for purposes of this case the significant class of customers is retail grocery stores , consisting of all sizes of independent grocery stores as well as supermarkets and chain stores.
Nationally, Beatrice s primary brand name is " Meadow Gold"
but in some local areas Beatrice bas continued the use of brand
names of dairies formerly acquired by it. Thus Beatrice used the
brand " Greenbrier " in the area served by its Greenbrier Dairy
plant in Beckley, West Virginia.
Each Beatrice plant operates with a dGgree

of autonomy and

makes basic management decisions in response to local conditions.

However ,

tbe various operating plants and outlets are organized

on district and regional levels , and certain activities , including
the negotiation and formalization of major contracts , are super-

vised above the district level or at the national level.
This case involves three Beatrice plants , all of which lay within
Beatrice s Appalachian District. Two of these , plants at Beckley
and Clarksburg, West Virginia , produced the fluid milk products
involved in this case. A third plant at Sandy Lake , Pennsylvania
manufactured cottage cbeese which was shipped to the West Virginia plants for distribution to tbe Kroger stores.

Kroger operates a chain of retail grocery stores which sell a
variety of products to the

consuming public , including fluid milk

and other dairy products. In 1963 ,

Kroger had over 1,400 grocery
exceeded $2 bilion.

stores in at least 19 States. Its national sales

Tbese grocery stores were operated tbrough a number of divisions. Each division was the primary purchasing entity for the
30- 100 stores served by it. Kroger s Charleston Division , which
is the one primarily involved here , included a total of 44 Kroger
stores located in central West Virginia around Clarksburg (the
Clarksburg area ), stores on both sides of the Ohio River in
Ohio and West Virginia between Huntington , West Virginia , and
Marietta , Ohio (the " River area ), stores in eastern Kentucky
along the Kentucky- West Virginia border (the " Kentucky area
and stores in four roughly contiguous areas of southwestern

West Virginia centering around the cities of Logan (the " Logan
area ), Charleston (the " Cbarleston area ), Beckley (the " Beckley area ), and Lewisburg (tbe " Lewisburg area ). Kroger s annual sales in these areas were estimated at $67 or $68 milion in
tbe period 1962- 3 (Tr. 773). Kroger s dairy product sales in
these areas amounted to approximately $2 000 000 annually (CX

88) .
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2. The Nature of the Market And Competition Therein

The hearing examiner properly found that each of the seven
Kentucky and West Virginia comprising
Kroger s Charleston Division was identifiable and therefore an
market areas in Ohio ,

appropriate market within which to determine the consequences of

price discriminations. The hearing examiner also properly found
that only the five West Virginia areas centered around Beckley,
Charleston , Clarksburg, Lewisburg, and Logan need be considered here in terms of the existence or consequences of price discriminations. The River area is excluded , at least as to secondary
line competition , because Beatrice had no customers there other

than Kroger. The Kentucky area is excluded since Kentucky pur-

chases by Kroger were regulated under local milk pricing law.
Of the five West Virginia areas by far the most important was
Charleston , which contained 11 of the total of 44 Kroger stores
with more than a third of the

annual volume of the entire

Charleston Division (see CX 141 , 88C , 90M).

In 1962 and prior thereto , Beatrice was one of several dairies
serving the various areas within Kroger s Charleston Division.

Beatrice itself was selling its brand name products in all areas
with the exception of the River area , but had the potential to
supply the Kroger stores in that area also. Two of Beatrice

competitors , Fairmont Foods Company, and Broughton s Farm
Dairy, Inc. , had distribution systems capable of supplying all the
stores in the Charleston Division. In addition , The Borden Company sold in certain of the areas and had the potential to serve a
major portion of Kroger s needs from its plant in Huntington
West Virginia. A fifth company, Valley Bell Dairy, had the potential of serving at least a majority of the stores in the Charleston
Division and , for a time was considered to be a potential competitor for the Kroger business.
Looking at the nature of the market on the buyer level , there
were numerous submarkets in Kroger s Charleston Division

within which Kroger stores competed with other large grocery
chains (such as A & P and Garden Fresh Markets), smaller reand independent supermarkets and local groceries
of various sizes.
Overall , Kroger was the largest marketer in its Charleston Digional chains ,

vision and a significant factor in each submarket area where it
had stores.
Prior to 1962 ,

at which time the discriminations here involved
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started , private label dairy products were not sold in the market
areas involved here. Many of the supermarkets and chains carried two or more of the name brands of the various dairies serving an area. In many of the Kroger stores , for example , four or
five such brands were displayed in the dairy cases , attended by a
similar number of route men from the dairies making deliveries
and serving tbe stores. In this period most customers in this market received what was referred to as the " full service " method of

milk distribution whereby it was the responsibility of the route

man for each dairy to move the milk from his truck into the
dairy case of the customer , to rotate the old milk to the front of
the case and to fill the case with new milk. In addition , the route
man was frequently required to devote time to matters of ordering, invoicing and biJing. In the case of Kroger , testimony
showed that route men sometimes had to return to the stores several times a day just to be sure that the dairy cases were kept

supplied with a full line of products (Tr. 715).
Prices of dairy products to retailers had tended to be based on

fairly stabilized list prices with generally

recognized discounts

including volume discounts to large purchasers. The list prices
and actual prices varied from area to area with lower prices predominating in the western areas of West Virginia near the Ohio

River and higher prices appearing in the more mountajnous areas
to the south and east. ' In the Clarksburg area in the central part

of the State prices tended to be between the extremes in other
areas.
By early 1962 a certain amount of price cutting by local dairies

particularly in the Cbarleston area , had begun to erode the tradi-

tional price structure (Tr. 377-

, 778). In addition , starting in

1962 innovative delivery and service techniques began to appear
in tbe market. The larger buyers , led by Kroger , began to demand and get formula prices based on the fluctuating cost of raw
milk , instead of discounts from list price , in exchange for limited
or no in- store service on the part of tbe selling dairies. This was

accompanied by private branding of dairy products in supermarkets and chains , and finally, vertical expansion of at least one
major chain , Kroger , which built its own dairy in Springfield
1 For Beatrice , adheren!'!' to the trRditiona! list price meant that milk products produced at
the Greenbrier pbUlt in Beckley were sold at higher prices in the adjacent mountainous areas
than in , for example , Charleston whi"h was SO miles to the north and west of Beeklcy, This

pricing anomaly wil become particularly significant upon con ideration of the possibility of
cost 3ustification of the

petitor

of Krogel.

diITc,-pntials betwt'en prices charged by Beatrice to Kroger and com-
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Ohio and began to supply its own label needs in 1966 (Tr.
566- 7) .
Thus this case involves alleged price discriminations against a
background of a changing market and " modernization " of the

distribution of dairy products. The food chains were the prime
movers in this change , not the dairies. Certainly in the case of
Kroger s private branding, it was the buyer who initiated this
important market change by importing a technqiue , already used
in divisions of the company in other areas of the country, into
the area served by Kroger s Charleston Division.
3. Kroger s Plans for Private Label Dairy Products
In i\ovember 1961 , the grocery merchandiser of Kroger

Charleston Division contacted Mr. Francis X. Casserly, Manager
of Kroger s Dayton , Ohio , dairy plant and grocery merchandiser
for Kroger s Columbus Division , to inquire about the private label
milk program that the Columbus Division was then operating with
Broughton Dairy in Ohio. As a result of that discussion , a plan
was developed for private label milk in the Charleston

Division.

Mr. Casserly, due to his prior experience with such matters , was
designated to negotiate with the various dairies having the poten-

tial of serving the Charleston Division. It is these negotiations

and the conduct of the parties to them , wbich gives rise to the
good faith meeting of competition defense in this case and also to
Kroger s asserted violation of
2 (f) in inducing unlawful discriminations.
Kroger was prompted to make this move in part because of its
desire to avoid what is regarded as the " nuisance " involved in the
traditional route men s servicing of the retail dairy outlets (Tr.
715; supra,
p. 774). In addition , some Kroger stores carried brands
that were not sold in a majority of the stores in the Charleston Division. The large number of suppliers , together with the absence
of a division- wide brand ,

discouraged Kroger from effective ad-

vertising of dairy products. Finally, Kroger representatives testified that the prices which Kroger had to pay under this system
were too high to permit it to compete profitably with local price
cutters who had become active in certain areas of the Charleston
Division (Tr. 685- , 715- , 778- , 784- 5).
The Kroger offcials decided that the system should be revised
so that Kroger carried only the new Kroger label and one other
brand of milk in each store , with the high-volume item , homogenized milk in gallon jugs , available solely under the Kroger label
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and with Kroger label merchandise being given preferential space
in the dairy cases of each store (Tr. 629- , 685- 715).
At the outset Kroger had only a general idea as to the type of

arrangement it wanted. The details were not spelled

out in ad-

vance but were evolved through negotiation and became incorpo-

rated in the various proposals made as time went on.
4. The Preliminary Negotiations

In late 1961 ,

Mr .

Casserly notified Valley Bell , Broughton
interested in receiving

Borden , and Fairmont that Kroger was

proposals for " bottling Kroger label milk" (Tr. 590- 1; CX 100,
116 , 133). He did not even approach Beatrice at this stage, al-

though Beatrice was serving 26 Kroger stores in West Virginia
with its own label dairy products ,

because it was known by Mr.
Casserly that Beatrice milk was packaged in a certain type of container which was not satisfactory to him (Tr. 365- , 369487 591).

Mr. Casserly s first contact was with Broughton , which was
selling its own label dairy products to a number of Kroger stores
in the Charleston Division and was also the supplier of private
label milk to stores in the Columbus Division with which Mr.
Casserly was already familiar (Tr. 590 ,

596, 943- 6). Broughton

consequently being somewhat familar with

the prospective needs

of Kroger , came forward with an early proposal. The proposal
dated January 6 , 1962 , was in the form of a tabulation (CX 103)
showing proposed prices for Kroger label products to Kroger

stores in various areas of the Charleston Division as compared

with the prices which Kroger was then charging in those stores.
The prices varied widely depending upon the store location. The
covering letter stated that Broughton s proposed prices were

based upon the " prevailing market discount plus an additional
7'10

with certain exceptions

Mr. Casser1y

in testimony characterized these prices as

amounting to a discount of " an average 20 percent. . . a little
above on some ,

a little below on others " (Tr. 694). In later negotiations he rejected price offers by other dairies , including Beatrice , stating to the dairy companies that he already had a pro-

posal for prices of 20 percent off list on the strength of the
487- 595- 702- 717- 18).
This was not true.
The Broughton discount offer may have been as low as 20 percent off list for some items , but for the all important gallon jug

Broughton proposal (Tr. 375

_- -
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of homogenized milk the resulting prices were substantially above
the 20 percent off list level.

The Broughton offer was in the form of tabulations covering
each Kroger store location and showing the existing retail price
out of each store ,

the " prevailing wholsesale price in the market

the proposed price for Kroger label products

and a percentage

figure for Kroger s gross profit. The prices in the five West Virginia areas stated by Broughton for ga110n jugs of homogenized
milk , together with the stated " prevailing wholesale price " and
the resulting discount as calculated by complaint counsel are as
fo11ows:
Broughton
quote

Clarksburg--

Wholesale
price

Discount
(percent)

7321
7497
7914
8163
8163

Charleston-- - -

Logan
Beckley - - Lewisburg -

11.
11.
16.
16.

(See p. 3 of Complaint counsel's reply brief to Kroger.

Complaint counsel's calculations show an average discount on
ga110ns for a11 Kroger locations as stated by Broughton of a little
less than 11 %.'

As previously noted ,

Mr. Casserly did not initia11y contact Bea-

trice at all. That contact came about in early January 1962 because Beatrice offcials had heard rumors that Kroger was seeking private label milk. On January 2 , 1962 , Mr. G. C. Sto11ings,
general manager of the Greenbrier Dairy Division of Beatrice located at Beckley, West Virginia , telephoned Mr. Casserly to ar-

range an appointment with tbe latter. Mr. Stollings ,

together

The figures shown by Broughton for !!ross profit to Kroger R.re somewhat different and
could have been what Mr. Casserly referred to when he testified that Broughton " indicated
discount off list vrice on this bid of up to 20 percent" (Tr. 60,)), but by no stretch of the
imf!gination would the

ZO

percent figure have represented it fair statement of the gross :profit

shown to Kroger on gallons. The "ross profit fig-res for the five West Virginia areas as
statro by Brou"hton were:
Percent
Clarksburg Charleston Log-an Beckley -

Lewisburg -

---

16. 1'1
11.80
20.
17.
17.

(CX 103)
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Hugh F. Hutchinson , district manager for Beatrice

Appalachian District , met with Mr. Casserly in Dayton on January 12 , 1962. At that meeting Mr. Casserly explained that he
had not contacted Beatrice because , upon visiting the market

areas involved , he bad observed that the containers used by Bea-

trice were not of the type which he wished to be used for Kroger
label milk. The Beatrice representatives indicated that they had
machinery available which could be moved to tbe Beckley plant to

package milk in the type of containers desired

by Mr. Casserly

and that they were able and anxious to submit a proposal (Tr.
369- 486- 8) .

Prices as such did not playa significant role in the discussion
at this first meeting. The Beatrice representatives were more interested in finding out about such matters as tbe volume of busi-

ness of each Kroger store , the number of stores , tbe areas to be
served and bow they might be served by Beatrice s facilities (Tr.
372- 3). The Beatrice representatives testified that they did have
in mind a tentative offer of a 15 percent discount. Mr. Casserly

stated , however , referring to the Brougbton proposal , that he already had an offer of a 20 percent discount (Tr. 375 487- 8).
The Beatrice representatives also testifIed that they were concerned and disturbed to learn that a 20 percent discount had been
offered (Tr. 375- , 488) since such a discount was substantial1y

in excess of what they had encountered previously, despite some
local price cutting and despite the fact that list prices had been
subject to some erosion iu certain areas (Tr. 488- 9). They determined that , if they were to pursue the matter further , they
would have to find some means of cutting costs. They also considered the possibility of exploring a formula method of pricing
one which would be geared to their cost of milk rather than a
discount from list price (Tr. 376- 489- 90).
Tbe possible use of formula pricing had certain advantages to
both parties. From the point of view of the buyer a discount from

list price left too much control in the hands of the seller who
could vary the list price at wiI (Tr. 606 , 628); from the point of
view of the sel1er prices based on a formula geared to the cost of
raw milk meant that the differential between such costs and sel1ing price would be constant and predictable , whatever might hap-

pen to list prices

as tbe result of localized price cutting (Tr.

490- 1) .
During December 1961 and early January 1962 YIr. Casserly

also bad preliminary discussions with each of the other dairies
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as a result of which the nature of a specific proposal began to
take shape. On January 18 ,

1962 ,

he wrote to each of the dairy

companies to report on the results of a study which he had made
of the volume requirements of dairy products for the Charleston
Division. He estimated that yearly sales of fluid milk products
and cottage cheese for all of the Kroger stores in the

would be slightly in excess of $2 000

territory

000 (CX 88 , 105 , 117).

Mr. Casserly s letter of January 18 ,

1962 ,

also indicates that

, as were the Beatrice representatives , was thinking in terms of

a form of reduced service which would cut distribution costs of
the winning dairy. Mr. Casserly proposed that
* * * these products at the present time would be delivered to each Kroger
store on your transportation equipment. Merchandising and marketing functions are to be performed by Kroger personnel. Product specifications , biling
and other details "\",il be discussed at a later time.

The type of delivery proposed by Mr . Casserly was described as
stripped service. " L.nder this method of operation the responsibilities of the dairy company s route men are limited to drop off
delivery to each store. From that point on the operation , including stocking and maintaining the dairy cases , is entirely handled
by the store s personnel. In addition , simplified ordering and biling procedures can be used and the usual liberal return privilege
modified to suit the needs of the store.
Mr. Casserly s letter also showed that he had begun to think in
terms of a formula price. The letter stated:
If your price is based on the Class I price of milk , please include at least a
two year experience of the Class I price upon which you are basing your
pricc,

Tbe Beatrice representatives met again with Mr. Casserly on
1962 , in order primarily to discuss questions relating
to a formula type of pricing and to define the terms of a limited
service arrangement wbieh would cut down on the in-store service performed for Kroger and reduce the cost of distribution (Tr.
January 25 ,

379-

490- 2) .

At this meeting the discussion was primarily about matters
other than price. The Beatrice representatives did , however , men-

tion a price of 21 cents per pound for cottage cheese.

Mr. Cas-

J A price bH-sed on the Class I price or milk would be based upon the cost of milk under

Federal Milk Marketing" Orders representing the minimum price which dairy proces ors have
to pay dairy farmf'rs. 1'he e ordel's are promuJgated by the U. S. Department of Agriculture

on a monthly basis and vary from time to time and from place to place. The prices which
dairy processors must pay depend on the use which they make of the milk. A Class I price
the hig-hest price milk usage, is received for all milk that is used for fluid milk purposes

(1'r. 377 2465).
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serly had previously expressed particular interest in that product.
He had indicated that he would like to improve sales of that prod-

uct in the Charleston Division. According to Mr. Hutchinson , at
the mention of tbe 21 cents per pound price Mr. Casserly " threw
up his hands and said , you re out of sight" (Tr. 380; see also Tr.
491- 2) .
5. The Formal Proposals

In February and March , the negotiations bore fruit in the form
of specific written proposals by Beatrice , Fairmont , and Borden

and a new written proposal from Broughton. Valley Bell , which
was in the running up to this point , although it could not have

supplied more than 29 of the 44 stores , formally withdrew , stating by letter that it was unable even to attempt a " cost justification " in the face of rising costs in its own operations. Valley Bell
merely offered to continue selling to Kroger at the existing prices
and expressed the hope for a continued relationship. The letter

was not a bid for the private label business of Kroger (CX 137).
Beatrice s FiTSt Proposal
The first formal proposal by Beatrice to Kroger consisted of a
letter dated February 5 , 1962 , outlining the type of service to be
provided and containing a price schedule (CX 27 , 89). This proposal was presented personally by Mr. Stollings and Mr. Hutchinblank
price list at a meeting in Dayson to Mr. Casserly with a
ton , Ohio , on February 9 , 1962 (Tr. 386- 9; 494-6; 668- 9). Prior
(a)

to the meeting the Beatrice representatives had inserted some
prices on another copy of the price schedule , which was
the version furnished to Mr. Casserly. Mr. Hutchinson

blank in
had this

piece of paper in his pocket when he went into the meeting. The
first price shown on that paper was a price of 71 cents for a gallon of homogenized milk , with prices for other products being derived from that 71 cents.

The Beatrice representatives testified as to how they arrived at
the 71 cent figure. They said that by this point they had come to

believe that their primary competition was not Broughton but
Fairmont and that they understood Fairmont was offering or
planning to offer a series of discounts from list price. This is
what Mr . Hutchinson testified:
We knew from what Mr. Casserly told us previously that the Fairmont bid
was a series of discounts beginning with what Kroger was then getting in a
place or on an average of what they were getting in all places. We didn
know specifically which. And then we knew that a discount had been

added
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for volume , private label , and things of that character , and we estimated
that to be around 17 or 18 percent , but on top of that we were well aware

of a cash payment by Fairmont to Kroger to support and pay for a television show which was then running in West Virginia , Charleston , I think it
was and Mr. Stollings and I , being well aware of that , knew that that cost
was probably five percent of the business that was being done with Kroger.
So I knew in my own mind , Mr. Stollings knew in his own mind , that in ad-

dition to the discounts Kroger might then have been getting, together with
the volume discount added , that there was another
four or five percent that had to be added somewhere along the line to cover
the cost of this TV show (Tr. 390).
the private label discount ,

Mr. Hutchinson also testified:
* '" '" we had arrived at that 71 cent price by taking the average of the
gallon jug price from the extreme western end of this area to the extreme

eastern end of it and the extreme northern portion of the area and arrived
at some sort of an average price for the gallon jug and applied a discount
of 17 or 18 percent , I don t remember the exact figure , to what we took to

be the sort of mean average (Tr. 389).

Mr. Stollngs testified:
* * * we arrived at that (the 71 cent priceJ by taking a

real low price

clear over on the western side of this area where you would run into normally low pricing, working back to the southeastern end of the territory

where you are getting away from the dairy country and getting into higher
pricing. Through this area , through here , it was pretty much then wound up
to be an average price of 85 cents.
We knew from talking v-.-ith Mr. Casser1y that Fairmont was thinking in
terms of quoting from a list price down. We knew that there were trade discounts in the area that were generally ten percent , some of them as high as
fifteen percent.

We further knew that there would be something incorporated for private
label and volume discount in this. We further knew of a cooperative advertising arrangement between Fairmont and Kroger Company, but we felt
that Fairmont would maybe quote somewhere in the neighborhood of 16 or
17 percent , so we deducted that 16 or 17 percent from an 85 cent jug price
and came up with the 71 cents (Tr. 494- 5).

During the course of the meeting the discussion turned to
prices and Mr. Hutchinson pulled out the copy of the price schedule which he had in his pocket. He stated that Beatrice was

thinking in terms of 71 cents for gallons. Mr. Casserly summarily
rejected the price. Mr. Hutchinson testified:
* * * I said ,

well , now , :Mr. Casserly, on the gaBon jug, which waF:

the first

item on the proposal , I said , we are thinking in terms of 71 cents , and he
just shook his head and said , if that is all you have got to offpr , you might

as well go back home (Tr. 389).
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Mr. Stollings testified:
Mr. Casserly told us right quick that the price "\vas high and again reminded

us of our first meeting where ,

when \VC had asked him if he had any- if

he

would give us some idea as to where this pricing would be , and he told us of

the 20 percent Broughton price and he said , you don t have to be a very
good mathematician to take an 85- cent average jug price and 20 percent
wil show you that 71 cents is high ('11'. 495).

Mr. Casserly himself testified as to the price quoted by the Beatrice representatives at this meeting:
* * * this price was somewhere in the neighborhood of 70 or 71 cents and
, with the Broughton bid that I had back in .January, figured I already had
in a

the price of 71 cents and I indicated"' * * we just were not interested

price of 71 cents ('11'. (69).
. Casserly had not received any quotations at less than 71
cents per gallon for the West Virginia areas at this time. Indeed

his testimony shows that his rejection of the 71 cent price was
based on the early Broughton proposal which contained

actual

prices per gallon of slightly over 73 cents to more than 81 cents
per gallon in the five West Virginia areas , as tabulated above.'
Although the Beatrice representatives mentioned only a single
price figure of 71 cents , which they calculated and discussed with

Mr. Casserly in terms of a discount from list price , the proposal
which they presented to Mr. Casserly showed that the ultimate
prices to Kroger would vary according to a formula based on raw
milk costs. The proposal stated:
This price is based upon the average annual Class I price established by
Federal Order Number 5 , Huntington Section , Year 1961. Your monthly
price would raise or lower in an exact amount with the increase or decrease

of the prices determined by the orders under which milk for your private
label ,vauld be purchased (CX 89D).

It is clear that at the February 9 ,

1962 ,

meeting the Beatrice

representatives were trying to find the price

level necessary to

obtain the Kroger business using what information they had
s summary
rej ection of the 71 cent price was not based on any true appraisal
available to them. It is also clear that Mr. Casserly

compared with tbe earlier Broughton offer. He
simply thought he could get a better price (Tr. 669).
In part at least :l1r. Casserly s hope for lower prices was based
on market conditions in the Charleston area. The Beatrice repreof that price as

sentatives testified tbat surplus milk was being brought in from
1 The Brou"hton quote did contain prices in the area of 66 to 68 for several towns in the

Ohio River area (CX 1030 , C. G) but the Kroger stores in those towns had less than 10%
of the expected vo1ume of dairy products for the entire Charleston Division (CX 8SC).

- -,
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local distributor and sold at low prices in
488 , 497). Mr. Casserly knew of this local
price cutting (Tr. 668). In addition there were rumors afloat that
Kentucky by one

Charleston (Tr. 378 ,

the Charleston market , which had not been subject to regulation
would soon come under a Federal Milk Marketing Order (Tr. 659

668 2804- 5; CX 137A).
Subsequent to the Beatrice submission on Feburary 9 , 1962
bids from Broughton , Fairmont,

Mr. Casserly received formal
and Borden.

Broughton s Proposals

(b)

The second Broughton proposal ,

dated February 12 , 1962

stated formula prices depending upon whether delivery would be
made out of Broughton s Marietta Obio , or Charleston West Vir-

ginia , plant (CX 106). The :varietta prices were geared to the

Federal Milk Marketing Order applicable

to that area using a

stated constant figure to cover processing, botting, delivery and

profit. Based on information for the month of January 1962,
Broughton stated a price of $. 7077 for a gallon for Marietta milk.
The Charleston prices , not being under Federal regulation at that
time , were based on the non-regulated Charleston Producer Price,
resulting in a Broughton quote for a gallon of homogenized milk
based on that price for January 1962 , of $. 7224.
In early March Broughton submitted revised schedules for this
same cost- plus proposal which , for the most part , merely reflected
use of March 1962 raw milk prices. These showed for gallons delivered out of Broughton s :\1arietta Ohio plant a price of $. 6586
and out of its Cbarleston West Virginia plant a price of $. 6879
(CX 112).
(c)

The Fairmont Proposals

On about February 22 , 1962 , Fairmont made its first formal
proposal to Kroger (Tr. 621- 2; CX 119- , 125 & 126). The

prices stated were based on a series of discounts ' from list prices
n ----

The latter factor created a deg-ree of uncertinty for the dairies such as Fairffont , Valley
SUIJplies from the Charleston area
Bell and Broug-hton , which d!'
(See ex 106 , 137; Tr. 2798- 9). Beatrice , however , since it drew its milk 5upply from the area
around Beckley, was alreB-dy regulated under the Huntington. West Virginia order (Tf. 401- 2).

ew at least part of their milk

a The reduction in gallon prices from Broughton s lJrior proposal was entirely due to use of
figure. " Some uf
the prices on proces!;ed and manufactured products , however , appeared to reflect other
reductions.
., These di!;counts were stated in terms of a local trade discuunt of 5 or 10 percent, depending
upon the area, plus a " cost differential" of 5 ;12 percent on milk and 91h percent on cottage
cheese. The Fairmont proposal stated that this cost differeY1tial was based " on nine months
lower raw milk costs for March 1952 and not to any change in the " constant

actual experience " and could be " passed on to Private Label purchasers "

(CX 125).

--------.-------------------------------------------- .
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applicable in the various areas and included a 2 percent coopera-

tive advertising al10wance on private label products simi.lar to the
al10wance which Fairmont had been giving on its own label products. The prices for gal10ns ran as low as $. 6205 in Parkersburg,
West Virginia , to $. 8613 in some parts of Kentucky. In the five
West Virginia areas primarily involved in this case the prices
quoted by Fairmont wereClarksburg Charleston -----

Logan u_ -__--___n__
---_u_--Beckley Lewisburg --

7302
6585
7987
8168
8168

(CX 125D , E ,

F, K)

In addition , Fairmont advised Kroger that if a responsible sup-

plier offered lower prices , Fairmont would meet such prices on
the same terms provided that it could make at least a 5 percent
profit (CX 125B) .

After meeting with Mr. Casserly in late February Fairmont revised its proposa1. Its second submission in early March 1962 repeated the offer of the same series of discounts off list price but
there was added what Fairmont characterized as a " custom processing and delivery " alternative based on fluctuations in the cost
of raw milk (Tr. 662; CX 123 , 124 , 127 , 128). The prices shown
for the latter were , in general , substantial1y lower than prices
under the discount schedule. Fairmont stated that the cost of
milk used was "the Market Administrator s forecast of the paying price for March , 1962" (CX 124A). On this basis Fairmont
quoted prices as low as $. 6007 per gal10n in the River area. Prices
for the five West Virginia areas were:
Clarksburg

Charleston -

Logan Beckley -

Lewisburg -

7255
6526
6533
6526
6526 s

(CX 123)

Fairmont stated that its figures were built up by adding to raw
milk costs: production costs ,

transportation costs from plant to

distributing branches , costs of receiving, storing and shipping

8 Fairmont did not state- a separate price for Lewisburg but its prior submission
that it considered Lewisburg to ue part of the Beckley area (CX 122, 125E).

indicated
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for each plant and distributing branch , distributing expenses and
a " surcharge " (CX 124B).
It is clear that Fairmont hoped to take advantage of the cost
justification defense to justify its low prices to Kroger. The record even contains memoranda of law which Fairmont had prepared by its attorneys discussing the question of cost justification

(CX 118). Copies of these memoranda were submitted to Mr.
Casserly by Fairmont in early February and the cost justification

question discussed with bim by Fairmont representatives '"
628-

(Tr.

630- 634 641- 803) .
The Borden Proposal

(d)

One other offer was received by Mr. Casserly prior to the final
negotiations with Beatrice. Under date of March 9 , 1962 , Borden
submitted three alternative plans (CX 97). The first plan envi-

sioned pickup by Kroger of both Kroger brand and Borden brand
products from Borden s Huntington , West Virginia , plant. The
prices stated were substantially beiow those offered to Kroger by
any other dairy, but , of course , would have entailed additional expenses to Kroger to handle its own distribution as well as its instore service.

The second plan offered by Borden was on a cost- plus basis for
drop delivery by Borden at 28 Kroger stores. Different prices
were stated for four specified areas. All tbe prices were based on
the Huntington , West Virginia , Federal Milk Marketing Order
using the :varch , 1962 price and were designed to fluctuate in ac-

cordance with that price. To this price Borden added its ca1culated costs of delivery to the various areas which it proposed to
serve.

The third Borden plan contemplated "store- door delivery
which included full in-store service. Borden offered merely to give
Kroger its highest volume discount under this plan.
"The surcharge was stated at 2 cents per gallon for processing and 1 cent per gaJlon for
, and 1 cent per pound for processing and % cent PCI' pound for delivery of

delivery of milk
cottage cheese.

was stated in terms of a service contract whereby Fairmont wouJd
owned milk and deliver it to Kroger stores. The heariI1g examhand , treated the Fairmont proposal as a proposal for an ordinary contract

JO The Fainnont proposal
process and package

iner ,

Kroger

on the other
of sale. Fairmont obviously wished to state its offer in terms of a service contract for the
arg"ument that it would have in the event of a Robinson- Patman challeng-e. All the evidence
is clear that Fairmont was trying very hard tu protect itself against Robinson- Patman prob-

lems. Whether it could do so merely by the device of having title tu tbc raw milk taken by
Kroger instead of Fairmont, we need not decide since , in any cvent , Fairmont was not selected a,; the supplier to Kroger, Whatever the nature of the Fairmont proposal , however
Beatrice was entitled to avail itself of the goo faith meeting of competition defense to try
and meet that offer. As subscQucnt events show , thi,; is what Beatrice tried to do , without
knowing the precise nature of the Fairmont offer.
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The Borden plans are not comparable with any of the other
bids considered by Mr. Casserly since Borden basically offered the
alternatives of serving only a limited number of stores" or having Kroger perform a1l delivery functions by picking up the products at the Borden plant in Huntington , West Virginia.
(e)

The Second BelLtrice P,' oposlLl

We now come to the crucial negotiations between Kroger and
Beatrice on which must ultimately depend Beatrice s good faith
meeting of competition defense and the liability of Kroger for inducing unlawful price discriminations.
On March 14 , 1962 , M1' Sto1lings and Mr. Hutchinson again
met witb Mr. Casserly. Mr. Casserly still had before him the Beatrice proposal which had previously been submitted in February

with a blank price sbeet. He had not received any specific price
offers from Beatrice on fluid milk except the verbal offer of 71
cents per ga1lon made at the February meetings which he had rejected out of band.

The Beatrice representatives ,

however ,

carne armed with a

price schedule based on a 68 cent per ga1lon price. This price was
exactly a 20 percent discount from their computed " average " list
price of 85 cents. Both representatives testified that tbis figure

was selected because Mr. Casserly had indicated many weeks before that he had received an offer of approximately a 20 perccnt
discount from Broughton (Tr. 411 , 497).

At the meeting Mr. Casserly immediately indicated that he did
not consider the 68 cent price to be good enough. According to
Mr. Stollings , he mentioned that he had received a bid from Fairmont which was better than this price and also mentioned tbe
fact that prices were deteriorating in the Charleston market (Tr.
497) .
At this point the testimony of the participants in the meeting

becomes conflicting. Mr. Hutchinson testified that Mr. Casserly,
independent of anything said by himself or Mr. Sto1lings , inserted
a price of 66 cents on the blank price sheet attached to the sub-

mission of February 9 (Tr. 412- 13). !\1' Sto1lings and Mr. Casserly testified that Mr. Stollings ,

after some conversation ,

quoted

('11' 497 , 720). Whoever first mentioned the
the 66 cent price , the testimony is undisputed that Mr. Casserly

the 66 cent price

Jl The seGond and third Borden plans did

not include rlelivel'Y to any Kroger sto,' es

in the

Glarksburg, Beckley or Lewisburg areas. Borden s drop delivery price based on the March
1962 , Hunting-n Order for Charleston was S. 6515 for gallons of Kroger laLel milk and for

Logan was $. 7340.

------- ------- ---

------- ----

..

-- -- ----- ---
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took that figure and ,

on the spot , with the aid of a calculator converted that figure to a formula based on raw milk cost. The re-

sulting computation was typed up and attached to the Beatrice
proposal (Tr. 412- , 498- , 733- 4; CX 89N). It shows that , in
accordance with the terms of tbe proposal , actual prices paid by
Kroger were to be based upon the average Huntington , West Virginia , raw milk cost for tbe year 1961. Using this figure , plus
other fixed costs , Mr. Casserly calculated a " permanent differential" to arrive at a price of 66 cents per gallon .

This permanent

differential would then be added to the costs determined in accordance with the applicable monthly raw milk price to determine
the actual price to Kroger for any given month . The prices for
cottage cheese products , however , were not subject to the

formula.

The cottage cheese items , although not of significant volume
compared to the fluid milk products which Kroger was seeking,
presented problems for Beatrice. '" After Mr . Casserly bad indicated some interest in January in these products ,

but had re-

jected out of hand the 21 cents per pound price mentioned by the
Beatrice representatives , Mr. Stollings conducted a specific investigation of cottage cheese prices. He found that Fail'mont had

sold cottage cheese to West Virginia institutional accounts in
small volume for as litte as 16 cents a pound.

He also realized

that because of Fail'mont's purchasing procedures , which permitted Fairmont to purchase under non- regulated

formulas wbereby

the purchaser paid for butterfat content of raw milk and effectively paid nothing for skim milk from which cottage cheese is
12 The roJlowing reproDuces the calculation sheet in its

cnUn ty;

Tu determine milk cost take the Huntington Class J price and adjust to 3. 67c. Add 1% for
plant loss fend .04'!r

cwt. market administration fees. Divide by 11.0 to get cost per ga1lon.

:am'Ple-

Average lOG1 Class I (3.
(Avg. Cl I 3. 5% --

(Diff. -

10/0

6%) - --

S4. 938

84. 865)

073)
( 54. 938)

Plant Luss n

Administrators :Fce
8oS.

Divide by 11.1i 43.

cost per gal

To determine differ"nlial for ganon jug, subtnlct 43. ; from lir,.

Njuals 22. 65';

(permanen1

differential) .

To determine differential on half gallon

homo subtract

f)' Dm

37.

equals 16. 13\

(pcrrnanent differentir.l).

Cheese price does not change from month to montn

13 Annual sales of cottage cheese by Beatrice to Kroger were about

810. 000

(CX 89N.
(RHX 132H).
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made , Fairmont had a distinct advantage over Beatrice , which

purchased milk in the West Virginia area under a formula based
(i.

on the price of raw milk

including the skim milk) (Tr.

380- 391-4 401-3 491-3) .
By drawing on the resources of the Beatrice plant at Sandy
Lake , Pennsylvania , Mr. Hutchinson was able to arrange to procure skim milk at a very favorable price to be manufactured

into cottage cheese for distribution in West Virginia (Tr. 403- 6).
This investigation had been made prior to the first written submission to Mr. Casserly in February. At that time the Beatrice
representatives stated cottage cheese prices based on 17. 5 cents

per pound (Tr. 407). When the parties met on March 14 ,

1962

that price remained the same and the formula computation drawn
up by Mr. Casserly indicated that the price of cottage cheese was
to be constant and would not fluctuate according to the formula
(CX 89N).

The proposal was not considered to be final by either party
meeting. Mr. Casserly merely stated to the

the March 14 , 1962 ,

Beatrice representatives , after the ca1culations had
the basis of the 66 cent

be " competitive "

been made on

price , that he considered the proposal to

with others that he had received (Tr. 497-

740). The Beatrice representatives made it clear that the proposal

would have to be submitted to the company s Chicago offce for review by counsel (Tr. 502). Accordingly, in early April Mr. Stollings went to Chicago and spent two days reviewing the proposal
with Beatrice

s house counsel and an accounting specialist (Tr.

251- 504- 2255- 6) .
In the meantime , on March 26 , 1962 , Mr. Casserly addressed a
letter to each of the four dairies that bad submitted written proposals stating that a final decision had not been made (CX 91 , 99
110 , 129). He noted " the milk pricing situation bas been in a very
fluid condition in Charleston , and the recent revisions of practiwe received are requiring some time to evaluate tota11y the program. " Mr. Casserly also noted that Kroger
ca11y a11 of the bids

was considering bids based upon various milk cost formulas or a
14 Mr. Stol!n,,!; testified that

cost justify "

durng the course of this review the accountant was asked tu

the prices quoted to Mr. Casserly (Tr. 504). It is apparent , however , thnt no

which could be anticipated hedifferential:
tween the Kroger prices and the prices then being- paid by other customers of Beatrice who
wen in competition with Kroger. That type of analysis , whil,h wil he discussed below , was

attempt was made at that time to cost ju"tify the

not undertaken by Beatrice until 1ate 1963

under the impetus of the Federal Trade Commission
proco.cding in this case (Tr. 1818: ex 25). The study which was made in Chicago in late
:March 1962 was for the purpose of determining the minimum profit to Beatrice to be expected

from the proposed private label arrangement with Kroger (Tr. 2256-61; RBX 135F & G).

* * *
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program allowing reductions from the established wholesale price
with provision for promotional allowances.
The final negotiations with Mr. Casserly were conducted on the
part of Beatrice by Mr. Stollings alone. Mr. Hutchinson did not

participate because of ilness. On April 9 , 1962 , Mr. Stollngs met
with Mr. Casserly and delivered to him a revision of the Beatrice
proposal dated April 5 , 1962 , which had been approved by Chicago counsel (Tr. 2278; CX 28 , 90). With respect to Kroger store
locations in Ohio and West Virginia , the prices stated in the revi-

sion were the same as those discussed

between the parties in

March. That is to say the prices were based on 66 cents per gallon , upon which a permanent differential was calculated under
the formula established by Mr. Casserly (for each item except

cottage cheese) in terms of the Huntington , West Virginia Federal Milk Marketing Order average price for the year 1961. The
precise language of the pricing provision in the revised version of
the proposal is , in pertinent part , as follows:
Our proposal is based upon

a unit

cost at our dock at our Clarks-

burg and Beckley plants plus an average cost per unit to deliver these products on our trucks to the store door of each of the forty- four
West Virginia District on a four day per week basis.

stores in the

The raw milk price is based upon the average annual Class I price established by Federal Order Number 5, Huntington Section , Year 1961. Your
monthly price would raise or lower in an exact amount with the increase or

decrease of the prices determined by this Order under which milk for your
private label would be purchased (CX 90C).
The price for cottage cheese , as in the previous proposal ,

was

constant and not subject to the formula.
Kroger accepted the proposal and the companies begain to operate under it in June 1962. Prior to that , in May, Fairmont

amended its March proposal by offering to reduce its quotations
upon satisfactory proof that such reduction was necessary to meet
a pricing schedule proposed by a competing supplier (CX 130).
Kroger did not accept that offer. Shortly after that Mr. Casserly
informed Fairmont , Borden and Broughton that their proposals
had not been accepted (CX 131).

1. Comparison of the Proposals
Much effort has been expended by the parties and by the hearing examiner to show , on the basis of a record which is sadly deficient on the subject , that the Beatrice proposal was or was not
more favorable to Kroger than the other proposals , particularly
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the Fairmont " custom processing " offer which Mr. Casserly supposedly weighed with the Beatrice proposal in the last analysis.
We find that a meaningful comparison of the offers is diffcult
and cannot be made with indisputable accuracy. We find , however , the more persuasive and objective view is that the Beatrice
offer was in fact lower in price , and that Beatrice , at least technical1y, did " beat" the competition. In any event , it is clear that the
offer was accepted by Kroger because Kroger considered it , upon
total evaluation , including price factors , to be more favorable

than the Fairmont " custom processing " or any other offer.
The analysis is made diffcult and rendered imprecise by a number of factors:

First the proposals covered a diversity of products to be provided over an undetermined time and in indefinite quantities. AI1
of the proposals covered a variety of products including various

types of fluid milk in different size containers , processed products
and manufactured products, Although the gal10n jug of homogenized milk was clearly considered to be the big item , there was no
necessary or fixed relationship between the prices for gallons and

for other products among the various proposals. In addition the
price for cottage cheese was constant under the Beatrice proposal
but would have fluctuated with raw milk prices under the Fairmont
proposal (Tr. 740).
Second the bases on which the proposals were made were dis-

similar, Some were based on discounts from a list price , which
was already subj ect to a greater or lesser degree of erosion depending upon the local area involved , and which bore no guaran-

tee of permanence or stability; others were geared to various
costs of raw milk which were continual1y changing and beyond
Specifical1y, the Fairmont " custom
processing " proposal was stated in terms of seven different prices
based on forecast milk costs for March 1962 under three different
Federal Milk Marketing Orders , plus unregulated milk costs in

the control of the bidders.

Charleston (CX 123 , 124 , 128; Tr. 639-40). The Beatrice proposal was based upon

average

raw milk prices during 1961 under

uniform
prices to al1 Kroger stores in West Virginia.
Third a static comparison of proposals , which by their nature
were designed to vary over time and from place to place , cannot
a single Federal Milk Marketing Order and contained

be made with precision

without the benefit of hindsight. The

mere fact that the Beatrice offer was based on an average while
the Fairmont custom processing offer resulted in prices varying
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by as much as 12% cents per galIon in different areas of West
Virginia means that any precise comparison would have to await
future sales results , and , as of March- April 1962 , would have had
to be based in part on projections of sales in the various areas.

Furthermore , there would be no way of predicting with any degree of certainty whether fluctuations in the various Federal Milk
Marketing Orders might make the uniform price offered by Beatrice on the basis of the Huntington , West Virginia Order end up
by being more or less attractive to Kroger than the prices offered

by Fairmont based on three different Orders.
In order to make any meaningful comparison between prices

governed by diverse raw milk costs it is necessary to convert
them to a common denominator. Complaint counsel has performed this task by recomputing the Beatrice price in terms of
the March 1962 Huntington Order using the " permanent differential" calculated by Mr. CasserJy. On this basis the Beatrice
price for galIons would have been $. 6120 (see fn. 22 at p. 59 of
complaint counsel's appeal brief). This price is obviously much
more favorable to Kroger than any of the prices stated in Fairmont' s " custom processing " bid except for Fairmont' s price of
6007 in the River area. Beatrice , however , maintains that the
Fairmont bid price for Cbarleston should be reduced from the
flgure of $. 6526 per galIon stated in Fairmont'

s final submission

because just after the bid was submitted Charleston milk became
subject to the Huntington Federal Order with a resultant reduction in prices paid to producers for raw milk in the Charleston
area. Complaint counsel , on the other band , vehemently argues
that the Fairmont bid anticipated tbe lower cost of milk to Fairmont. Unfortunately, the record does not clearly establish which
view , if either , is correct. I\ or does it establish for the Fairmont
bid a formula for computing the same kind of " permanent
calculated for the Beatrice

differential" that Mr. Casserly

offer. The only precise method of comparison
pare such differentials (Tr. 724).

would be to com-

16 \Ve perceive another diffculty in making- a meaninl'ful comparison. These offers were made
at different times in fin inconstant mltrket "nd the only one as to which the octRil was ever
filled in , as far as the record shows , was the final Bent'-lce offer. For example , the la"t
higher
TIrouR"hton and Fairmont offers included prices in th,. Kentucky !\rca which were far
than the prices stated by the Befltrice representatives on March 14 as uniform throughout the
higher
than
Charleston Division, Yet the final Beatrice proposal reflected Kentucky prices
those proposed by Broughton and Fairmont beefluse subsequent to :vraJ' ch 14 Befttrice realized
that its- Kentucky prices would be subject to local regulation and thus not cont.-lled by the

negotiations. Thus comJ)arison of the Broughton and Fai,' mont.

Kentucky prices based on

either the 66 cent offer of Beatrice on March 14 or the final Beatrice Kentucky prices, which

ranged from 6;' cents to D3 cents and which were not subject to the fonnula, is meaninRless,
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If we had to decide the matter precisely we would be inclined
to accept complaint counsel's view that the prices stated in the

Fairmont proposal did anticipate the lower cost of milk in
Charleston under the new Federal Orders. Fairmont procured all
of its milk in southern West Virginia under the unregulated

Charleston Producers Price prior to March 1962 and could not
have been ignorant of the competitive significance to it of an impending switch to the Federal Order , since it knew that tbe other
bidders , including Beatrice , were already procuring raw milk
under the more advantageous prices established by Federal orders. Fairmont representatives participated in a meeting on
March 6 , 1962 at which the question of bringing the Charleston

milk producers under the Federal Order was discussed (Tr.

2807). As a result of that meeting the Federal Order was put
into effect as of March 12 , 1962 (Tr. 2805). The Fairmont " custom processing " proposal was submitted at about this time , although the precise date is not established by the record. N everthe-

less Fairmont did not make any move to cbange its offer after the
switch to the Federal Order actually occurred in the Charleston

area. Fairmont would surely have submitted new figures if its
original figures had not allowed for reduced raw milk costs and , in
fact , did submit changed figures covering only the Huntington
West Virginia area by letter dated March 14 , 1962 (CX 177; Tr.
634- 5). Furthermore , Mr. Casserly by letter dated March 26
1962 , informed all bidders that he was considering changes in
the various proposals occasioned by " a

very fluid condition in
Cbarleston " with respect to milk pricing (CX 129). Thus Fair-

mont had ample knowledge of the cost changes and ample opportunity to change its prices. It certain1y had incentive to do so; yet
it did not. The only sensible conclusion is that the prices submitted in the Fairmont proposal were intended by Fairmont , and

understood by Kroger , to constitute Fairmont' s final bid.
Complaint counsel suggests that an exhibit which was excluded
by the bearing examiner , CX 140 , sbould have been admitted at

least for the purpose of establishing that Kroger had reason to
believe that the Beatrice proposal actually resulted in lower milk
prices. The document (whicb we have not looked at) is said by
counsel to show the results of calculations made by Mr. Casserly
accountant who purportedly recomputed the Fairmont bid in

terms of an average price for the year 1961 (presumably to show
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the Fairmont bid on the same basis as the Beatrice bid) (Tr. 636
651). It appears from the record that Mr. Casserly, at the time
was provided with information as to the actual costs upon which
the Fairmont prices were based but that tbat information was no
longer in Mr. Casserly s possession at the time of the trial and was
not otherwise available to be put into the record (Tr. 642- 3).
The hearing examiner excluded CX 140 because the underlying
documents showing raw milk costs and processing and delivery
costs to Fairmont were not available (Tr. 652). Complaint counsel subsequently made an oral motion that the document be admitted for the purpose of showing Kroger s state of mind at the
time of its acceptance of the Beatrice proposal.

We believe that

the document could have been admitted for that purpose , but we
do not propose to reverse the hearing examiner on this point
since the facts on the record before us establish to our satisfac-

tion tbat ,

for reasons including price factors , Mr. Casserly considered the Beatrice offer to be the best , and therefore he ac-

cepted it.
Mr. Casserly testified that he did not

make any immediate

comparison of the bids because they were " quite complicated. " He
turned them over to his accountant who reported that there was
very litte difference between the Fairmont and Beatrice bids;
that they were so close it was impossible on the basis of price of
fluid milk to distinguish between them , and the only significant
difference was with respect to the bids on cottage cheese (Tr.
635- , 721- 2). " On that item Mr . Casserly stated that he considered the constant price offered by Beatrice as more favorable
than Fairmont' s fluctuating price. He did so despite the comparative insignificance of the dollar volume of cottage cheese.
10 Mr. Cas erly actually testified that Beatrice " WRS the lowest Rnd (,est bidder on this constatement WAS mRde on cross- examimltion of :Mr. Casserly by Beatrice
counsel , who rnoveu that it he stricken as unresponsive to the question Raked. The hearing
tract" (1'1'. 738). The

eXRminer I(fanted the motion. We think that the answer should hRve "been allowed to stand,
if for no other reason t. show Mr. CRsserly s state of mind , but find that in any event the

record without the testimony amply supports our findiTl

that KroR"er accepted the Beatrice

hid bICcfluse it considered it to be the nest bid.
17 Mr. Casserly also testified that thel'e were non- price factor

which inclined him toward

Beatrice mther than Fairmont. BeRtr;ce had the only ,, rtified testin laboratory in \Vest
Vindnia and Mr, Ciisserly stated that he considered that Beatrice wa fi quality operation. He
also thought that Heatrice was better organized to serve Kroger in the Kentucky area

C1'r,

706- 8).

18 Ironically suhsequent events proved that Mr, Casserly was wrong. Because of a decline in

raw milk prices, Krog-er s cost for cottaRE cheese during the ))eriod covered by the alleged

discriminations would have been lower under tbe Failmont price thRn under the Beatrice price
(RX 132),

\\-'
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2. Kroger s Conduct of the :\egotiations

Certain significant elements emerge with respect to Kroger
attitude and conduct of the negotiations.
First Kroger s size and buying power put it at a distinct advantage over both its competitors and its suppliers. It was the

largest purchaser of dairy products in the area to be served. Its
annual volume of such products was over $2 000 000 , of which the

potential private lable sales representated a very large part. The
dairy companies tbat became involved in the bidding, on the
other hand , were competing against eacb other for the existing
some areas
a market which
business

in

\vas deteriorating

in

and where a cost squeeze already existed. They were each faced
with the prospect of an all or notbing bid. The successful dairy

would enjoy greatly increased sales to Kroger; the unsuccessful
dairies stood to lose at least a major portion of the sales to Kroger that they previously enj oyed.

Second Kroger brought in a special negotiator , Mr. Casserly,
who was well experienced in private label operations while the officials representing the other dairies , except for Broughton , had
no such prior experience.

Third Mr. Casserly initially told each of the other dairies that
he had a 20 percent discount offer from Broughton , whicb was a
substantial distortion of the truth

, and that he expected a better

deal for the Charleston Division.
Fourth :'ll'. Casserly, by his own testimony, was extremely un-

communicative about what other dairies were doing or thinking
of doing, and even about what he bimself wanted. He was clear
in his own mind , however , tbat he was out to get tbe best price
he could. He testified as to b is approach at the outset:
* * * ,,,hat I was looking for wasn t really clear jn my own mind and I
think to this extent I may have confused the bidders to a certain extent. I

felt that there was a net price somewhere , and I don t know what the net
price was because I don t kno w the costs of these particular people who
cre competing, but I felt there '.vas a net price which would represent a

savings to the Kroger Company and a savings to the dairies who were com-

peting because of the large volume of business that we were offering
them (Tr. 597).

to

He testified as to how he conducted the negotiations:
1\'

, when I talked to each of the other companies ,

you had to spend a

great deal of time explaining exactly what you had in mind. This idea of
private label was- it seemed to be pretty new with them (Tr. 591- 2).
Well , these were really a strange series of meetings. They would come

and there \vas a considerable amount of fencing going on and I know in my
mind that I was convinced that they were trying to find out from me what
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other dairies were proposing or what prices they had come up ","'th , if they
had come up 'with prices.
No\v , one thing that I did indicate to them ,

and what I say for OTIe

dairy

actually applies to all dairies because I tried as far as possible to say the

same thing to everybody that I talked to ,
upon our experience in Columbus which was

was that we had one bid based
in

the neighborhood of 20 per-

cent off list ,

and that I did not consider this adequate , that I be1ieved that

the discount ,

if the discount was read off list , should be greater than 20 per-

cent (Tr. 595- 6).

:;aw , it is a strange thing, these people have i':ays of reading things into
what you say and somebody may say that I communicated more , but as far

as I was- from my end of the desk I .wasn t

giving out any information

(Tr. 596- 7).

\Vell , generally v,hat happened at these meetings , there were so many

meetings it is hard to be specific about anyone particular meeting, but these
peopJe were coming back and they were looking for more information about
what we were talking about , about the type of , what we wanted , the type of
products we wanted , and so on (Tr. 601).
T told them (BroughtonJ that I didn t think the discounts were adequate in
consideration of the amount of business that we were talking about , and
they agreed that they would go back and they would submit another bid
* * (Tr. (03).

And I told them (BroughtonJ that again that I didn t think it was a true
reflection of the cost savings that they were going to receive in consideration
of this amount of business (Tr. 604).

* * * again as in all these meetings , there is a great deal of fencing, who
, who has got their proposal in , and all these sorts of things , and trying
to pick up as much information as they possibly can , "" * * (Tr. 627).
is in

* * * I had so many meetings it made my head spin. These people wanted
to come in every day and they would have been

them (Tr. 630).

in every day had you let

Well, in all these meetings , Mr. Mathias , there was always a tremendous
lot of fencing going on. The people that.-. and this is not only Greenbrier.
This is everybody else that you talked to. The people who you were talking
to were trying to learn more about the limited service that we were asking
relevant to this private label bid. They were trying to learn more about the
amount of volume that we were talking about. They were trying to learn

more about the lack of promotional activity that they would be indulging in.

They were trying to learn \vho was their competition in the bidding- and who
was-what price area the price competition was in (Tr. 668).
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In my estimation they (the Beatrice representatives) were putting in time
and they were just looking for as much information as they could obtain
(Tr. 669).

When Mr. Casserly was asked what role he played in these " fencing " matches he said:
I was attempting to get the lowest price for my company that I possibly
could without doing anything injurious to the companies or anything ilegal.
But I was trying to act as a good buyer could act (Tr. 670).

The picture is clear. Mr. Casserly, by his own testimony, set
out to get the lowest possible prices and he did not stop until he
thought he had done so. At the outset he exaggerated the discount
of the first offer he received and told al1 the companies that he

expected lower prices because of the potential volume. Later on
he took advantage of price instability in the Charleston area , and an
impending reduction of costs upon introduction of regulated raw
milk prices in that area , to urge even lower prices (Tr. 668-9).
He gave out

no

accurate price information for the possible guid-

ance of the bidders but urged them repeatedly to lower prices in
view of cost savings. I-Ie specifical1y gave out

f!1lse

price informa-

tion to the Beatrice representatives when he rejected the 71 cent
price suggested by them in February on the ground that he had
already received a better price under a 20 percent discount offer
from Broughton.

According to the Beatrice representatives Mr. Casserly rejected

out of hand a 68 cent price offered by them in March. He then
made the necessary calculations to connect a 66 cent price to
formula and informed the Beatrice representatives that they were
competitive " (Tr. 413 , 498 , 740). He did al1 of this despite admitting that the various proposals were complicated and that he

had not evaluated them but turned them over to his accountant
after al1 the bids were in (Tr. 721).

The issues which must be determined on the basis of these
facts are whether tbe Beatrice prices to Kroger for private label
dairy products were discriminatory, whether any competitive in-

jury resu1ted from such price discrimination as did occur , and
whether Beatrice acted in good faith in attempting to meet com1" Mr. Ca ('r!y testified that the Beatrice proposal " was quite complicated and actually in
the short time , the short time being a matter of hours , that these people were in the offc
valuate the proposal" (Tr. 632).
we were in no position to

--___ - ___
-.---__
---_____
_ ____
_--_ --___
--___-.
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petition or in fact went beyond the permissible bounds of the
meeting competition defense and " beat" competition. We wil discuss each of these points seriatim.

1. The Extent of the Discriminations to Kroger
No one denies that the Beatrice- Kroger arrangement contemplated and resulted in different prices charged by Beatrice to
Kroger and to Kroger s competitors on some products in some

market areas and at some times.

Complaint counsel bas tabulated differentials for specific customers of Beatrice who competed with Kroger over the period
June 1962 to October 1963. These tabulations show that , in accordance with the formula in the Beatrice- Kroger agreement , the
following prices were charged by Beatrice on gallons of mil, in
all

areas of the Charleston Division for the months indicated:
June 1962

July 1962 -

Aug. 1962 n
Sept. 1962 _

Oct. 1962 n
Nov. 1962 n

n.

Dec. 1962 _

Jan. 1963 n
Feb. 1963 n
Mar. 1963

April J 963 n __u
May 1963 n

n.

June 1963

July 1963 n
Aug. 1963 n

n.

Sept. 1963 n - n
Oct. 1963 n
(See Appendix IV to complaint counsel' s appeal brief.
The tabulations then show ,

5999
6078
6133
6930
6956
6974
6938
6680
6560
6526
6629
6096
6104
6130
6216
6320
7072

by way of specific examples ,

that

during at least a part of the period Beatrice charged Acme Market in Beckley, West Virginia 88. 2 cents per gallon (June 1962-

mid February 1963). The same is true of Carolina Supermarket
in Beckley. In Charleston Beatrice charged Annie s Market 71.1
cents per gallon from June to July 1962 ,

and charged 80. 1 cents
1963.
The pattern is the
per gallon until the middle of February
.
Albans
near
Cbarleston. In
same for Evans Supermarket in St
,
Beatrice
charged
Thorofare
Clarksburg, in central West Virginia

Market and Allman Brothers 78. 85 cents per gallon from June

1962 until October 1963. Beatrice cbarged Garden Fresh Markets

in Clarksburg about 76 cents per gallon during the same period.
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Beatrice charged City Market ,

a very

smal1 customer in Rainol1e , West Virginia , the full list price of 98

cents per gallon up to September 1963. (See Appendix VI to complaint counsel' s

proposed findings.
In the Logan area Beatrice was charging a local supermarket
chain , West Virginia Supermarkets , which did not purchase gallons , prices on other milk products as high as 27 percent above

tbose charged to Kroger. Price differentials on cottage

cheese

ranged as high as 41 percent to many of Beatrice s customers at
various times
(id.
Complaint counsel has also tabulated purchases by specific com-

petitors of Kroger in ,he various areas and computed the prices
which those competitors would have paid had they been afforded

tbe Kroger prices. This tabulation shows that had Acme Market in
Beckley purchased at the Kroger
900.47 on purchases of $39

prices it would have

saved

403. 05. Carolina Supermarket in the

same area would have saved 86,489.15 on total purchases of
$38 014.49. In Clarksburg, Garden Fresh Markets , a West Virginia
chain , would have saved $18 000 on total purchases of slightly over
$175 000. The tiny City "rarket in East RaineJle , West Virginia
would have saved over $1 000 on purchases of approximately
(See Appendix VI to complaint counsel's
700 , or over 28
'70.
appeal brief.

These are but examples of the existence and extent of the differences between prices paid by Kroger for its private label products under the Beatrice- Kroger

arrangement and prices paid by

competitors of Kroger.
Respondents contend , however , and the hearing examiner

agreed , tbat tbese figures do not indicate the true " extent of the
price discriminations " involved in the case because they do not

reflect the true competitive advantages to Kroger. Among other
matters , they emphasize that Beatrice was also supplying its
own
Z"beZ

products to certain Kroger stores at the usual list price less

discount. Respondents also assert that the " extent of the price

discriminations " cannot be determined because Kroger necessarily incurred added expenses by performing aJl in-store services
itself , both with respect to private and Beatrice brand products.
The analysis is erroneous. These , and other such matters relied
on by respondents , do not detract from complaint counsel's convincing and largely undisputed evidence as to the
existence
and
of the price differentials discussed above. Respondents
extent
contentions are more properly considered , not in diminution of
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the discriminations

, but in terms of whether the discriminations

established of record caused the type of competitive injury con-

demned by the Robinson- Patman Act. In short all of these matters go to the extent of tbe injury, not to the extent of the price

discriminations.

The use of the term " discrimination "

in Section 2 (a) of the

Robinson- Patman Act is inexact . In tbe words of the Supreme
Court in
Anheuser-Busch , Inc. 363 U. S. 536 , 549
C.
v.
(1960), " a price discrimination within the meaning of (Section
2 (a) J is merely a price difference. Thus
the existence and extent
of the price " discriminations " (in the sense of price differences)

are indisputably established by complaint counsel' s tabulations

based on the differences between prices Rctually charged to Kroger for private label products and prices actually cbarged to Kroger s competitors for goods of like grade and quality.

2. Injury to Competition- Primary Line
We find no injury to competition on the primary

level. In re-

cently affrming the Commission s decision in
N Iltionlll Diliry
Products
Corp. , FTC Docket
No.
8548 (June 28 , 1967), the Sev-

enth Circuit Court of Appeals emphasized that a finding of primary line injury migh t be based either on proof of predatory intent or on a market allalysis , suffcient under the circumstances of
the case to
competition.

raise a reasonable

National DaiTY PTodncts Corp.

probability of injury to
v.
FTC 412 F. 2d

605 612- 13

(7th Cir. 1969). In the present case there is neither
a showing of predatory intent nor a suffcient market analysis to

support a finding of competitive injury.
We do not agree with complaint counsel that the hearing examiner erred in failing properly to apply the Supreme Court' s opinion in

Utah Pie Co

v.

Continental Baking Co.

386 U. S. 685

(1967). Utab Pie claimed that it had been injured by t.he discriminatory tactics of major companies in invading the frozen pie market in the Salt Lake City area. The Supreme Court held essentially tbat the evidence presented was suffcient to go to the jury
on the issue of predatory intent. That evidence consisted of a

full

study of the market including growth of total sales , of the percentage of total market controlled by Utah Pie and its competitors , the dollar sales and earnings of Dtah Pie and tbe various
prices charged . The evidence also showed that sales were made
belmv cost under a continuing program of aggressive efforts to
- 2

We di euss

below at pp. 804-

, in the context of injury, the

urged by respondents in diminntion of the differentials established

significancf' of rach item
by complaint counsel.
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obtain business involving repeated deep price cuts. In addition
the case contained specific evidence of predatory activities includ-

ing the fact that one of the major companies
dustrial spy

had sent an " in-

" into Utah Pie s plant. Nothing of this sort appears

in the present case. The Supreme Court' s bolding in

Utah Pie

not applicable.

No attempt was made by complaint counsel here to establish

through an appropriate market analysis that , even in the absence
of proof of predatory intent , the price cuts by Beatrice were so
deep and so aggressive as to raise a reasonable probability of injury to primary line competition. Instead complaint counsel relied

upon evidence of what happened after the initiation of the

Kro-

ger- Beatrice private label arrangement to the various duiries

which had been in the running for the Kroger business. That evidenee shows that each of these companies suffered some loss of

business with the Kroger stores. Mere loss of business , however
is not a suffcient showing of injury to competition. As was apAnheuser- Busch , Inc. v.
835 (7th Cir. 1961), the Robinson- Patman Act
propriately stated in

C.

289 F. 2d

is not concerned with mere shifts of business between competitors. It is concerned \vith the substantial impairment of the vigor or health of the contest
for business ,

regardless of which competitor wins or loses (289

F. 2d at

840) .

Counsel also points to facts showing a general deterioration
over the period following the initiation of the private label ar-

rangement in June 1962 in the dairy business within the Charleston Division. It appears , for example , that Fairmont closed its
Charleston dairy plant in 1964 and discontinued a distribution
point in Huntington , West Virginia. Borden closed a distribution
point in Logan , West Virginia. Such facts may be a reflection of
changing conditions in the dairy industry in the market area.

They do not by themselves prove any causal relationship between
the price concessions made to Kroger and the subsequent fortunes
of either Beatrice or its competitors.
The Beatrice- Kroger arrangement was merely a part of a pat-

tern of changing conditions. Subsequent to the initiation of Kroger s Pl'ivate label sales other chains responded by seeking lower
prices Beatrice itself began to sell A & P , first in Clarksburg and
then in western West Virginia at special prices in response to
competitive pressures. In February 1963 there was a major price
reduction in the Charleston and Beckley areas upon the institution of a limited form of " tailgate " service available to all customers. Responding to competitive moves by other dairies , Beatrice
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reduced its list prices in those areas from a level

of approxi-

mately 75 cents per gallon to 68 cents per gallon in exchange for
the performance of certain in- store services by its customers.
Within a matter of days , however , Beatrice (again responding to
moves of its competitors) was forced to reinstitute full in- store
services , but at the reduced price level.

Eventually several chains in addition to Kroger instituted private label programs of their own , in each case with the supplier
being a company other tban Beatrice. Finally Kroger itself , in
1966 , terminated the arrangement witb Beatrice and began

supplying its own needs for private label products from a dairy
plant which it had built in the meantime in Ohio. Thereafter Beatrice had none of the principal chain stores in West Virginia as its
customers. Ironically, then , Beatrice far from reaping the supposed il- gotten rewards of a predatory pricer may have suffered
more than some of its competitors in the changing conditions of
the West Virginia dairy market. In sbort , Beatrice s price discriminations to Kroger appear to be much more a symptom of the
changes , rather than their cause.
In any event , on this record it is not possible to find ,

as com-

plaint counsel urges us to , that Beatrice s price discriminations
caused or were likely to cause the requisite competitive injury to
the primary line which the statute commands us to find in order
to establish violation of Section 2. We bold that the facts in the

record demonstrate neither predatory intent nor a probability of
competitive injury suffcient to establish primary line injury here.

3. lnjury to Competition- Secondary Line
Turning to the question of secondary line injury, it is clear
that the mere existence of substantial differentials between

com-

peting purchasers in a price sensitive atmosphere is suffcient to
give rise to an inference of reasonable probabil.1ty of injury to
v.
350 F. 2d
competition.
United Biscuit Co. of AmeT1:ca

Foremost
ceTt. denied :083 U. S. 926 (1966):
615 (7th Cir. 1965),
cert. deDairies , Inc. v.
348 F. 2d 674 (5th Cir. 1965),
nied 382 U. S. 959 (1965).
As discussed above , the record amply demonstrates that the
differentials between the prices paid by Kroger and the prices
paid by Kroger s competitors were substantial. To be sure they

varied from time to time and from place to place and were not
constant even as to different customers competing with Kroger in

the same geographic areas. Nevertheless during many periods
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and in many places these differentials amounted to as much as 10
or 20 , or even 30 cents or more per gallon. On cottage cheese the
differentials frequently ran as high as 40 percent. Complaint
counsel' s

tabulations , discussed above , showing the amounts

wbicb various customers of Beatrice would have paid had they
been able to purchase at the Kroger prices over tl1e entire period
from June 1962 to October 1963 , are particularly revealing, since

they show the total dollar detriment to such customers of having
to pay the bigber prices.
The record establishes tbat there was substantial competition

both in the sale of milk and dairy products and in the sale of the
full line of grocery products , between Kroger and various types
of stores ,

independent supermarkets and groceries , and stores of

tbe smaller type which may carry limited lines of grocery products including milk items.

The record also reflects, what we know from numerous cases
involving the dairy and retail food industries , that the grocery
store atmospbere is highly price sensitive . Fluid milk is an important , high volume , fast turnover product. It is one of the most important commodities carried in retail grocery stores. It has to be

purchased frequently by tbe consumer because of its perishable
nature. The record contains ample evidence that milk is

fre-

quently used as a leader and advertised at special prices. Kroger

itself on occasion used milk to promote weekend sales by advertising it at low prices.
Furthermore , profit marg-ins are notoriously 10\v in the retail
grocery business. Tbe record shows that retailers take advantage

of all available discounts and rebates in order to minimize cost

and that differences in cost of a few pennies paid by tbe retaiJer
substantial effect on gross

for a major grocery item can bave a

and net profits.
In view of the foregoing, a finding of secondary line injury
based on tbe size of tbe differentials established by complaint
"1 TCRtimony, "I'lif'd D\!OTl by the nea1"ng e:-"miTJer , given by ce tain pl'prietors and em-

ployees of )'Tocery stores located in the snme fireRS It
ogel' s':ores, to the effect that they
did not consider themselves either to he in comf!etitior. wit.h Krogpr 0)" to. have L,een injured
by Krog-er
receipt of lOIn')" p,'ices, ;0 nejth 1' con olliTlg no,- pal'.ir. ulflrly l"elevant. The
not c01JjJetitlJ",
A,.tlll-l injury n"ed not lw
hown:
Robinson- PatmRn Act protects
competition
nor i it even sig-niticant thRt competiton RctuRlly pro pered. Tn"- ValleJI Parl.,j"fl Assn.
C.. 26" F. 2d 674
329 F. 2rl fif!4 (9th CiL 1f!(14); Standcurl Motor I'rodllct . Illc.
1VhitakcT Cahlr. Co)").
C.. 239 F. Zd
(2nrl CiL 1\159), cert. dOlied 361 C.S. 82G (1%!1);
23fJ F. 2d
253 (7th Ci,' . 195fi). cert. denir.d a U. S, !l38 (1957); E. Edelman"
Co. v,
132 (7th Cir. 19. 6).

ce1". denied, 355 U. S. !l,
jl (1958). Specitically, th" courts hf-le J'""ognized

that the incipient harm to competition th"t m"y ,."sult from p, ice d:sniminatio:' "
determined solely by the opinions of the store owners."

, 350 F. 2d 615, 6n (lth Cir. 1(63).

fhilted HiscU1t

Co.

of

is not to be

Amerh' fJ v.

'" *' *'
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counsel here is compelled by the facts and amply supported
Foremost Dairies , Inc. v. FTC , supm
Commission finding of such injury was upheld on tbe basis of a 5

prior authorities. In

percent rebate differential in the sale of fluid milk to a small
chain of eight stores in Albuquerque , New :Vlexico. The rebates

amounted to less than $8000 over a 17 month period. The court
recognized that it was dealing with an industry in which competition in the secondary line was keen and profit margins were low.
It stated:
where the record indicates a price differential substantial enough to
cut into the purchaser s profit margin and discloses a reduction which would
'er a
afford the favored
significant aggregate saving that , if reflected in a
resale price cut ,

\vQuld have a noticeable effect on the decisions of customers

in the retail market , an inference of injury may properly be indulged. It is
unnecessary that there be evidence that the favored customer actually
dersold his rivals;

substantial price advantage can afford a favored buyer

a material capital advantage by enlarging his profit margin in a highly com-

petitive field or it can enable him to offer customer-attracting services which

wil give him a substantial advantage over his competition (348 F. 2d at

680) .

United Biscuit Compnny, supra is particularly apt. That case
involved discriminations of a maximum of 6 percent in sales of
cookies and crackers to grocery stores . The monthly dollar volume

whicb was required to entitle the purchaser to the full 6 percent
maximum was comparatively small , being less tban $150. The dis-

count was graduated below this figure down to zero for very
small purchases. Despite this , the court sustained the Commission

s finding tbat there was suffcient evidence of a likelihood of

substantial competitive injury. It did so despite the very small

size of the dollar discounts earned by those customers granted
even the maximum amount. The court noted evidence (strikingly
similar to that in the present case) to the effect that the retail
food business was highly competitive; that net profits were low;
that cash discounts and otber allowances were important , and

that price was a very important , if not the most important factor , in enabling retail food stores to compete.
If maximum discounts of 5 or 6 percent on the small dollar volume involved in
and
Foremost
were substantial
United Biscuit
the price differentials which have been established here are even
more so.
Tbis case ,

however , differs from

Foremost

and

in raising additional factual questions as to the

tages which the price differentials afforded

United Biscuit
economic advan-

to Kroger. In those
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cases the differentials were the obvious true measure of the favored buyer s advantage. In this case ,

respondents at least claim

that they are not.

As distiled from their brief , respondents claim that Kroger did
not reaIJy achieve any competitive advantage by its private label
program because
(a) Kroger s purchases of private label products should be ag-

gregated with its purchases at full list price of Beatrice brand
products which were sold to eleven Kroger stores subsequent to
the initiation of the private label program;
(b) Any significant price discriminations were so short- lived

and so localized that Kroger gained no competitive

advantages

from them;

(c) Kroger

necessarily incurred additional costs , which reduced its competitive advantage , by providing its own in- store

services with respect to both private label and Beatrice brand
service " arrangement;
effect of Kroger s purchases of private
label products must be considered (in accordance with the
Borden

label products under the " stripped
(d) The anticompetitive

private brand case

C.

v.

The Borden Co.

383 U. S. 637

(1966)), in terms of the " value " of premium brands over private
brands.
We deal with each of these contentions in order.
(a)
Beatrice Brand S,ales

After initiation of the private label program in June 1962 Beatrice continued to sell to certain Kroger stores its own label products for which it charged the list price less the normal competitive discounts. " This came about because Kroger , in addition to

wanting to institute a private label program emphasizing its own
label products , also wished to eliminate the confusion in its dairy

cases resulting from the fact that many of its stores carried a
multiplicity of brand name products. Mr. Casserly made this
known to each of the potential suppliers and many of them , including Beatrice , included in their written proposals offers with

respect to their own brand products. The Beatrice proposal stated
merely " Prices on our label will remain competitive.
In the spring of 1962 ,

and in anticipation of the beginning of

its private label program , Kroger conducted a survey in each of
its stores to determine which brand name of dairy products was
n To some degree Kroger actually received Ie$s favorable treatment on these sales than other

customers of Beatrice since, despite receiving no more than normal trade discounts ,
performed all in-store services with respect to Beatrice s brand products.

Krog-er
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most popular with the customers at that store. That brand was
then selected as the second label to be carried in each such store

along with the new Kroger label. As a result of this survey Beatrice became the only brand name supplier to eleven stores in certain of the West Virginia areas. Other Kroger stores , some of
which previously had carried Beatrice brands along with those of
other dairies , thereafter were supplied by Beatrice only with private label dairy products.
The hearing examiner agreed with respondents ' contentions
that the private brand sales should be aggregated with the Bea-

trice brand sales to determine the extent of the discrimination.
He also found that the agreement between Beatrice and Kroger
covered Beatrice brand products and that such products were "
like grade and quality " with the Kroger label products. He then
concluded that " realism , fairness , and simple justice require the

discriminations in this proceeding to be determined by comparing
the average unit price which Kroger paid to Beatrice with the average unit price Beatrice charged Kroger s competitors for an
equal amount of milk of like grade and quality " (ID. , 754).
We disagree. In the first place , the Robinson- Patman Act requires consideration of secondary line injury on a location by location basis. Each local competitive area , indeed each Kroger
store location , bL'Comes the competitive environment within which

the potential effect on competition with Kroger

must be

examined.

In both the important Charleston market and in many other
towns where Kroger stores were located , such as Logan , West
Virginia , no sales of Beatrice brand products were made to Kroger. In those places the full competitive impact of the differentials which have been discussed above would , in any event , be undiminisbed by sales of Beatrice brand products.

Even in the areas where Beatrice sold both its own label and
private label products to Kroger , bowever , tbe discounts resulting
from aggregating such sales were frequently substantial. The

hearing examiner adopted as a finding an exhibit prepared by
complaint counsel's accountant , on the basis of detail furnished
by Beatrice , purportedly showing the percentage of discriminations granted to 27 Kroger stores in three West Virgina locations
23 The eviden.ce here is far stron!'er , on this score , than in the

Foremost

rasc. In that

ase

the only competitive environmeIit e.'(amined was the city of Albuquerque , New Mexiro, in
Only
which were IOcak-n some eight stores in a sma!! chain which received favored price.
one of these stores was located in proximity with an un favored Foremost c'Ustomer.
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based on actual sales of both private and Beatrice brand milk,

The discount figures shown vary from 9. 7 percent to 30. 8 percent
and average 16 percent. According to the previously discussed authorities even these figures would amply support an inference of
secondary line injury (CX 390; ID. 755).
Moreover , respondent's basic assumption that sales of private and
Beatrice brand products should be lumped together because they
are " goods of like grade and quality " under the
Bm' den doctrine
is erroneous. In
Bm' den (F. C. v. The Borden Company, 383
S. 637 (1966)) the Supreme Court agreed with the Commission
that the quoted phrase covers identical goods packaged under dif-

ferent labels so that charges of price discrimination

are not

avoided simply because the cheaper product is packaged differently. This does not mean , however , that for all purposes brand
and non- brand sales have to be treated as one to determine either

the existence or effect of discriminatory charges for private label
products. We are familiar with the use in many industries of
fighting brands " being identical products sold at lower prices in
local markets for the purpose of protecting national brand products from potential inroads of local competition. The

Borden

deci-

sion specifically emphasized the potential competitive advantage
that a seller who is able to offer both name brand and non- brand
products has over his competitors who can offer only the name
brand (383 U. S, at 644). We think tbe proper inquiry here is
whether Kroger , by obtaining cheap milk under its own label was
given a competitive advantage which it used to the potential injury of its competitors. On this point the record leaves no doubt

that Kroger s entire purpose in contracting for private

label

dairy products was to obtain an overall advantage over its com-

Division. Kroger used the private
brand milk for the benefit of its entire grocery business and not
petitors in tbe Charleston

merely to selI against name brand milk in the stores of its competitors.

Kroger merchandised its private label milk in a significantly
different manner than it merchandised the vendor labeled milk
which remained in its stores after the initiation of the private
label program. Kroger intended to , and did , put its emphasis on
the private label milk. It gave it preferred shelf space; it carried
galIons , the bigh volume item , only in the private label and it
advertised and promoted only the private label milk , including
promotion of weekend sales at reduced prices.

.,
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The
BOTden
case , therefore , does not support respondents ' contentions that sales of brand and non- brand items have to be agunlawful
gregated to determine tbe existence of
discrimination.

an

Uved

Discnmin"tions WeTe Loc,,,l and Sho1,

(b)

Respondents attempt to diminish the significance of the price

discriminations by pointing out tbat they were of a local nature
and comparatively short- lived.

They suggest that it is necessary

to view the discriminations over a period of at least a year in

order to determine their effect. Again we disagree , on the ground

that secondary line injury must be determined on a location by
location basis. As to the short duration , moreover , we point out
that the widest differentials existed during tbe period June 1962
to February 1963. This in itself is a significant length of time and
Ame1' ican

removes the case from the rule of

Oil Co.

v.

325

ceTt. denied 377 U. S. 954 (1964), in
F. 2d 101 (7th Cir. 1963),
which the court reversed the Commission on the ground tbat concessions granted for a
price war were

17- dilY
de minim. is.

period in the heat of a gasoline

As previously noted prices to purchasers other than Kroger
were substantially reduced in the Chilrleston and Beckley areas in

February 1963 as the result of the introduction by the dairies of
tailgate " service \vhich promptly became full service at lower
prices. The result was that subsequently tbe differentials between
Kroger s private brand products and Beatrice brand products
were significantly reduced. They were not , however , eliminated. In
any event these events do not detract from the existence of substantial differentials throughout the prior period from June 1962
to February 1963 from which secondary Jine injury is properly

inferred.
K,' ogeT s Additional Costs

(c)

Respondents insist that additional

costs to Kroger resuJting

from the performance of all in- store services with respect to both

private and name brand products shouJd be tnken into account in
determining both tbe size and effect of the price discriminations.
'" Kor does the Commi,siQn s decision in
(67 F.

Anmiml Co!"!

C. 37Rl, support r€sponrlcnts' position.

In

Admiral

Docket ::u. 7084 (Ap).il 7 , 1(65)
we held th1't the r€conl fftiled to

disclose the extent of rliscriminntions because it dj, j not ,how the relative importance of discriminations on different. p)' orlucts in the line to various buyel' s in gueh " manner as to TJermit.
det('rmillation that one buyer was ffLvored OV(,I' anothel' , Hel' , however , !'ompbint counsel hfls
establishetJ the relative overall impOl'tance of the disci' imir, fltioTls by tnbulating: t.hf' amounts
which unfflvored cu tomel' would have Ilaid had th,' )' been tfo)'led the Ki' oge ' 1-)1'I"cs with
respect to their actunl purchases,
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respondents misread Section 2 (a) of the Rob-

inson- Patman Act. It is no defense in a price discrimination case
that the favored purchaser may have incurred additional costs; it
is only a defense if the seller can justify his favorable price by
showing

his

cost savings.

Moreover , the record contains no evidence as to the amount of
the additional costs incurred by Kroger. Certainly they cannot be
equated with the supposed cost savings to Beatrice. Indeed one

can assume that the incremental cost to a large chain store of
moving milk from its delivery platform to the dairy cases and

maintaining those cases would be comparatively insignificant.
Kroger s use of centralized biling and long- range
dures , on the other hand , would probably result in cost savings
it

order proce-

rather than in additional expenses.

In any event ,

if respondents wished to rely on additional costs

to Kroger as reducing the likelihood of competitive injury on the
secondary line they should have presented evidence of ,such savings geared to specific store locations.

Complaint counsel , having established a

prima facie

case , can-

not be required to destroy his own case by producing such evidence. It is clearly the proper burden of complaint counsel to
establish both the existence of price discriminations and tbe requisite likelihood of competitive injury. In that connection (if the
case is of such a nature) complaint counsel must establish that
injury to secondary line competition can appropriately be inferred from the substantiality of the price discriminations. At
that point the burden must sbift. If the discriminating seller or
the favored buyer can present evidence that the inference should

not be drawn by showing that the favored buyer received no competitive advantage , he should do so.
The " Value " of Name Brand Products
(d)
Beatrice relies upon the Supreme Court' s decision in
C.
637 (1966) and on the Fifth Circuit' s deciF.T.
sion on remand in that case Borden Co.
381 F. 2d 175
Borden Co. 383 U. S.
(5th Cir .

1967), for the proposition that name brand dairy prod-

ucts have a (( value "

in excess of private label products , even

though the latter be " of like grade and quality. " Assuming that
this proposition is correct , it may well be tbat some differential
between name brand and private brand products is to be tolerated under the Robinson- Patman Act , and that , in a proper case
a differential between private and name brand should

be taken
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into account in determining secondary line injury. In this case
however , the record establishes that no such justification for the
differential existed.

Kroger did not market its private label products
way as its brand name products. It used them as a
tool ,

in the same
competitive

label and promoting
overal1 competitive advan-

giving preferred space to its private

those products in order to obtain an

tage. It did not cut prices on private label products. Indeed dur-

ing much of the period in question it sold private label products
at the same prices as name brand products. When it encountered
diffculty in obtaining acceptance for its own label products , particularly in the early stages of the private label program , it
started promoting them aggressively, and at one point gave out
free sampls in the Cbarleston market to get the program going.
Beatrice shared the expense of demonstrators in tbe free sample

program. Thus Kroger , by its own action sought to deny the

value of any differential between name brand and private brand
products.
For these reasons we hold that respondents cannot excuse

criminations of the size shown bere in reliance on the

dis-

Borden

case.
4. Good Faith Meeting of Competition

The heart of the good faith defense is the su bj ective attitude of
the sel1er and his reasonable belief that his price offer is no lower
than is required under the circumstances.

C.

v.

A. E. Staley

Mfg. Co. 324 U. S.

746 (1945). We have discussed above the diffculties of making an exact comparison of the final bids to Kroger

arising both from the inadequacy of the record and the diverse
and uncertain nature of the bids themselves. We stated our con-

viction that in any event the Beatrice bid was considered to be the
best bid by Kroger and was accepted by it on that basis. In that
sense at least , the Beatrice bid " beat" the opposition and we are
squarely faced with the question as to whether in those circum-

stances the meeting competition defense is unavailable to a successful bidder.
The record clearly establishes the otber subjective elements of
good faith required under the prior cases. The Beatrice represent-

atives did everything in their power to find the right price level

in a cautious and prudent manner; they made specific investiga-

tions , tested rumors and tried by legitimate means to find out

what their competitors were doing; they tried , with only slight
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success , to get as mucb information for their guidance as possible

out of Mr. CasserJy. If Mr. Casserly was less than fu11y communicative or trutbful ,

the Beatrice representatives are not to blame
and the record reveals that they had no reason to disbelieve the

information which IVr. Casserly did give them . To be sure the
Beatrice representatives responded to pressure from Mr. Casserly to come in with lower prices and virtually let themselves be
talked into the 66 cent price per gallon that became the basis of
their final offer . But if anyone failed to discbarge his RobinsonPatman obligations here , it was :vr. Casserly, and not the Beatrice representatives. If businessmen are not to be prohibited entirely from bargaining in such a situation , the burden of not
exceeding Robinson- Patman bounds should , at some point , fa11 on

the buyer who plays the cards so dose to his vest as to persuade
the seller to come down just a little more , and not on the seller
who has tried by every proper means to feel out the opposition.

What precisely did the Beatrice representatives know or reanegotiations on Marcb 14

sonably believe at the time of the

1962? Tbey had been told by ' Mr. Casserly that Broughton , back

in January, had offered 20 percent off list price and that Mr. Casserly expected a better price based on the higb volume anticipated

in the Charleston Division. In February they had determined an
average list price of 85 cents per gallon and bad tried a tentative
suggestion of 71 cents per gallon based on a discount of approxi-

mately 16 to 17 percent off that averages. They realized at the

time that tbis price would not be good enough and Mr. Casserly so
informed them in no uncertain terms , specifically pointing out

tbat 20 percent off a list price of 85 cents would be less than 71

cents. They knew further that list prices ,
Charleston area ,

particularly in the

had been subject to further erosion and that

that area would shortly come under ,

or had come under , a Fed-

eral Milk Marketing Order whicb would further erode prices.
They knew , whether from Mr. Casserly or some other source
tbat Fairmont was the most likely contender for the Kroger private label business and that Fairmont had offered a series of discounts from list price which , in addition to a special discount
for private label , probably took into account allowances for a

Kroger television program in Cbarleston that Fairmont was paying for. From this they reasonably guessed that Fairmont was already in the 20 percent area. They also knew that Fairmont , at
Mr. Casserly s urging, and perhaps some of the other bidders,
would be coming in with prices derived from a formula based on
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the cost of raw milk. Since they knew that !Vr. Casserly was particularly interested in tbis type of pricing, they could appropriately assume that these offers would be more attractive to him.
Finally they knew that Fairmont had sold cottage cheese to West

Virginia institutions at 16 cents per pound

and had determined

that the lowest Beatrice could go on that item was 17. 5

cents per
pound based on a special arrangement to procure skim milk for

processing in Pennsylvania.

With this information the Beatrice representative came to the
March 14 , 1962 , meeting with an offer based on a price of 68

cents per gallon. This was exactly 20 percent off the average list
price of 85 cents per gallon which they had previously computed
and which they then had reason to believe was going down. They

came to the meeting hoping that the 68 cent price would be good
enough , but were prepared to bargain further. Under these cir-

cumstances we cannot say that the Beatrice representatives knew
or had any reason to know that their final offer based on 66 cents
was in fact significantly below the competition. Indeed they were
not told at tbe March 14 , 1962 , meeting that this was the case
or tbat they had won , but were told merely that they were " competitive.
We have previously indicated tbat an objective view of the evidence of record seems to establish tbat the Beatrice bid was

lower than any other offer to Kroger on an overall price basis. The
matter is not entirely free from doubt because of the inherent
incomparability of the bids and inadequacies of tbe record. N evertheless , we think that this case must be decided on the premise
that Beatrice did ,

at least technically, " beat" the competition. We

that a reasonable interpretation of Section 2 (b)
of the Robinson- Patman Act does not require denying the good

hold , however ,

faith defense to Beatrice on this ground under tbe circumstances
of this case.

Precisely meeting the exact prices of competitive bids can have
no realistic meaning in the context of this case. Here there was
no question of meeting competitive offers to maintain or obtain
a share of the market. This was a winner- take-all bidding

situation. Kroger asked for bids to supply the entire requirements
of its Charleston Division. As far as Beatrice was concerned the
winner of the auction would be the sole supplier of Kroger s pri-

vate label; the losers would be out of the Kroger stores , or at

least out of Kroger s private label business entirely. The obvious
objective of the Beatrice representatives was to make an offer

".
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which would be suffciently more acceptable than any other offer
to tip the scales in their favor. Furthermore , exact comparability

of price would have been impossible to achieve given the circumstances of the bidding procedure used here and prices which were

subject to variation over time beyond the control of the parties
and which were not predictable.
To require that Beatrice adhere to a precise " Meet but not
beat" criterion under these circumstances , where the Beatrice

representatives otherwise exhibited every element of good faith
is not reasonable. To hold otherwise would be effectively to out-

law such bidding situations by insisting upon an artifical and
rigid test. We think that protection of competition under the Robinson- Patman Act can be accomplished in such cases by focusing
on other questions (such as the responsibility of the buyer not to
exceed the permissible bounds of bargaining) and tbat the language of the Act is not so inflexible as to require a finding
against Beatrice on this ground. '"

Having concluded Beatrice acted in good faith , it is unnecess cost justification defense in connection
with the charges against Beatrice. The question of cost justification , and to some extent tbe validity of the Beatrice cost study,
sary to consider Beatrice

ll1USt , however , be considered in connection with the charges

against Kroger.

Any cost justiication defense in this case suffers from a fundamental conceptual defect which no amount of statistical analysis
can change. Given the nature of the market , the existing price

structure in it and the structure of the pricing arrangements betwen Beatrice and Kruger ,

it is quite likely that

circumstances

would arise in which a cost justijication defense would fail. This
is exactly what happened when it turned out that raw milk costs
Both the courts and the Comm!Ssi0J1 have recop:nizt'd that thc!'e is a need for
in applying- Section 2 (b) of the Act in various sihmUons. As the Commission

flexibilty
stated in

Contimmtal Bal,;ing Co. 63 F. C. 2071 at 2163 (1%3);
This is a flexible and p,agm.ltic , not technicai or doctdnaire conc!!pt. The standard of good
faith is simply the stanclanJ of the prudent businessman responding fairly to what he reason-

ably believes is a situation of compditivc necessity.
Rigid rUles and inflexible absolutes are especially inappropriate in de"ling with the 2 (b)
defense; the facts and cireum tance of the parlicul"r case. not ab.'tract theories or remote
conjectures, should g-overn its interpretation and application.

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appcals emphasized such realistic criteria when it reversed the
.' decision in CaU01(' ay l11iUs and held that a fjuantity discount system employed in

Commis ion

the sale of carpetinr; which did not precisely meet competitive

ystcms was nevertheIe

s per-

ible because uf qualitative diferences in the way carpeting was sold by imlustry members.
Cf.lloway MilL! Co. v.

C.,

362 F. :?d 43.1

(5th Cir. 1966).
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were relatively low in the early period of the private label arrangements.

Kroger and Beatrice chose to use a pricing system

in which

prices were ultimately determined by the cost of raw milk plus a
fixed differential to cover distribution expense and profit. Competitors of Kroger , on the other hand , continued to purchase under
tbe normal list- price- less- discount structure which bore no necessary relationship to the cost- plus formula but which was gov-

erned by local competitive conditions. Also , instead of being re-

lated to increments representing actual costs of distribution by
Beatrice to the various Kroger stores , prices under the private
a,ver-

label arrangement between them were ultimately based on

distribution cost which bore no necessary relationship to the
actual costs to Beatrice of distribution in the specific submarkets.
This meant that the Beatrice prices to Kroger were uniform
"ge

throughout the Charleston Division , despite the fact that Bea-

trice s actual cost of supplying the various Kroger stores could not
have been uniform.
Furthermore , because the Beatrice plant was located in Beckley
in the high priced milk area , Beatrice necessarily ineurred

greater costs in distributing its milk products to Kroger s competitors in the lower priced Charleston area. An example wi1 illustrate. In October 1962 Beatrice was selling milk to the A & P
in Beckley, where the Beatrice plant was located , at $. 931 per
gallon; it was selling milk processed at the same plant to A & P
for $. 801 per gallon in Charleston , 50 miles away. At the same
time it was selling milk to Kroger in both locations at $. 6956. The
price differences which Beatrice was called upon the justify,
therefore , on the basis of supposed cost savings in selling to Kroger were over 23 cents in its home town , Beckley, and less than 11
cents in Charleston , 50 miles away. Unless Beatrice s cost study
overjustified

showed that the Charleston price difference was

that difference

more than hl!ice

, could not hope to justify the

Beckley difference.

The problem faced by Beatrice in attempting cost justification

was compounded by these anomalies in the pricing structure. ;'ormally a cost justification is attempted only to justify an
tionrtl

a,ddi-

discount from a standard price structure. This was success-

ful1y undertaken in part by the respondent in tbe

National D"iry

(N a,tiona,l Da,iry ProdDkt. 7018 (July 28 , 1966) (70 F. C. 79J). In such a

case on which Beatrice purports to rely

ucts Corp.

case the different prices charged various customers bear a neces-
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sary relationsbip to each other governed by the amount of the additional discount. Conceptually that discount may be equated with
a specific measurable cost saving, such as lower distribution costs
on deUv€l'Y to large customers ,

as in the

l\lcdional

iTY

case.

Here , however , it is conceptually diffcult to see how the differen-

tials with respect to prices that bear no necessary or constant relationsbip to each other can ever be made the subject of a simular equation , no matter how accurately the cost savings as to

particular sales may be determined. If raw milk costs were relatively low and list prices less discount relatively high (as they
were at various times) there \vou1d be large price differentials be-

tween prices paid by competing customers which would be unre-

lated to costs. Furtbermore , ceca use of the inverse relationship bebveen prices charged by Beatrice on its ctiscolmt sales and its costs
of distribution , those differentials would not reflect relative cost
savings \vhen examined on a customer by customer basis.
The cost study is based on computation of an " earned discount"

for each Kroger dore served by Beatrice s Beckley plant. The
earned discount was determined by subtracting from a computed

regular " pl'ice , which Kroger supposedly would have paid in the
absence of any discount , Beatrice s H dock costs " and the incremental costs of distribution to Kroger stores based primarily on " stop
time, " which was delermined by studies of the length of time that
the Beatrice route men required to service the Kroger stores. Beatrice then compared tbe " earned discount" with the percent off

list price of prices actually paid by the Kroger stores. This supposedly established that the discounts earned by cost savings

were greater than the discounts actually received by Kroger.
This ,

of course , does not establish a cost justification defense

since the question is not wbether savings in distribution costs to
Kroger were greater than the discounts actually received by Kro-

ger. The differentials between the prices paid by Kroger and
prices paid by its competitors must be equated witb that cost saving. To do this Beatrice also computed " earned

discounts "

for

other customers. In doing so Beatrice established three classes of
customers and averaged the discounts earned within each

clas

The purpose of this was to show that when lhese average discounts were compared to the discounts earned by Kroger it appeared that the Kl' oger earned discounts were greater.

The hearing examiner found that tbe cost study should not be
accepted as a cost defense because of various inaccuracies and unsupported estimates in the figures and assumptions used in the
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study. We basically agree with the hearing examiner and set out

bere a brief summary of some of the diffculties wlUch we perceive in the cost study as presented by Beatrice.

Of overall significance is tbe lack of proof that the data under-

lying the cost study exhibits is either reliable or representative of
the period of the discrimination. For example , distribution expenses for delivery to customers served by tbe Beckley plant for the

base period March through May 1962 (before the private label
program began) \vere used to determine Beatrice s costs of serving all customers served by botb the Beckley and Clarksburg plants
for the entire discrimination period June 1962- 0ctober 1963 (Tr.
1852; RBX 1 06A). Beatrice furnished no indication as to how or
why Beckley costs sbould be representative of both plants , and why

the three months March- May 1962 should yield representative
distribution expenses for the seventeen subsequent months.

Further , the reliability of Beatrice s estimates for the number
of minutes stopped per day at each store is doubtful. Such " stop
time " is the most crucial variable in determining the validity of

tbe attempted cost justification ,

since it is savings in time

stopped at Kroger stores resulting from the limited service arrangements which Beatrice claims justified tbe extra discounts to
Kroger. In some of the cost exhibits (REX 157 , 158A- B), the

number of minutes stopped

at each store during October 1962

were estimated two years after the stops \vere made Le. jn September or October of 1964 (Tr . 2113 , 2118- 19). In several other
exbibits using stop time estimated for January 1965 (RBX 108A
& B , 109A & E , 110A & B , l11A , 155 A- , 156), the estimates

were made only a few months after the period in question (REX
30- 103), but these estimates were made for a month long after
the discrimination period , with nothing to show that conditions
affecting stop time had remained the same. Indeed , there were

strong indications that such conditions had changed , since sales
per store for a large sample of Kroger stores had increased substantially (CX 384). Moreover , tbe two resulting estimates of
stop time for January 1965 and October 1962 at a given store
varied so widely (CX 381) that one must eitber belicve that conditions affecting stop time were completely

different during the

two periods or that one or both of the estimating methods yielded
unreliable results. In this regard , the Beatrice accountant who

prepared the cost study did not consider the estimates for Octo-

ber 1962 very reliable (Tr . 2111- 12), since tbey depended on the
dim memories of route men as to what they had done two years
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previously (Tr. 2117- 19), and who were likely to overstate time
in the interest of convincing their bosses they were putting in a
full day s work (Tr. 1811- 12). As to the January 1965 estimates

complaint counsel's accountant cited obvious exaggerations of serv-

ice times (Tr. 2116), for example , 30 and 35 minutes for average
and $7. 24 (CX 397F).

daily sales of only $6. 36

In the case of yet another stop- time estimate , a one- day

time

and motion study, Beatrice s accountant admitted that conditions
had changed substantially on the routes between the period of the
claimed discriminations and the time when the one- day study was
done in October 1966 (Tr. 1976). The accountant also stated , and
was corroborated by a Beatrice driver , that if , as was done in
this study, one timed a particular driver , the driver would tend to
be more effcient tban usual and tbe time he reported for a given

delivery would be shorter than his customary

time (Tr. 1811

1486- 87) .

In comparing discounts earned by various classes of customers
from " Class III" customers a
number of customers whose purchases of milk and other dairy
products exceeded a $54 per day upper limit. Tbis introduced an
unwarranted bias in Beatrice s favor. Complaint counsel presented
data to sbow that , using a set of consistent assumptions for all
stores , Beatrice s cost of distribution to customers other than Kroger taking over $54 per day was significantly less as a percent of
sales than cost of distribution to customers grouped in Class III
Beatrice also arbitrarily excluded

who took smaller amounts (CX 391). Anotber

exbibit shows

again on consistent assumptions for each store , that the percentage difference in
errned
discount between Kroger and other customers taking more than $54 per day was significantly less than

between Kroger and Class III customers taking under $54 per
day (CX 388). Since Beatrice was interested in maximizing the
difference between Kroger s earned discount and the earned discount of the non- favored customers so as to show that Kroger
earned a substantially larger discount , failure to include in the

comparison large non- favored customers constitutes a grave defi-

ciency in the cost analysis.
Another deficiency in many of the cost study exhibits is the inflation in Kroger s favor of differences between Kroger s and
non- favored customers ' earned discounts resulting from the
arbitrary assumption that platform costs for products deliv-

ered to Kroger constituted a lower percentage of regular price
than did platform costs for products delivered to Kroger s com-
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petitors. For the non- favored competitors Beatrice used platform
costs equal to 74 or 75 percent of regular price; platform costs
were 70 or 71 percent except in one

used for Kroger , however ,

exhibit (RBX 108A & B , 109A & B , 111 , 113A- , 116A- , 117).
This inflated Kroger s earned discount relative to the earned discounts of competitors by 3 to 5 percent. There is no support in the
record for this different treatment of platform cost percentages.
Yet another deficiency in many of the cost study exhibits is the
artificial and arbitrary inflation by Beatrice of the so-called " regular " price which Kroger would have paid in the absence of discounts as compared with regular prices which would have been
paid by Kroger s competitors. This resulted in overstatement of
Kroger s earned discounts relative to competitors ' earned discounts. In many exhibits Beatrice derived the regular price which

Kroger would have paid by assuming that Kroger s actual prices
constituted a 20 to 26 percent discount from the regular price
(RBX 108A & B , 110A & B , 111A , 155A- C). Kroger s actual discounts were substantially smaller. For competing customers , however , this distortion was not introduced because Beatrice based its
computation for them on list price and actual discounts (REX
113 115 116 117 159) .

In all , nonuniformity and lack of realism or reliability or assumptions about platform costs , regular prices , and most especially, methods of estimating stop time: tbe failure to establish
that the various cost exhibits were reasonably representative of
the period of the discrimination; and the failure to take account
of large as well as small non- favored customers leads us to find

that the Beatrice cost study is totally unreliable.

The complaint charged Kroger with knowingly inducing and

receiving discriminatory prices for fluid milk and otber dairy
products in violation of Section 2 (f) of tbe Robinson- Patman

Act. The hearing examiner found that the charges should be dismissed on the ground that the charges against Beatrice were not
proven and on the further ground that there was no evidence that
Kroger knew or had any reason to know tbat the prices offered to
it by Beatrice were not offered in good faith to meet an equally

low price of a competitor.

Given the prior disposition of the charges against Beatrice , the
issue is raised as to whether Kroger must automatically be found
innocent. We hold that such a result does not follow as a matter
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of law and that , because of the factual situation surrounding the
negotiations for private label dairy products ,

Kroger must be

held to bave violated Section 2 (f) of the Robinson- Patman Act by
knowingly inducing and receiving discriminatory prices.
The facts previously set out demonstrate aH of the elements

necessary to establish unlawful discriminatory prices. They also
establish that the discriminatory prices were arrived at as the result of hard bargaining on both sides. We have held that Beatrice
did not exceed the bounds of good faith and therefore is to be excused from liability. This does not mean , however , that everyone
is to be excused. The discrimination remains and the requisite
showing of potential injury to competition has been made. The
question is whether Kroger stepped over the bounds of proper negotiation. The facts relating to Mr. Casserly s conduct of the ne-

gotiations must provide the answer.
Kroger asserts that the facts show no more than tbat it engaged

in hard bargaining. Were there no more at stake here than the
business relationship between Beatrice and Kroger we would agree.
But the Robinson- Patman Act js not designed for the protection
of either side in a bargaining session; it is designed for the protection and preservation of competition with the bargainers.

Thus ,

in a Section 2 (f) case there is no necessity of establishing

coercion of the seller. It is enougb to satisfy the element of " inducement" that the buyer used its buying power in such a way as
to raise the likelihood of injury to its competitors by seeking and
obtaining advantages not accorded them. See tbe Court of Appeals decision in
F1' cd Meyer Inc.
v.
359 F . 2d 351 (9th

Cir. 1966).
We think the summary of the negotiations and Mr. Casserly

conduct of them set out above in this opinion amply demonstrate
that Kroger bargained too hard- not because it was able to wring
an oppressive contract out of a weak seHer , but because it did not
have a suffcient regard for its Robinson- Patman obligations. If a
buyer chooses to use its bargaining power to get favored treatment from its suppliers , it is permitted to do so under tbe law.
:\ ormally tbe seller must bear the responsibility for seeing tbat
Robinson- Patman requirements are complied with. At some point
bowever , if the buyer continues to push , he must become liable if
Robinson- Patman bounds are exceeded. And this is so even
though the seller had lived up to his Robinson- Patman obligations

by maintaining the good faith required for a Section
fense.

2 (b) de-
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Here , Kroger was in a very powerful bargaining position

be-

cause of its size and importance to the dairies in the Cbarleston
Division. This being so , Mr. Casserly went beyond the bounds of
permissible bargaining when he falsely gave the impression that

the original Broughton offer amounted to a 20 percent discount;
when he told tbe Beatrice representatives that their 71 cent offer

was too bigb on that specific ground; when he first rejected their
68 cent offer and then indicated that their 66 cent offer was

competitive " without having made any comparison of the bids;
to convey any
correct
information about the
f",iled
price levels being quoted by others. It is by reason of this conduct
that Kroger took on the risk of liability under tbe Robinson- Pat-

and when he

man Act.

Kroger relies on the Supreme Court' s

basic Section 2 (f) deci-

346 U. S. 61 (1953) first
for proposition that it is entitled to the benefit of any defenses
including good faith , which are available to Beatrice , and second
sion in

v.

Automatic C",nteen Co.

have known that
cost justified.
the Court stated:

for the proposition that it could not reasonably

Beatrice
In

not

s discriminations to it were

Automatic C",nteen

is

We therefore conclude that a buyer

not liable under S 2 (f) if the lower

prices he induces are either \vithin one of the seller s defenses such as the
cost justification or not known by him not to be within one of those defenses
(34" U. S. at 74).

Kroger asserts tbat tbis means it cannot be liable if Beatrice is

found to have acted in good faith. We disagree. There may be instances in which a buyer is insulated from liabilty by the scl1er
good faith but

A utom"'tic C",nteen

does not hold tbat tbe buyer

is always entitled to avail himself of such a defense , nor does it
compel sucb a result in the present situation. Undoubtedly a
buyer can accept an offer made to meet competition which in fact
does beat a competing offer if the buyer has done nothing to initiate the price break in the first place , but to hold that a buyer can

escape liability merely by inducing and accepting a second dispreviously induced by the
would make a mockery of Section 2 (f). We find no authority to the contrary and note tbat in a similar situation involving
criminatory offer which meets an offer
buyer

inducing of non- proportionalized
F",ctor

Comp",ny,

Docket

al10wances we so held. See
No.

M",x

7717 (July 22 , 1964) (66 F.

184J.

Since we have held that tbe Beatrice cost defense is in fact invalid the only remaining question under

Automatic Canteen
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whether Kroger could reasonably believe that the discriminations

in its favor were cost justified. The burden of establishing Kroger s liability on this point is upon complaint counsel. We generally articulated that burden for a situation where a favored buyer
purchases in quantities or under methods differing from those of
unfavored buyers in

8672 (May 25 ,

SUbUTbrLn ProprLne Gas Corp. Docket No.
C. 1695 , n. 2 at 1699J, where we

1967) (71 F.

said:
* * * if complaint counsel show such facts and circumstances as would have
given the buyer reason to believe , based on the knowledge available to him
including knowledge of the methods of doing business in the particular industry, that the different methods or quantities could not have resulted in
cost savings suffcient to justify the differential allegedly accorded him , they

would have met their initial burden.

We think that the criterion is appropriate

here and that com-

plaint counsel has discharged his burden.
JVr. Casserly, Kroger s negotiator , certainly had a thorough
knowledge of the dairy industry and the methods of doing business in it. He was in fact specially designated by the company to

negotiate a private label arrangement for the Charleston Division. He acquired specific knowledge of conditions in the Charleston Division by taking a trjp through the various areas before

the negotiations really got under way and making other trips in
tbe areas during the course of the negotiations including a trip to
inspect the Beatrice plant in Beckley. He therefore knew and saw
for himself the distribution set-up employed by Beatrice. He also
was very familiar with the existing price structure in the various
areas and was specifically familiar with , and remarked upon , both

in writing and orally, the changing price conditions

in the

Charleston area.
. Casserly also knew that each bidding dairy was attempting

to come up with lower than normal prices in order to win the
Kroger patronage. He stated that he did not know the costs of any

of the dairies but he told them all that he expected prices below a
20 percent discount off list because of the large number of stores
to be served"' and he specifically told Broughton that its bid was
too bigh and that he thought cost savings would justify further
reductions. He saw that each bid entered , except the Beatrice bid
contained different prices for different areas. He also must have
"" If Mr. Casserly thou"ht that this fact alone would effectively cost justify lower prices, he
was. of course , in error as a matter of law. Cost justification based on an

ag-greg-ate or averag-e

saving of serving a number of stores in a rhain is not acceptable where it does not take
account of varying cost in serving individual stores.
Nationa Dairy Products Corp. DQcket
o. 7018 (July 28 , 1966) (70 F.

on a store-by- store

basis.

C. 79). Discounts to multi-unit purchasers must be justified
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been aware that tbe reason that the bids showed different prices
was because of varying costs due to the proximity or remoteness

from processing and distribution points , which varied among the
dairies.
Mr. Casserly was also specifically aware that cost justification

might be essential in order tbat lower prices to Kroger might be
legal. Both Valley Bell and Fairmont expressed concern to Mr.
Casserly about tbis , and Fairmont even submitted to Mr. Casserly
memoranda of law from its counsel on the subject.

It is apparent , bowever , tbat Mr. Casserly did not receive any
information from Beatrice or any other bidder that specific differentials between prices offered to Kroger and prices being paid
by Kroger

s competitors were cost justified. Indeed his testimony
:VII'. Casserly only had in mind one half of the cost

indicates that

justification equation and never focused on the need for justifying such differentials , as opposed to mere cost savings resulting

from a curtailed form of service to the Kroger stores. Had he
done so he should bave recognized (what tbe Beatrice cost study

only tends to obscure) that by buying milk from Beatrice at a
uniform price based on a cost formula , while competitors continued to purchase on an unrelated list- price- Iess- discount , it was
very unlikely that any cost justification would be successful. Par-

ticularly is this so since Mr. Casserly sbould have known that
Beatrice s discount sales had to be unrelated to actual costs because

Beatrice sold at higher prices where its distribution costs were
lower ,

due to the location of Beatrice s primary processing plant

in the high priced Beckley area.

According-ly we conclude that Kroger should have known that

the Beatrice price discriminations were not cost justified and that
Kroger bas violated Section 2 (f) of the Robinson- Patman Act.
The remaining matter to be dealt witb concerns alleged price
discriminations to A & P.
In October 1962 Beatrice began to sell its own label products to

A & P in the Clarksburg area at special prices. Then , in late
1962 , Mr. Stolling-s negotiated a separate agreement for special

prices to A & P stores served by the Beckley plant in the southwestern portion of West Virginia. The latter agreement went into
effect in January 1963.

The parties apparently are agreed that

there were two separate transactions with A & P , although the
hearing examiner discusses only the latter one.
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The Clarksburg arrangement resulted in price differentials in
favor of A & P of between approximately 10 and 16 percent on
most items from October 1962 througb October 1963. Altbough

the Clarksburg arrangement with A & P involved a limited form
of in-store service , no effort has been made by Beatrice to justify
this discrimination in any respect. Instead Beatrice relies on the
fact that all of the milk sold to A & P in Clarksburg during the
period in question was produced within the State of West Virginia and never crossed State lines and argues , therefore , that the
commerce requirement for Robinson- Patman i1egality is not met.
Complaint counsel' s response is that the Clarksburg arrangement
was negotiated across State lines with the A & P division located
at Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania, and tbat sour cream and cottage

cheese products sold to A & P came from outside of West Virginia. Interstate negotiation , however , alone is insuffcient to fulfill the commerce requirement of the Robinson- Patman Act and
the inconclusive evidence witb respect to sour cream and cottage
cheese shows that interstate movement of those products was
at best , and in no event would support a broad order
minimis
covering all dairy products.

Foremost Dai1' ies , Inc.

v.

, 348

959 (1965);
F. 2d 674 (5th Cir. 1965),
395
F.
2d
696
(7th
Cir.
1968).
C.
V.
Dean Milk CO.
cert. denied

382 U. S.

The Beckley arrangement with A & P was negotiated by Mr.
Stollings in specific response to information tbat Borden was instituting a special limited service program with A & P in parts of
Ohio and in the area served by Borden s Huntington , West Vir-

ginia plant. Borden was not at that time selling in all of the areas
served by Beatrice s Beckley plant , but Mr . Stolings testified that
he had been unable to find out exactly bow far into West Virginia
the Borden offer would reach. Mr. Stollings obtained a copy of a
Borden price sbeet and submitted an offer to A & P based on a 10
percent differential over the Kroger prices. These prices very
closely approximated those offered by Borden to A & P. The proposal was accepted by Borden and went into effect in January
1963.

The record reveals the price advantage to A & P resulting

from the Beckley arrangement was

significant for only a very

short period. At tbe outset the price advantage amounted to as
mucb as 23 percent but in tbe middle of February 1963 , as previously mentioned , Beatrice instituted a new program of " tailgate " service tbrougbout tbe area covered by its Beckley plant
which resulted in sbarply reduced prices for all purchasers under
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the normal discount system. Under the tail- gate service al1 customers became entitled to tbe lower prices in exchange for a limited form of in- store service similar to that being given to A & P.
The discount structure , as so modified , meant that the prices paid

by A & P' s competitors in the territory were very close to those
being paid by A & P. Mr. Stol1ings testified that within a week or
so Beatrice was forced to reinstitute ful1 in-store service but at
the same low tailgate prices. This left A & P' s competitors paying
only slightly higher prices than A & P but having ful1 in-store
service while A & P continued to receive only the equivalent of
tailgate service.

Since the record does not establish that tbe differential resulting from the special price to A & P , as compared with prices to
its competitors in the Beckley area , was of suffcient significance
subsequent to the middle of February 1963 to warrant a finding
of secondary line injury, we dismiss the charge of unlawful dis-

crimination based on sales to A & P. The fact that there was a
substantial differential for a period of a little more than a month
under the circumstances of this case , particularly
in view of the rapidly changing market conditions which are esis

de minimis

tablisbed of record. See

A me1'icun Oil Co.

v.

FTC

325 F. 2d 101

supra.

It also appears that Beatrice has sustained a good

faith meet-

ing of competition defense with respect to special prices to A & P
in the Beckley area. There is no doubt that Mr. Stol1ings tried to

meet on an overall basis the ofTer which he found Borden was
making in Ohio and apparently threatening to make in parts of
West Virginia. The fact that Mr.

Stol1ings may have included

A & P stores wbich were not within the contemplation of Borden
as far as the record shows does not warrant denying the defense.
VII

We hold that the record establishes the existence of substantial
discriminations between prices charged by Beatrice to Kroger and
to Kroger s competitors in the Cbarleston Division from which
substantial injury to secondary line competition must be inferred.
We find , however, that the record sustains Beatrice s good faith
meeting of competitor defense and accordingly dismiss the
charges against Beatrice.
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We hold that Kroger knowingly induced and received discrimi-

natory prices for fluid milk and other daily products; that Kroger is not entitled to any benefit of Beatrice s good faith defense;
that the discriminations were not cost justified and that Kroger

did not reasonably believe them to be so justified; and that ,

ac-

cordingly, Kroger violated Section 2 (f) of the Robinson- Patman

Act.
Finally, we hold that the record established no unlawful price

discriminations by Beatrice in favor of A. & P.

Commissioners Dixon and MacIntyre each dissented in part
and concurred in part and filed separate opinions stating their
vie\vs.

Commissioner Elman filed a dissenting opinion setting forth
his reasons why the complaint should be dismissed against both
respondents Beatrice and Kroger.

Commissioner Nicholson dissented for tbe reason that the

rec-

ord does not establish a violation of Section 2 (f) of tbe Clayton

Act by respondent Kroger. As to respondent Beatrice , Commissioner

Ticholson

concurred in the opinion and order dismissing

the complaint.

CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

DECEMBER 1 ,

1969

BY DIXON Commissioner:

I concur in that part of the opinion whicb holds that Kroger violated Section 2 (f). I dissent from the holding that Beatrice

lower price to Kroger was made in good faith to meet an equally
low price of a competitor.

The opinion , as I read it , stands for the proposition that a
large buyer can use bis purchasing power to induce a supplier to
discriminate in price regardless of the anticompetitive conseand that the supplier can with

quences of such discriminaton ,

impunity succumb to such inducement under the protection of the
Section 2 (b) proviso without regard to whether the lower price
be is meeting may be unlawful.

Patman Act

The legislative history of tbe Robinsonreveals
quite clearly tbe congressional intent to prohibit large buyers

from securing an advantage over their smaller competitors solely

because of their quantity purchasing power . In passing the Act
Congress intended to assure " that businessmen at the same func-

," "!
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tional level would start on equal competitive footing so far as
" 1 But according to the opinion in this case
price is concerned,
tbere is no violation of law wben a powerful buyer is " able to
wring an oppressive contract out of a weak seller " and that " If a
buyer chooses to use his bargaining power to get favored treatment from its suppliers , it is permitted to do so under the law.
The history of the Act further discloses that Congress was
fully aware that " in nearly every case mass buyers receive similar discriminations from competing sellers of the same product.
1t is equally clear that Congress did not intend tbat Section 2 (b)
should be used to permit a large buyer to negotiate lower prices

by baving suppliers bid against one

another for his business

without regard to the legality of such discriminatory offers. In
referring to the legislative debates concerning this practice , one
commentator has written:

" * * where a seller s

price reduction produced competitive repercussions

on the customer level , as in the typical price discrimination in favor of the

individual " big buyer " the legality of the competitor s price was a focal concern. Here to permit an ilegal price cut by one supplier to a particular

chain store to be justified under the statute by reference to an ilegal price

discrimination procured by such a buyer from another supplier could have
legalized the very discriminatory pricing in favor of big buyers which the
Robinson- Patman Act was designed to check. As Representative Utterback
put it , such a device to exonerate ilegal discriminations to big buyers by
one supplier because of comparable ilegal prices by others could " nullfy the
act entirely at the very inception of its enforcement. " 3
While I do not suggest tbat a seller invoking the Section 2 (b)
defense must prove the legality of competitive prices,' it should
be incumbent upon him , as part of the good faith requirement , to

show the existence of circumstances which would lead a reasonable person to believe that the price he was meeting was lawful.
When claiming the protection of the Section 2 (b) proviso The

good faith of the discrimination must be shown in the face of the
fact that the seller is aware that his discrimination is unlawful
unless good faith is shown , and in circumstances that are peculiarly favorable to price discrimination abuses. " 5 And a necessary
element of good faith is the showing that
Fedral Trae CO"'Hli

sia

v. Sun Oil Co..

z80 UJtg. Rec. 9418 (1(16).
'Rowe Price Discrimination
. Standard

Oil

Company

Federal Trude Commission

371 U. S.

Under th" Rabinso-

505. .20

Patman Act,

despite the seller

(1963).
J). 215.

Brown 238 F. 2d 54 (5th Cir. , 1956).
v.

A. E. Staey ,"'!fy.

Co..

''.4 U. S. 746 , 759 (1945).

"*
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awareness of the probable ilegality of his own price , he reasonably believed tbat tbe price he was meeting was lawful."

The record in this case reveals also that ,

in its dealings with

Kroger , Beatrice knew that it was engaged in a bidding contest
and that Kr ger would buy from the
lowest
bidder. Beatrice was
therefore fully aware that it was not meeting an equally low price
of a competitor. It was

all competitive offers. The opinion

beatinIJ

the language of the Act is not so inflexible as to require a finding against Beatrice on this basis. " I do not agree.
states that "

While inadvertent underpricing of a rival by a seller who is attempting in good faith to meet a lower price may not necessarily
invalidate the defense , neither the language of the Section 2 (b)

proviso nor any authority supports the majority

s position that a

seller can justify under that proviso the calculated and deliberate
undercutting of a competitor s price.
Beatrice has totally failed to make the required showing under
Section 2 (b) and its defense should have been rejected.
DISSENTING IN PART AND CONC1.RRING IN PART

DECEMBER 1 ,

1969

By MACINTYRE Commissioner:

I do not concur in thc majority s

holding that the record estab-

lishes on the part of Beatrice the elements of the meeting of com-

petition defense spelled out by judicial precedent. The complaint
as to this respondent should not have been dismissed. In my view
the majority opinion errs by failing to adhere to tbe rule tbat the
burden of establishing the defense rests on tbe party asserting it.
Here Beatrice has failed to carry its burden since the record , in
my view , at least , does not demonstrate that respondent displayed
the diligence of inquiry into alleged competitors ' offers required
by the precedents
Staley Mfg. Co.,

see

Federal Trade Commission

v.

A. E.

324 U. S. 746 (1945).

The majority erred in dismissing the complaint against respondent Beatrice. 1 agree tbat respondent Kroger violated Section 2 (f) of the Clayton Act ,

as amended. I .i oin , therefore ,

e " So the net uf the law today appears to be
actua!Iy

legal

tl1is; If a seller

in

s prices rr. crcly emulate an

inherently ilegal pricing system
the Section 2 (b) provbo can furnish no
succor. If , on the other hand, the Jower price is rrade in a genuine competitive situation
or

such as prevailed in the Standard Oil controversy. a Section 2(b) defense is not barred 80
long a8 the seller could have re1Lonabh! /,elievp.d that the fiT;Ce he was meetin Q was legal.
(Emphasis added. )

Rowe,

Price Discrimination Under the Robi1!8on- Patman

Act

p. 226.

" "
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the findings of fact and the reasons stated in support thereof on
which the order to cease and desist against respondent Kroger is
based.
DISSENTING OPINION

DECEMBER 1 ,

1969

BY ELMAN Commi8s'ioneT:
The Commission bolds- and

I agree-that

Beatrice s prices to

Kroger did not violate Section 2 (a). The examiner s findings in
respondents ' favor on all the crucial fact issues- discrimination
competitive injury, and meeting competition-are amply supported by the evidence in the record. Moreover , the Commission
does not find , because the record would not justify such a finding,
that (1) the price

offers made to Kroger by Beatrice s

competi-

tors were unlawful under Section 2 (a), and (2) either Beatrice

or Kroger bad any reason to believe that the price offers made by
tbe other sellers were unlawful. We are confronted , then , with a

commission decision holding Kroger guilty under Section 2 (f) of
knowingly " inducing or receiving " a discrimination in price
which is prohibited by this section " on a record which fails to
sbow any price discrimination illegal under Section 2.
The majority opinion skirts this diffculty by holding that Kroger violated Section 2 (f) because of the manner in which its representative , Mr. Casserly, conducted tbe negotiations with Beatrice. The Commission finds tbat Kroger " bargained too hard"
because " it did not bave a suffcient regard for its Robinson- Patman obligations.
Here , Kroger \-vas in a very powerful bargaining position because of its size and importance to the dairies in the
Charleston Division. This being so , Mr. Casserly went beyond the
bounds of permissible bargaining when he falsely gave the impression that the original Broughton offer amounted to a 20 per-

cent discount: when be told the Beatrice representatives that their
71 cent offer was too high on that specific ground; when he first
rejected their 68 cent offer and then indicated tbat their 66 cent

offer was ' competitive ' \vithout having made any comparison of
tbe bids; and wben he

fu,:ed

to convey any

corTeet

information

about the price levels being quoted by others. It is by reason of

this conduct that Kroger took on the risk of liability under the
Robinson- Patman Act." (Pl'. 818- 19.
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It puts too heavy a burden on the Robinson- Patman Act to con-

vert it into a " truth- in bargaining " statute. That Act is aimed at

ilegal and anticompetitive
else. No one has

price discriminations , and nothing
heretofore conceived of the Robinson- Patman

Act as imposing a duty of affrmative disclosure on buyers engaged in price negotiations with sellers , requiring them to convey
correct information "

on the prices quoted by other competing

sellers. Even when Congress

passed tbe Truth- in- Negotiations

Act dealing with defense contracts (P. L. 87- 653 , 76 Stat. 528,

529,

10 U.

C. 2306(f) ), it did not go so far. Perhaps it would be

in the public interest-although I doubt it- that Congress should

enact a new law imposing on buyers in all private business transactions an affrmative duty of making full and accurate disclosure
to each seller of information bearing on other sellers ' price offers.
But there is no such law now , and this Commission is not authorized to write one.

In any event ,

tbe Robinson- Patman Act , as it was written by
Congress , is not violated by a buyer who bargains " too hard" un-

less tbere is proof of a knowing inducement or receipt of a price
discrimination prohibited by Section 2. In the absence of such
proof , we are not authorized to subject a respondent to a boiler-

plate 2 (f) order merely because we think it has bargained " too
hard. " An order prohibiting the knowing inducement or receipt
of illegal price discriminations has nothing to do with a " viola-

tion " which consists only of bargaining " too hard.
As submitted to us on tbe record and arguments , this was a conventional 2 (f) case ,

proceeding on the familiar

Automatic Can-

s prices to Kroger were ilegal , and
that Kroger knowingly induced and received such illegal prices.
That theory of violation having been rejected by tbe Commission
teen

theory,

that Beatrice

because it is unsupported by the record , dismissal of the com-

plaint is required. The novel and extraordinary legal theory on
which the Commission now imposes 2 (f) liability on Kroger was
neither alleged in the complaint , issued July 30 , 1965 , nor urged

by Commission counsel at any stage of tbese proceedings. This

new theory apparently entered tbe case some time after the oral
argument on appeal before the Commission on March 26 , 1968.
Ct. , Rodale Pnss , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission 407 F. 2d
1252 (D. C. Cir. 1968).
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Final Order

FINAL ORDER
This matter having been heard by the

Commission upon the ap-

peal of complaint counsel from the hearing examiner s initial decision and upon briefs in support of and in opposition to said appeal; and
The Commission having determined for the reasons stated in
the accompanying opinion that the appeal of counsel supporting
the complaint should be granted in part and denied in part
is
It
ordered That respondent The Kroger Co. , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , representatives , agents and employees in
connection with offering to purchase or purchase in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the amended Clayton Act , of fluid milk
and other dairy products , for resale in outlets operated

by re-

spondent , do forthwitb cease and desist from:

Knowingly inducing, or knowingly receiving or accepting,
any discrimination in the price of sucb products by directly or indirectly inducing, receiving or accepting from any seller a net
price respondent knows or should know is below the net price at

which said products of like grade and quality are being sold by
such seller to other customers where respondent is competing
with the purchaser paying the higher price or with a customer of
the purchaser paying the higher price.
further ordered That the complaint herein against respondent Beatrice Foods Co. , be , and it hereby is , dismissed for
It

is

the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion.
Commissioners , Dixon , Elman , and MacIntyre dissented in part
and concurred in part; and Commissioner Nicholson

dissented

from the order against respondent Kroger and concurred in the
dismissal of tbe complaint as to respondent Beatrice.

